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1. INTRODUCTION
Many changes have taken place in agricultural land 
use in recent years. Technology (such as more efficient 
fertilizer use; improved chemical, weed and insect con­
trol; large capacity machinery; improved tillage practices 
and more effective erosion control methods) has in­
troduced more land use alternatives. In addition, our 
growing population has increased the demand for land 
for residential, industrial, highway, recreational and 
other nonagricultural uses.
Since soils vary in their response to technology and 
suitability for various uses, the demand for more precise 
information concerning soils and their properties has 
increased. The soil survey program in Iowa has been 
intensified to help meet this demand.
The accumulation of additional and more precise 
information generates new ideas regarding the signifi­
cance of variation in soil properties. At one time, for 
example, the fertility status of soils was measured by 
the total amounts of nitrogen, phosphorus and potas­
sium present in the soil. Today, however, emphasis 
is placed upon the soil supply of plant-available nu­
trients and in the ability of a soil to respond to additions 
of fertilizers as influenced by climatic and economic 
conditions. The importance of soil permeability is recog­
nized in determining the suitability of a soil for level 
terraces, graded terraces, irrigation, tile drainage, etc. 
As new information becomes available, new criteria must 
be used in classifying soils. Older criteria must be re­
vised or discarded if soil classification is to be of max­
imum benefit in determining soil suitability for various 
uses.
This report summarizes the more important changes 
which have been made in the classification of the major 
soils of Iowa since about 1950. It is a revision of 
Agron. 49, Principal Upland Soils o f Iowa, Their Oc­
currence and Important Properties. The report consists 
of (1 ) a general discussion of the major soils of Iowa 
and their formation, including state maps of major soil 
association areas, topographic areas, drainage basins, 
original forest cover, parent materials, and age of land­
scapes and (2) a discussion of each major soil associa­
tion area, including tables of the characteristics of the 
major soil types and a diagram of the typical pattern 
of occurrence of the major soil types for each association.
You may want to use this report as a supplement to 
published county soil survey reports. The county soil 
survey reports may be interpreted by studying (a ) the 
soil association map, together with (b ) the topographic
areas map, (c ) tables of soil characteristics and (d) 
drawings of the patterns of occurrence of major soil 
series.
2. THE SOIL AND ITS FORMATION
Soil is sometimes defined as the natural medium for 
plant growth or as the loose surface material of the 
earth in which plants grow. Soil is more complex than 
these simple definitions indicate. The "loose surface 
material of the earth" contains many different kinds of 
soil. Different soils vary in their ability to provide 
nutrients, air, water and anchorage for plants. The soil, 
a collective term, consists of a large number of soil 
individuals. A soil or soil individual is a member of a 
continuum which mantles the surface of the earth except 
where interrupted by water, shifting sand, salt deposits, 
perpetual ice and snow, and steep, rocky or moun­
tainous areas. Each soil has a unique combination of 
characteristics, but each soil also has characteristics 
common to all soils.
All soils consist of solid materials and pore space. 
The soil solids consist of organic matter and mineral 
matter. The organic portion of the soil includes living 
plants and animals and the remains of plants and 
animals in various stages of decay. The soil mineral 
matter consists of particles of various sizes as sand, silt 
and clay which have formed through the physical and 
chemical breakdown of rocks and minerals. The soil 
pore space occurs between the individual soil particles 
or aggregates (clusters) of soil particles. The soil pores 
contain the gas (air) and liquid (water) phases of the 
soil. The three phases—solid, liquid and gas—are present 
in all soils. However, the amount, kind and size of 
organic matter, mineral particles, and pore space for 
air and water are not uniform in all soils or even 
within a soil.
THE SOIL PROFILE
A soil consists of one or more layers called horizons. 
A soil horizon is a layer of soil material approximately 
parallel to the earth's surface. Each horizon has individ­
ual characteristics resulting from the influence of living 
organisms, climatic factors and the mineral matter from 
which the horizon has developed. The horizons of a soil 
occur in a sequence from the surface down to a depth of 
several feet. Each horizon differs from those above or 
below it in one or more soil properties. Examples of 
these soil properties are thickness, color, texture (relative 
proportion of different sizes of mineral particles), struc­
ture (arrangement of mineral particles into clusters or 
peds) and consistence (the mutual attraction of soil 
particles which is expressed as resistance to change in 
shape by crushing).
The sequence of horizons from the surface downward, 
as seen in an exposed road cut or pit, collectively make 
up what is called a soil profile. Each soil has a unique 
profile that varies in kind and number of horizons. 
These horizons have been compared to the layers in a 
layer cake without the thin bands of frosting. The hori­
zons usually merge gradually over a vertical distance 
of several inches and cannot be observed without close 
examination. Occasionally, however, the boundaries be­
tween horizons are sharp and easily seen.
Most Iowa soils have three major horizons. These 
are designated with the letters A, B and C from the 
surface downward. Some soils, such as certain very 
steep soils, do not have B horizons, and thus have 
A-C profiles. If erosion has been severe, the entire A 
horizon and occasionally the B horizon may be missing. 
The A and B horizons are often designated as the solum 
or "true soil" which has developed through the inter­
action of several soil forming factors. In scientific studies 
of soil profiles, the major horizons may be further sub­
divided. The subdivisions are designated with the major 
horizon letter plus an arabic numeral—for example, 
A l, A2, A3, B l, B2 and B3. In addition, other no­
tations are also used in detailed descriptions of soil 
profiles. Figure 1 is a hypothetical profile showing most 
of the commonly used notations. Figures 2 and 3 are 
drawings of typical Iowa soils influenced respectively by 
native vegetation of prairie grass and deciduous trees.
The A  Horizon
The A horizon is commonly referred to as the surface 
soil. The deep, dark-colored surface layers, as in fig. 2, 
are probably the best known horizons of Iowa soils. 
The A horizons of Iowa soils range from 2 to 24 inches 
in thickness, but A horizons 6 to 16 inches in thickness 
are more common. The A horizon is the part of the soil 
which is most active biologically. Plant roots, bacteria, 
fungi, insects and small animals are more common in 
the A than in any other major horizon. The vigorous, 
extensive root systems of the native prairie grasses were 
important sources of organic matter for many Iowa 
soils. Well-decomposed organic matter coats the mineral 
particles and is responsible for the color of the A horizon.
The A horizon receives precipitation before the lower 
lying B and C horizons. As water moves through the A 
horizon, soluble substances are carried to lower layers
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Fig. 1. Hypothetical soil profile showing principal horizons.
Organic horizon of undecomposed organic matter. ■
Organic horizon of partially decomposed organic matter.(01 and 02 usually absent on prairie 
influenced soils and disturbed soils.) ; . . . . . . .  ' f  j p y !
Surface mineral horizon which has an accumulation of well-decomposed organic matter which 
coats the mineral particles and darkens the soil mass. With plowing or other disturbance 
A1 and A2 or A3 are mixed. The notation Ap is used in this case.
Subsurface horizon which has lost organic matter, clay, iron or aluminum through eluviation 
with concentration of resistant sand and silt-sized particles. Platy structure common.
Transitional to the B horizon, or C horizon if B is not present, but more like the A than the 
B or C. if A3 and B1 are present but cannot be separated, AB horizon is designated.
Transitional to the A, but more like the B horizon.
Mineral horizon characterized by one or more of the following:
1. Illuvial concentration of clay, iron, aluminum or organic matter.
2. Residual concentration of iron and aluminum oxides or silicate clay.
3. Coatings of iron and aluminum oxides which give darker, stronger or redder colors.
4. Alteration of parent material through physical and chemical means with formation of
silicate clay minerals, liberation of oxides and formation of granular, biocky or pris­
matic structure. ■ . ■ ¡ ¡ ¡ ||
Transitional toC  horizon, but more like the B horizon*. [ *  i iw
Mineral horizon, other than bedrock, which may or may not be similar to presumed parent 
material. Has been little affected by soil-forming processes but may be otherwise weathered. 
Roman numeral prefixes are used to designate C horizons unlike presumed parent material 
as IIC, INC, etc.This designation is also used with other horizons.
Cg* = C horizon with intense gleying or reduction of iron compounds.
Cca* = C horizon with accumulation of carbonates such as calcium carbonate.
Ces * -  C horizon with accumulation of calcium sulfate.
*  g, ca, cs designations also may be used in other mineral horizons.
Underlying consolidated bedrock. If unlike presumed parent material, Roman numeral prefix 
isusedaeHR .
Fig. 2. Typical Brunizem profile.
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(Surface soil)
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(Subsoil)
C horizon 
(Parent material or 
other substratum)
or even completely removed from the profile. This re­
moval or leaching of bases such as calcium is an im­
portant cause of soil acidity. Limestone (calcium car­
bonate) is applied to replace the calcium which was 
leached away and to maintain a soil reaction favorable 
for plant growth. Clay particles may form in the surface 
soil through the decomposition of larger mineral par­
ticles. They may also form by synthesis or recombina­
tion of ions. These minute clay particles (10,000 clay 
particles =  1 linear inch) may be carried out of the A 
horizon in suspension. Iron, magnesium, potassium and 
other elements as well as calcium carbonate (lime) may 
also be removed from the A horizon. The removal of 
materials in solution and suspension is called eluviation. 
Thus, the A horizon is often called the horizon of maxi­
mum eluviation.
Figure 3 shows an A horizon that is typical of Iowa 
soils which have developed under deciduous forest vege­
tation. A thin A1 horizon rests upon a light-colored A2 
horizon or subsurface layer. The A2 horizon has had a 
maximum amount of eluviation of material in suspension 
and solution. Organic matter, bases, iron and aluminum 
oxides and clay particles have been removed in solution 
or suspension. In A2 horizons the particles are com­
monly arranged in plate-shaped aggregates or peds. In 
addition to the A1 horizon and the A2 horizon, if 
present, an A3 horizon may sometimes be observed. 
The A3 horizon is transitional to the B horizon but is 
more like the A. With disturbance, such as plowing, 
mixture of the A l, A2 and A3 horizons may take place. 
The designation Ap is used for such mixed A horizons. 
Soils with A l and A3 horizon sequence as shown in fig. 
2 are more prevalent in Iowa.
The B Horizon
The B horizon may occur immediately below the 
surface soil, or it may occur below an A2 horizon or 
subsurface layer. It is commonly called the subsoil. The 
B horizon usually is found 9 to 20 inches below the 
surface and has a common thickness of 15 to 30 inches, 
although the range in thickness in Iowa soils is 0 to 36 
inches or more. Thick B horizons are characteristic of 
soils with well-developed profiles such as the Planosols 
(flat soils with dense claypans) and the Gray Brown 
Podzolic soils (soils which developed under deciduous 
forest vegetation).
The B horizon is lower in biological activity than the 
A horizon and thus is lower in organic matter. The B 
horizon usually is harder when dry and stickier when
wet than the A horizon. These features are due to the 
lower organic matter level and the accumulation of clay 
which occurs in the B horizon of many soils.
The mineral particles may be arranged in block-like 
or prism-like peds. The color of the B horizon is due 
less to organic matter coatings and more to iron com­
pounds. The materials removed from the A horizons in 
solution and suspension may accumulate in the B hori­
zon. Thus, it is the horizon of illuviation. The B horizon 
is important to agriculture because of its influence on 
water movement and root development. Characteristics 
of the B horizon determine the suitability for manage­
ment practices such as tile drain systems and terraces 
for erosion control or water management.
In soil descriptions, the major B horizon may be 
subdivided into B l, B2 and B3 horizons. The B1 is 
transitional to the A horizon but is dominated by char­
acteristics of the B. The B2 horizon most clearly exhibits 
the properties of the B. The B3 is transitional to the C 
horizon or to underlying consolidated bedrock (R 
horizon).
The C Horizon
The C horizon is a soil layer which occurs beneath 
the B horizon, or the A horizon in AC profiles. The C 
horizon may be missing as in some shallow to bedrock 
soils. Biological activity—plant and animal life—is low 
in the C and other horizons which occur below the sub­
soil. The C horizon may consist of material from which 
the A and B horizons developed. It may be of different 
geologic material as is true in soil profiles which have 
two or more geological materials that are stacked upon 
each other. Examples of such soils are the Dinsdale 
soils of the Dinsdale-Tama association in eastern Iowa, 
which developed from shallow loess (wind deposited 
silty material) over glacial till. The presence of two 
different geologic materials in the same profile is called 
a geologic discontinuity. It is indicated in horizon 
notations with a Roman numeral as IIC. This notation 
is illustrated in fig. 4.
The C horizon usually includes the top foot or two 
below the solum (A  and B horizons) although the C 
horizon usually does not have a distinct lower boundary. 
The materials in the C horizon have changed less 
through weathering than have the A and B horizons. 
The C horizon is often lighter in color than the A or B. 
The C horizon contains less organic matter than the A 
or B horizon and, in most soils, contains less day  
than the B horizon.
Although A, B and C are the major horizons found 
in Iowa soil profiles, either or both of O or R—two 
additional major horizons—sometimes occur.
Fig. 3. Typical Gray Brown 
Podzolic profile, 
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(Parent material or 
other substratum)
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The O Horizon
The O horizons are organic-matter-rich (20 percent 
or more) layers which occur above the surface mineral 
layer. O horizons consist of fresh and partly decom­
posed organic matter, such as leaf litter and other forest 
residue. These layers occur most commonly in undis­
turbed timber areas but are seldom found in grassland 
soils. Disturbance such as clearing, plowing orpasturing 
alters or destroys these layers.
The R Horizon
Underlying, consolidated bedrock such as sandstone, 
limestone or shale is designated as the R horizon. The 
symbol "R " is used if the overlying soil is presumed to 
have formed from similar parent rock. If the R horizon 
is unlike the overlying material, the R is preceded by 
a Roman numeral as "IIR".
You can see a profile and its horizons in a vertical 
cut through the soil. Road or railroad cuts or the walls 
of a pit are excellent sites for examining soil profiles. In 
Iowa, a 5-foot depth is usually sufficient to study the 
major soil horizons. Nearly level to gently rolling up­
land soils are best suited for profile examination because 
they are more likely to exhibit the three major horizons— 
A, B and C. A brief study of the soils of an area will 
prove that soils have certain common features but are 
more nearly marked by variation.
THE FACTORS OF SOIL FORMATION
The properties which characterize a soil profile are 
due to the influence of a particular combination o 
several soil forming factors. These are (1 ) soil parent 
material, (2 ) climate, (3 ) living organisms, (4) topog­
raphy or relief and (5) time.
These factors work interdependently in producing a 
particular soil. Differences or similarities between soils 
are due to differences or similarities in the influence of 
the interrelated soil forming factors. Each factor modifies 
and is modified by the other soil-forming factors. Topo­
graphy, for example, modifies the effects of rainfall a 
climatic factor. The release of plant food nutrients from 
soil minerals which originate in the soil parent material 
depends upon climate and time. Thus, the effect of living 
organisms such as growing plants is influenced by time, 
climate and soil parent materials. Variations m sod 
properties can be interpreted and explained only through 
consideration of the interrelated influences of the factors 
of soil formation.
Fig. 4. "Two-story" Brunizem profile
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Parent M aterial
The initial step in the development of a soil profile 
is the formation of soil parent material. The parent 
material provides a soil with a miner al skeleton, con­
sisting of unconsolidated and partly decayed rocks. 
Some soils are formed from the weathering of bedrock 
in place. However, most Iowa soils formed from material 
that was transported from the site of the parent rock 
and redeposited at a new location through a transporting 
agency. Ice, water, wind and gravity are transporting 
agencies. These agencies may act independently or in 
combination with two or more agencies. Ice—in the form 
of glaciers—was particularly important in transporting 
and redepositing the parent materials from which Iowa 
soils developed.
During the Pleistocene or Ice Age, snow and ice 
accumulated to great depths. As pressure increased with 
increased depth of ice and snow, the ice sheet flowed 
as a plastic mass. Like a giant bulldozer it moved 
across the landscape. Rocks were ground into smaller 
particles. Hills were leveled and valleys were filled. 
Rocks imbedded in the bottom of the ice provided scour­
ing action as the glacier moved.
Four glacial advances have been recognized in Iowa. 
The glacial periods were separated by interglacial 
periods with warmer climates. The first glacial period, 
the Nebraskan, occurred approximately 750,000 years 
ago It was followed by the Aftonian interglacial period, 
which was followed by the Kansas glacial period, which 
is thought to have started about 500,000 years ago. The 
Yarmouth interglacial period followed the Kansan 
glaciation. The third glacial period, the Illinoian, oc­
curred about 150,000 years ago and was followed by 
the Sangamon interglacial period. The last period of 
glaciation was the Wisconsin, which started about
35,000 years ago. It consisted of several substages 
and an important interglacial substage. The last sub­
stage was the Cary, which deposited the till in north 
central Iowa about 11,000 to 14,000 years ago. The 
Tazewell and Iowan substages left extensive till deposits 
in northern Iowa. During and following the Tazewell 
substage (approximately 14,000 to 25,000 years ago), 
loess was widely deposited over Iowa.
The principal parent materials of Iowa soils are (1) 
glacial drift, (2 ) loess and (3 ) alluvium. Approximately 
95 percent of Iowa soils formed from one of these three 
parent materials. The remaining 5 percent formed from 
colluvium; limestone, sandstone and shale residuum; 
and organic deposits. The distribution of the major 
parent materials is shown in fig. 5.
Fig. 5. Principal surface materials in Iowa.
Glacial drift consists of the unconsolidated mixture of 
gravel and partly weathered rock fragments left by 
glaciers. Glacial drift may consist of materials deposited 
directly by the ice sheet or material which has been 
reworked by water or other agencies as the glaciers 
melted. Glacial drift provided parent materials for ap­
proximately 40 percent of Iowa's soils. Glacial till is 
the unsorted mixture o f clay, silt, sand, gravel and 
boulders which was deposited by the ice sheet. The 
glacial tills from which Iowa soils were formed were 
generally medium to moderately fine loam and clay 
loam textures. Small stones, pebbles, gravel and sand 
are present in most glacial tills of Iowa.
Iowa soils have developed in fresh or unweathered 
till and also in highly weathered till. The interglacial 
periods between the earlier glacial periods were long 
enough to permit the formation of soils with well-de­
veloped profiles. These were covered by later deposition. 
Geologic erosion has dissected the till plain and has 
re-exposed the buried soils (relic soils or paleosols) 
through truncation or beveling. M odem  soils have 
developed from the re-exposed material. These soils are 
common in southern and southeastern Iowa. Figure 6 
illustrates the influence of geologic process in the develop­
ment of the modern soil landscape in much of southern 
Iowa. This modem soil landscape is discussed more 
completely in chapter 6.
In addition to glacial till, glacial drift also includes 
glacial outwash. As the ice melted during warm seasons, 
melt water flowed from the margins of the ice sheet and 
redeposited a partly sorted mixture of gravel, sand and 
silt. Stratification of gravel, sand and silt layers is 
common, although one of the materials usually pre­
dominates. Glacial outwash occurs as pockets and fans 
associated with old melt-water channels. Many of these 
channels are now streams. They are most common in 
the glacial till areas of north central and northeastern 
Iowa.
Loess (pronounced "luss") is a silty, wind-deposited 
material. M ajor loess deposits in Iowa are of the Wis­
consin age. Loess consists almost entirely of silt but 
may include small amounts of very fine sand or clay. 
Coarse sand, gravel and boulders are not found in 
typical loess since these materials were too large to be 
moved by wind. The high percentage of silt-sized par­
ticles gives loess-derived soils a smooth, grit-free floury 
feel.
Loess deposits originated from materials carried 
away from the melting ice sheet during warm seasons. 
During cool seasons, the water flow ceased and the
materials were deposited in broad, flat areas such as 
bottomlands. After drying, they were picked up by wind 
action and redeposited many miles from the source. For 
example, the loess of Wayne County is thought to come 
from near Onawa, a distance of almost 200 miles. Areas 
near the source received thicker and coarser textured 
deposits. The deposits thinned in the direction of the 
then prevailing northwesterly winds.
The major sources of loess in Iowa were (a) the 
Missouri River bottomlands, (b ) a Wisconsin glacial 
drift plain in north central and northeastern Iowa, (c) 
a post-Iowan valley or drift plain in southeastern South 
Dakota, and (d) local sources along the Des Moines, 
Skunk, Iowa and Cedar rivers. Loess thicknesses are 
shown in fig. 5. Locally thick accumulations of loess 
occur in areas of northeast and east-central Iowa which 
are otherwise loess-free or which have thin loess caps
over glacial till. The location of some of these areas, 
is shown in fig. 5.
Loess-derived soils may vary in characteristics from 
one part of the state to another. Some of the major 
reasons for the variation include (1 ) fineness, (2 ) thick­
ness of the deposit, (3 ) rate of accumulation, (4 ) car­
bonate content at time of deposition, and (5) mineral- 
ogical composition of the loess. Climate, vegetation and 
topography have also caused differences. Loess-derived 
soils include the most productive in the state and account 
for almost 40 percent of Iowa soils.
Alluvium is material which was deposited by water 
in the floodplains along streams. Two major areas— 
Missouri bottomlands and Mississippi bottomlands— 
and numerous smaller areas along tributary streams, 
have soils developed from alluvium. The larger areas 
are shown on the state soil association map (fig. 14)* as
*See center spread6
Fig. 6. Sketch of steps in the formation of 
a soil landscape in southern Iowa.
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the Luton-Onawa-Salix soil association area and as the 
Mississippi bottomland area. Medium and moderately 
fine-textured alluvium predominates in Iowa, although 
coarser textured alluvium is not uncommon. Fine- 
textured alluvium is common in the Luton-Onawa-Salix 
soil association. Alluvium-derived soils are frequently 
stratified with layers of gravel, sand, silt and day.
Colluvium is material deposited in footslope positions 
by the action of gravity, soil creep or local wash. Silty 
and loamy colluvial materials are most common in 
Iowa, although rock fragments are common below 
slopes with rock outcrops. Colluvial soils often occur in 
small, narrow areas; thus, their suitability for crop 
production is determined by associated soils.
Residuum, the residue from the weathering of sedi­
mentary rocks in place, is a minor parent material in 
northeast Iowa and along some of the deeper stream 
valleys such as the Des Moines River. The sedimentary 
rocks include limestone, sandstone and shale. Since most 
of the rock outcrops occur on steep topography, soils 
with AC or AR profiles usually form from sedimentary 
rocks. However, some soil profiles with A, B and C 
horizons formed from residuum are found in the state.
Organic deposits form the parent materials for peat 
and muck which occur in small areas, particularly in 
north central Iowa. Wet, poorly drained conditions 
have retarded the decay of organic matter which has 
accumulated over time. The accumulated organic matter, 
with small amounts of mineral matter, serves as soil 
parent material.
Climate
Climate both directly and indirectly influences soil 
development. Direct effects include the influence of tem­
perature and precipitation upon the weathering of rocks 
and minerals. High temperatures encourage rapid 
weathering of rocks, minerals and parent material. The 
speed of chemical reactions increases as temperature 
increases. Wind, important in soil transport, is a climatic 
factor that directly affects soil development. High annual 
rainfall influences the soil directly through its impact 
on erosion and leaching losses. Climatic changes played 
important roles in the work of glaciers as discussed in 
the section on soil parent materials. Climate plays an 
indirect role in soil formation through its effect upon
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plant growth and adaptation. Climatic variation between 
areas was important in determining the location of the 
broad soil areas of the world.
The climate of Iowa is relatively uniform over the 
state although some variation in climatic factors occurs 
as is indicated in figs. 7 and 8. Climate is an important 
cause of crop yield variation between different sections 
of Iowa. Although climate probably did not play a 
major role in distribution of soils in Iowa, differences 
between soils in northwest Iowa and parts of east- 
central Iowa may reflect climatic variations. The soils 
in northwest Iowa are similar to east-central soils in 
most respects but are less leached, possibly because of 
lower annual rainfall.
Living Organisms
In addition to mineral matter provided by parent 
material, soils also include organic matter—living organ­
isms (plants and animals) or the remains of living 
organisms. Living organisms perform two chief func­
tions in soil development. They are the source of soil 
organic matter, and in the case of deep-rooted plants, 
they help bring plant nutrients up from lower depths. 
The organic matter may be stored in the A horizon and 
will, upon decomposition, release nutrients for plant use. 
The soil profiles in figs. 2 and 3 show soil differences 
caused by variations in the type of plants and their 
patterns of growth.
Most native Iowa vegetation consisted of tall prairie 
grasses. Forest vegetation (chiefly oak and hickory) 
was more prominent in eastern Iowa and along the 
major streams in other parts of the state (see fig. 9).
Microorganisms also play important roles in soil 
development. They are a source of organic matter, aid 
in decomposing organic matter, combine free nitrogen 
into forms which can be used by plants, and aid in the 
release of nitrogen and other organic stored nutrients 
for use by plants.
Man, through his use of the soil, also influences soil 
development. Man uses soils in ways which may either 
improve, maintain or permanently decrease soil pro­
ductivity.
Topography
Topography refers to the lay of the land. It may be 
very steep or nearly level or somewhere in between. The 
primary influence of topography on soil development is 
its effect on drainage, runoff and erosion. Topography 
is an important factor in determining the pattern and 
distribution of the soils of a landscape. The aspect or 
direction a slope faces is an important secondary in­
fluence of topography. For example, south-facing slopes 
normally are warmer and drier than north-facing slopes. 
This can have an important effect on the kind and 
amount of vegetation which grows in an area.
Topography may be characterized by the gradient 
(degree or percent of slope), length, shape, aspect and 
uniformity of the slopes which make up a particular 
landscape. Although each of these slope characteristics 
is important, the topography of Iowa is most frequently 
expressed in terms of slope gradient or percent of slope. 
Seven slope gradient classes have been recognized in 
Iowa. These slope gradient classes and the percent of 
the Iowa land area represented by each are presented in 
table 1.
Occasionally, various slope gradient classes occur in 
extensive areas. More frequently, however, two or more 
slope gradient classes occur within one field. To show 
the variation in topography within the state, five major 
topographic areas were formed by grouping one or 
more of the slope gradient classes into each area (see 
fig. 11).‘ Areas with a wide range in slope gradient 
(5-14 percent or 9-30+ percent) generally represent a 
more complex topography than areas with a narrow 
range of gradient. In addition, the pattern of the various 
topographic areas in different sections of the state is an 
indication of the complexity of the topography.
* See center spread
Fig. 9. Original forest cover in Iowa. Based on data secured in the original land 
survey made in Michigan, Wisconsin 
and Iowa territories when all 
basic points, sectional lines 
and township lines were 
established.
I ' * ' : Survey started
March 23,1832 
Survey completed 
August 17,1859
Forest
► I jrf" ujii_
The Committee on Forest and Wasteland Project 1033
IOWA STATE 
PLANNING BOARD
TABLE 1. Estimated Percent of Iowa Land in Given Slope
Classes.
Percent slope
Percent of 
land area
0-2 27.7
2-5 31.9
5-9 15.6
9-14 11.7
14-18 5.3
18-25 2.5
25+ 2.0
The nearly level to gently sloping areas predominate 
in northwest, north centred and northeast Iowa with 
extensions into east central and southeast Iowa. Southern 
Iowa is marked by an intricate pattern of narrow ridge 
tops flanked by gently sloping to strongly sloping and 
steep side slopes. Western Iowa has a high percentage 
of strongly sloping to steep topography. The topography 
of Iowa is closely related to the drainage pattern of the 
state as shown in fig. 10.
Topography is important in determining the pattern 
of occurrence of soil types within different areas of the 
state. This pattern is closely related to topography 
because of topographic influences on drainage, erosion, 
climate and plant growth. Soil suitability for various 
uses is also closely related to topography.
Time
Time is necessary for the various processes of soil 
formation to take place. The amount of time may vary 
from a few days for fresh alluvial deposits to thousands 
of years for the "paleosols" of southern Iowa. In general, 
in Iowa when other factors are favorable, as soils con­
tinue to weather over a long period of time, the subsoil 
texture becomes finer and the soils are more leached of 
soluble materials. Exceptions are soils formed from 
materials resistant to weathering such as quartz sand. 
Such soils do not change much with time. Other ex­
ceptions are soils occurring on very steep topography 
where runoff is high and water infiltration is low. Such 
soils weather more slowly than soils on less steep topog­
raphy. Time is an important factor in explaining soil 
differences among different areas of the state and also 
within the same area in some parts of the state.
Variations in ages of glacial and loess deposits were 
discussed in the section on parent materials of Iowa 
soils. These materials range in age from more than
500,000 years to less than 11,000 years. Many of the 
older deposits were covered by later sediments laid down 
by ice, wind or water. The landscape we see today has 
been and is being influenced by geologic erosion. The 
ages of Iowa landscapes are shown in fig. 12.’ The 
youngest landscapes are in the alluvial areas and in 
the younger glacial areas of north central Iowa. The 
oldest landscape occurs in northeast Iowa, where the 
surface materials have been exposed to natural forces 
for less than 16,000 to more than 24,000 years. Al­
though the soils of southern areas of Iowa formed from 
materials which have been deposited for a long period 
of time or have accumulated over a long time, the 
modem landscape has resulted from erosional activities 
which accompanied the Wisconsin glacial period (14,000 
to 16,000 years ago). Thus, the soils which occur in 
the modem landscape may be young even though the 
materials deposited may be old.
Sometimes the ages of landscapes may be estimated 
by a process known as radiocarbon dating if organic 
materials are buried. If living material such as trees is 
covered by later deposition through the action of ice, 
water or wind, the radioactive carbon can serve as an 
estimator of the time the sediments were deposited. The 
age of materials less than 35,000 years old may be 
dated by this technique. Organic materials such as wood 
have been discovered in many Iowa glacial and loess 
deposits. These have served as sources for radiocarbon 
dating.
* See center spread
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Summary
The properties of a soil are due to the interdependent 
action of the five soil-forming factors. Differences between 
soils reflect not only variation in one factor, but also 
the modifying effects that this factor has upon the others. 
For example, Ida soils occur on steep slopes in western 
Iowa. Geologic erosion has been active on these steep 
slopes, and as a result, Ida soils have not been leached 
of carbonates. Monona soils, which occur on less steep 
topography in associations with the Ida soils, have not 
been subject to as severe geologic erosion. Leaching has 
removed carbonates from about the top 3 feet in the 
M onona soils. Topography has modified the erosive and 
leaching effects of precipitation. Also soils developed 
under timber vegetation on level topography are more 
acid, less fertile and have more da y  in the subsoil than 
level prairie soils which have developed from the similar
parent material, under similar climatic conditions during 
the same period of time. Traer (a timber-derived soil) 
and Garwin (a prairie-derived soil), which occur in 
eastern Iowa and Ames (a timber-derived soil) and 
Webster (a prairie-derived soil) in north central Iowa 
are examples o f the modifying influence that native 
vegetation has upon the effectiveness of the other factors 
of soil formation.
3. SOIL CLASSIFICATION
Soil classification is a branch of soil science concerned 
with arranging the many kinds of soil into groups or 
dasses. The arranging is done in such a way that 
knowledge of soil properties and their relationships may 
be understood for a certain purpose or objective. The 
objectives of soil classification indude (1 ) organizing 
knowledge of soils, (2 ) helping to remember soil relation­
ships, (3 ) bringing out soil rdationships and (4) pro­
viding units for predictions about soil behavior. The 
central objective is to enable man to predict and better 
understand the behavior of soils. The amount of varia­
tion within groups and dasses determines the kind and 
precision of the predictions that can be made. Knowledge 
of soil formation provides a basis for a system of clas­
sification which allows predictions at various levds 
of accuracy.
RELATIONSHIP OF SOIL FORMATION 
TO SOIL CLASSIFICATION
Individual soils exist for each significant combination 
of parent material, climate, living organisms, topography 
and time. Often a slight variation in one soil-forming 
factor results in the formation of a different soil indi­
vidual. Thus, there are many kinds of soils in some 
areas. The character of the surface soil as well as that 
of the subsoil and the substratum are considered in 
determining if a new kind of soil occurs. Together the 
surface, subsoil and substratum are called the soil pro­
file. The physical and chemical properties of soil profiles 
provide a basis for arranging the soil individuals into 
groups which have similar characteristics. The range in 
properties of the individuals included in a group or 
class determine the kind and precision of predictions 
which may be made about behavior of the members of 
a group or class. The narrower the range in properties 
permitted in a group or class, the greater is the precision 
of behavior prediction. Broad groupings may have 
limited prediction value, in which case their usefulness 
may be to help one remember broad soil relationships 
or the broad influences of the soil-forming factors. Ex­
amples of narrowly defined groups and classes are soil 
series, soil type and soil phase. Great soil groups are 
examples of broadly defined groups or classes.
SOIL SERIES, SOIL TYPE AND SOIL PHASE
After soils are identified and classified in the field, 
maps are prepared which show the pattern of occurrence 
and distribution of groups of soil individuals. Aerial 
photographs commonly serve as the basis for preparation 
of such maps. The groups or classes of soil individuals 
which are shown on detailed soil maps (such as those 
included in recent county soil survey reports) are the 
soil series, soil type and soil phase.
A soil series is a group of soil individuals which 
have horizons similar in characteristics (except surface 
texture) and arrangement in the soil profile and which
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have developed from a particular type of parent material. 
The soil series includes soil individuals with a narrow 
range in profile characteristics other than surface (A 
horizon) texture, slope, depth to bedrock, degree of 
erosion, stoniness and topographic position unless these 
features greatly modify the kind and arrangement of the 
soil horizons. Soil series are named for geographical 
places or features such as towns or rivers which are 
located near the area where the series was first defined. 
For example, the Clarion series, a major series in north 
central Iowa, is named for the town of Clarion in Wright 
County. Many series names are from other states. For 
example, the Grundy series was named for Grundy 
County, Missouri.
A soil type is a subdivision of the soil series based 
on the texture of the surface or A horizon. The soil type 
includes a group of soil individuals with the same range 
in characteristics as in the soil series but is restricted to 
a narrow range of surface texture. The Wabash series 
includes soils with both silty clay loam and clay surface 
textures. Soil types are named by combining the series 
name with the surface texture class name. Wabash 
(series name) plus clay (soil textural class) equals 
Wabash clay, a soil type. Most soil series of Iowa have 
only one type.
A soil phase is a subdivision of a soil type or other 
classification unit. The soil phase has variations in 
characteristics which are not important to the genetic 
classification of the soil in its natural landscape. These 
variations are important to the use and management of 
the soil, however. Soil features which may vary over a 
rather wide range in the soil series or soil type are de­
fined over a narrow range for the soil phase. Such 
features mainly include percent slope and degree of 
accelerated erosion. Occasionally topographic position, 
soil depth, and thickness of surface horizon are shown as 
phases. Clarion loam, 0 to 2 percent slopes; Clarion 
loam, 2 to 5 percent slopes; and Clarion loam, 5 to 9 
percent slopes, are slope phases of the soil type Clarion 
loam. Some erosion phases of Clarion loam are Clarion 
loam, 5 to 9 percent slopes; Clarion loam, 5 to 9 percent 
slopes, moderately eroded; and Clarion loam, 5 to 9 
percent slopes, severely eroded.
The soil depth phases distinguish soils of the same 
soil type which vary in depth to bedrock or loose sand 
and gravel. Some soil types occur in upland and also 
bench (stream terrace or second bottom) positions, for 
example, Tama silt loam and Tama silt loam bench 
position. Clarion loam and Clarion loam thin solum
are thickness of solum phases of soil types. The slope 
and erosion phases indicate the need for erosion control 
practices. Soil depth and topographic position phases 
may influence the effective water-holding capacity of soils. 
The solum and surface thickness phases may influence 
fertilizer response o f soils.
The preceding examples indicate the influence which 
soil phases may have upon soil suitability for crop 
production and the variation in management require­
ments for different soil phases of the same soil type. 
The soil individuals included in the soil phase and in 
one-phase soil types have the narrowest range in pro­
perties. Thus, a greater number of precise statements 
and predictions of soil use, management and productivity 
can be made for these soil phases.
Three additional classification terms are sometimes 
used in county soil survey reports. These are the soil 
variant, the soil complex and miscellaneous land types. 
The soil variant is a classification unit which differs 
from the soil series in one or more distinguishing char­
acteristics. Webster clay loam, calcareous variant, is an 
example. Soil variants are actually separate soil series 
which are not large enough in areas where first mapped 
to justify the establishment of a new series. With the 
accumulation of additional mapping, soil variants are 
frequently designated as separate soil series. The soil 
complex is not a unit in the classification system. It is 
a complex of two or more soil types which can be 
identified but are so intermingled that it is often not 
practical to separate the individual soil types. Colluvial- 
alluvial complexes such as Colo-Judson complex are 
common along small streams. Miscellaneous land types 
are used in soil classification and mapping for areas 
with little or no natural soil, for areas which are 
dominated by other physical features and for other 
areas where it is not feasible to classify the soils. Alluvial 
land and rough, stony land are examples o f miscel­
laneous land types.
GREAT SOIL GROUPS
Soil types with similar characteristics may be clas­
sified into broader groups. A great soil group  is one 
example of such a broad grouping. Each great soil 
group is characterized by the same general profile char­
acteristics. The kind, sequence and degree of development 
of the horizon of soils included in a great soil group 
are similar. The soil-forming factors of climate, living 
organisms, topography and time have been similar for 
soils within a great soil group. Parent materials can and 
do vary widely within the soils of a great soil group.
Nearly 40 great soil groups have been recognized in the 
United States. The soils of Iowa have been classified 
into nine great soil groups. The most extensive is the 
Brunizem group followed by the Gray Brown Podzolic, 
Humic Gley, Planosol and the Alluvial. These groups 
cover more than 90 percent of the state. The four minor 
groups are the Regosols, Chernozems, Lithosols and 
Bog soils.
A single great soil group may predominate in an 
area. However, topographic and vegetative changes 
may occur within a short distance. These variations 
result in two or more great soil groups being closely 
associated so that combinations of great soil groups 
are common. Figure 13 * shows the areas covered by the 
major great soil groups or combination of such groups 
in Iowa. Other great soil groups are also found in the 
state. Note that the Humic Gley-Brunizem combination 
is most extensive in north central Iowa. Note also that 
the distribution of Gray Brown Podzolic soils is generally 
similar to the areas of forest cover shown in fig. 9.
Brunizems
Brunizem soils developed under prairie grass vege­
tation. In Iowa, the Brunizems usually occur on nearly 
level to rolling topography. Soils classified as Brunizems 
represent almost two-thirds of the state. The Brunizems 
were formerly called Prairie soils. Typically, they have 
a black to a very dark brown A horizon, usually 9 to 
16 inches thick; a brown or gray-and-brown B horizon, 
15 to 24 inches thick; and a yellowish-brown C horizon, 
the upper part of which is usually leached of carbonates. 
The Brunizems often have medium (loam, silt loam) to 
moderately fine-textured (da y  loam, silty da y  loam) A 
horizons, similar or somewhat finer textured B horizons 
and medium or moderately fine-textured C horizons. 
The A horizons have a granular structure. The B hori­
zons have structural aggregates which are slightly 
rounded subangular blocks while the C horizon usually 
lacks a distinct structure. The depth to the water table 
is deep to moderately deep. The A, B and C horizons of 
Brunizems usually have gradual boundaries. Brunizems 
are among the most productive soils in the world. The 
prevalence of these soils in the state is an important 
factor in Iowa's reputation as a corn produdng state. 
Although most Brunizems in Iowa are usually high in 
productivity, some have lower productivity because of 
subsoils which resist water movement and root develop­
ment, some are sandy and others are shallow to gravd, 
shale or limestone. Erosion is often a problem on 
Brunizems because of the topography.
* See center spread
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G ray Brown Podzolic Soils
The Gray Brown Podzolic soils formed under forest. 
These soils occupy about 10 percent of the state, prima­
rily in eastern and southern Iowa, where they occur on 
gently rolling to steep topography along the major 
streams. Typically they have dark gray to dark grayish 
brown A1 horizons, 1 to 4 inches thick; grayish-brown 
platy A2 horizons, 4 to 10 inches thick; brown or gray 
and brown, or yellowish-brown B horizons, 20 to 40 
inches thick, and yellowish-brown C horizons.
The profiles most commonly have loam to silt loam 
A1 and A2 horizons, silty clay loam to clay loam B 
horizons and silt loam, loam or silty day  loam C 
horizons. The A1 horizon usually exhibits weak granular 
structure, while the A2 horizon has a thin platy structure. 
The aggregates or peds in the B horizon frequently 
exhibit angular blocky structure (sharp ¿ailier than 
rounded corners on cube-shaped blocks). The C horizon 
does not have well-developed structure. The horizon 
boundaries of Gray Brown Podzolic soils are more 
distinct than in the Brunizems.
The natural fertility levd is usually lower with Gray 
Brown Podzolics than Brunizems in the same area. 
Erosion is frequently more severe on the lower organic 
matter, generally more sloping, Gray Brown Podzolic 
soils. As with the Brunizems, a few Gray Brown Podzolic 
soils are sandy, shallow to gravel, shale or limestone or 
have high day  content in the subsoil.
Planosols
Planosols usually occur on broad, nearly level, up­
land flats or depressions. They are most extensive in 
southern and southeastern Iowa, where they are as­
sociated with Brunizems and Gray Brown Podzolic 
soils. High water tables and ponding have influenced 
the development of the Planosols. The areas in which 
Planosols are common have an acreage of almost 15 
percent of the state. However, in these areas, the Planosols 
are less extensive than the associated Brunizems and 
Gray Brown Podzolic soils. There are some fairly large 
areas of Brunizem-associated Planosols, but the Gray 
Brown Podzolic-associated Planosols generally occur in 
small areas of a few acres in size. Prairie Planosols 
have darker surface layers than forested Planosols.
Planosols typically have a very dark gray to dark 
gray A1 horizon, 4 to 10 inches thick; a gray to light 
gray platy A2 horizon, 3 to 16 inches thick; an olive 
gray to dark olive brown B horizon, 10 to 20 inches 
thick, and a mottled yellow-and-gray to light gray C 
horizon. Typically the A la n d  A2 horizons are medium
textured (silt loam and loam ); the B horizon is fine 
textured (silty clay to clay); and the C horizon is mod­
erately fine textured (silty clay loam and clay loam). 
The A1 has a granular structure; the A2 is generally 
platy; the B horizon has a weakly developed prismatic 
structure which breaks down into strongly developed 
fine blocks. Structure is weakly developed or lacking in 
the C horizon. In most Planosols the clay content in the 
B horizon is high enough to seriously limit water move­
ment and root development. Water movement through the 
subsoil o f many Planosols is too slow to permit effective 
drainage by tile drain systems so surface ditches must be 
relied upon for surplus water removal.
Humic G ley Soils (also called W iesenboden Soils)
Humic Gley soils formed under wet prairie or sedge 
vegetation on poorly drained flats or slightly depres- 
sional sites. They are usually associated with Brunizems 
and are quite extensive in north central and northeastern 
Iowa. A typical Humic Gley soil in Iowa has a black 
to very dark gray A horizon, 16 to 20 inches thick; an 
olive gray B horizon, 3 to 20 inches thick; and a mottled 
light olive gray C horizon. Typically the texture of the 
A horizon is silty clay loam, while that of the B horizon 
is silty clay loam to silty clay, and that of the C horizon 
is silt loam to silty clay loam. Some Humic Gley soils, 
such as the Haig, Luton and Wabash series, have clay- 
textured B horizons. The A horizon has granular struc­
ture and the B horizon has rounded or subangular 
blocky structure. Structure is weakly developed or lack­
ing in the C horizon.
The Humic Gleys developed under conditions of high 
water tables due to poor natural drainage. The excess 
water restricted the oxygen in the soil pores which 
brought about reduction, segregation and removal of the 
iron compounds to produce an olive gray subsoil. When 
effective drainage systems are installed, many Humic 
Gley soils are among the most productive in Iowa. In 
those with clay subsoils, as the Haig, Luton and Wabash 
series, tile usually is not effective. In general, Humic 
Gley soils, like the Brunizems, have been partly re­
sponsible for Iowa's prominence as an agricultural state. 
Poor natural drainage and the development of poor 
physical condition if handled when too wet are the 
chief factors limiting the productivity of Humic Gley soils.
A lluv ia l Soils
Alluvial soils occur on bottomlands and low terraces 
(second bottomlands) along streams throughout Iowa. 
The largest areas occur along the Missouri and Missis­
sippi rivers. Alluvial soils do not have distinct horizons.
They have formed from waterlaid sediments deposited 
with each flood. Depth to the water table and frequency 
of flooding are variables. Distinct layers may be found 
in Alluvial soils, but they are due to variation in the 
sediments rather than to soil horizon development. 
Layers of sand, silt or day  are often found. Light and 
dark colored layers may also be present. This "layering" 
is often referred to as stratification. Alluvial soils vary 
in properties because of variation in the sediments. 
Alluvial soils range from high to low in productivity. 
Wetness due to flooding or high clay content, and 
drouthiness due to high sand content are common limi­
tations of Alluvial soils. Soils with a wide range in 
productivity may occur together in an intricate pattern. 
Alluvial soils have formed from alluvium and have 
weakly developed stratified profiles. Soils, such as 
Brunizems and Humic Gleys, with more strongly de­
veloped profiles may develop from alluvium also. They 
may be associated with the Alluvial soils in bottom­
land areas.
Chernozems
Chernozem soils are minor in Iowa. They occur in 
extreme northwest Iowa where rainfall has limited pro­
file development. Chernozems developed under prairie 
vegetation. In Iowa, most Chernozems occur on gently 
sloping to moderately sloping topography and are 
similar to the Brunizems in many characteristics. They 
have a black silty clay loam A horizon about 10 inches 
thick; a brown silty clay loam B horizon, 10 to 14 
inches thick; and a yellowish-brown silt loam C horizon 
which has abundant limestone concretions. The profile 
has gradual horizon boundaries. In Iowa, Chernozems 
are distinguished from Brunizems by their darker sur­
face, somewhat thinner profile and shallower depth to 
carbonates. Low rainfall limits crop yields on the 
Chernozems.
Regosols
Regosols usually occur on steep topography (slopes 
of 14 percent or more) throughout Iowa but are most 
common in the hilly areas of western Iowa. B horizons 
are absent. Thus, they have A-C profiles consisting of a 
thin, very dark grayish-brown A horizon and a yellow­
ish-brown C horizon. These soils are usually calcareous 
in all layers. They generally have silt loam or loam 
texture throughout the profile. Geologic erosion ap­
parently exceeds soil development. The steep slopes also 
limit productivity through their influence on machine 
operation and water infiltration. These soils are often 
better suited for permanent pasture than for cropping.
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Lithosols
Lithosols are rocky, stony or shallow soils which 
have less than 12 inches of soil material on consolidated 
bedrock. They are usually found on strongly sloping 
to steep topography. Lithosols are more common in 
northeastern Iowa and along major streams such as 
the Des Moines River. They have A-C profiles or pro­
files with weakly developed B horizons overlying con­
solidated limestone, sandstone or shale. Productivity is 
limited by high runoff and low water-holding capacity. 
They are normally used for timber or pasture.
Bog Soils
Bog soils are areas o f peat and muck. They occur 
mainly in northcentral Iowa. They occupy very poorly 
drained depressional areas. Limited oxygen supplies 
retard the decay of organic materials, which accumulate. 
Bog, or organic soils, contain more than 30 percent 
organic matter in the surface layers which are more 
than 12 inches thick.
Peat is composed of partially decomposed plant resi­
dues in which portions of the plant parts can be recog­
nized. Peat is brown (reddish-brown to yellowish-brown). 
Muck is black, thoroughly decomposed, and oftencon- 
tains a higher percentage of mineral matter than does 
peat. Peat deposits in Iowa range from 1 to 25 feet in 
thickness. Muck deposits are 6 inches to 5 feet in thickness.
Bog soils vary widely in productivity. They are used 
for the production of truck crops such as potatoes, 
celery and onions as well as for grain crops and pasture. 
Some deposits have been developed commercially for 
use in potting soils and lawn or garden top-dressing. 
Problems in farming organic soils include providing 
adequate drainage without overdraining and providing 
adequate phosphorus and potassium. Approximately
160,000 acres of these soils occur in Iowa.
In Summary
The classification system which includes the great 
soil group category has been used in the United States 
since 1938 with some revisions in 1949. In recent years, 
soil scientists have devised a new soil classification 
system to accommodate the growing body of knowledge 
of soil science. The development of this system has 
taken place in several steps. The most recent is the 7th 
Approximation. Details are given in Soil Classification, 
A Comprehensive System, 7th Approximation, Soil Con­
servation Service, USD A, August 1960.
4. PRINCIPAL SOIL ASSOCIATION AREAS
Field studies of soils have shown that certain com­
binations or associations of soil types form patterns 
which are repeated from field to field and from farm 
to farm within a certain geographical area. To help 
understand the soils of Iowa and their characteristics, 
major soil types have been grouped into soil association 
areas (fig. 14). Each soil association area has a re­
peating pattern of two or more major soil types. The 
arrangement of these soil types and other features, 
principally topography, give the soil association area a 
characteristic landscape.
Soil association areas are named by placing together 
the names of two or three soil series which occupy 
major areas within each soil association. In some in­
stances, a single series name is used if its occurrence 
overshadows the occurrence of other soil series. Soil 
series other than those which occur in the name also 
may occur in each soil association area. Ten or more 
major soil series may occur in each soil association area.
TABLE 2. Approximate areas of principal soil associations of Iowa.
Symbol Soil Area* Per cent
and Name Association square Acres of
miles state area
AG H  : Adair-Grundy-Haig 2,410 1,542,400 4.3
ASE : Adair-Seymour-Edina 1,340 857,600 2 A
CKL : Clinton-Keswick-Lind ley 2,020 1,292,800 3.5
CLC : Cresco-Lourdes-Clyde 620 396,800 1.1
C N W  : Clarion-Nicollet-Webster 11,870 7,596,800 2 1 i
D Downs 450 288,000 .8
DT Dinsdal e-Tama 1,510 966,400 27
F Fayette 3,640 2,329,600 6.5
FDS : Fayette-Dubuque-Stonyland 1,570 1,004,800 2.8
GH : Grundy-Haig 560 358,400 1.0
GPS : Galva-Primghar-Sac 3,860 2,470,400 6.9
KFC : Kenyon-Floyd-Clyde 5,820 3,724,800 10.4
LKW : Lindley-Keswick-Weller 1,680 1,075,200 3X1
LOS : Luton-Onawa-Salix 840 537,600 l i
M Marshall 4,260 2,726,400 76
MIH : Monona-lda-Hamburg 2,860 1,830,400 5.1
Mo : Moody 500 320,000 .9
0MT : Otley-Mahaska-Taintor 2,410 1,542,400 4.3
SSM : Shelby-Sharpsburg-
Macksburg 3,470 2,220,800 6.2
TM Tama-Mu scaline 4,030 2,579,200 7.2
B Bottomla nd-M iss issipp i
River 280 179,200 .5
TOTALS 56,000 35,840,000 100.0
’ Based on approximate state area of 56,000 sqiuare miles, ¡rounded to
nearest 10 square miles. Square miiles x 640 —acres.
The pattern of type of farming areas in the state is 
partly determined by the nature of the soil association 
area. The suitability of an area for various types of 
farming is influenced by the kinds of soils and the 
distribution pattern of soils in the area. For example, 
the Clarion-Nicollet-Webster soil association includes a 
high percentage of soils which are suitable for a number 
of farming systems such as cash grain, livestock or 
dairy farming. The Lindley-Weller soil association area 
in southern Iowa and the Fayette-Dubuque-Stonyland 
area include a high percentage of soils which are suit­
able for pasture or forest uses but not for frequent 
cropping. Thus, alternative farming systems are largely 
limited to livestock or dairy farming in this area.
Twenty principal soil association areas have been 
recognized in Iowa. The distribution of these areas is 
shown in fig. 14.* On a map of this scale, many small 
association areas cannot be shown. For example, first 
and second bottomland areas along the interior streams 
are not shown. Nor are small areas of principal soil 
associations which occur within another soil association 
area.
Each soil association includes some of the most 
productive as well as some of the least productive soils 
of Iowa. However, certain soil association areas have a 
larger proportion of productive soils than others. In 
studying the map (fig. 14), note that certain boundaries 
are shown by solid lines, others by broken lines, and 
still others by dotted lines. The solid lines represent 
rather abrupt boundaries between soil association areas. 
Broken lines represent boundaries that are not definitely 
established or are considered to be tentative boundaries. 
Dotted lines indicate boundaries between soil association 
areas which change gradually over a distance of several 
miles.
The principal soil association areas vary in size from 
approximately 450 square miles to nearly 12,000 square 
miles. In table 2 the soil association areas are arranged 
alphabetically by name for each soil association area; 
the number of square miles and number of acres of 
each association area and its percent of the state area 
are also shown.
5. DEFINITIONS AND IMPORTANCE OF 
SOME SOIL PROPERTIES AND  
CHARACTERISTICS
Chapters 6-23 discuss the soil association areas of 
Iowa. Three tables are presented in each chapter to pro­
vide information about the major soil types, including 
important properties and characteristics, along with a
*S ee center spread
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discussion of each soil association area. In each chapter 
the tables are: A series—General Information About 
M ajor Soil Types; B series-P rofile  Characteristics of 
Major Soil Types; and C series— Land Use, Fertility 
Levels and Com  Production Potentials. This information 
is helpful in identifying soil types and is basic to de­
termining their alternative uses and requirements for 
management. Terms used to describe the properties, 
characteristics and other information presented in the 
A-, B- and C- series tables are discussed in this chapter.
GENERAL INFORMATION ABOUT MAJOR SOIL TYPES 
(A-SERIES TABLES)
Slope percent. The slope range and the typical slope 
for each soil type are presented. For example, Clarion 
loam occurs on slopes ranging from 2 to 30 percent. 
However, Clarion loam is most commonly found on 
slopes of 2 to 5 percent.
Land position. In general, the position of soils on 
the landscape is described by three terms—upland, 
bottomland and terrace (second bottom). Upland is the 
highest land in relation to the old floodplain or nearest 
stream. It lies above second bottom and is never subject 
to overflow. A stream terrcxe or second bottom is formed 
bv soil deposited by water in a stream valley. It is a 
remnant of an old floodplain and is no longer subject 
to flooding. Bottomland is flat and is variably subject
The three terms are used in modified form; for ex­
ample, upland ridges, upland swales, nearly level up­
land low terrace, etc. Also, terms such as alluvial fan 
or footslope may be used. An alluvial fan is formed 
as the result of soil being deposited by water in a fan 
shape at the mouth of a drainageway. A footslope 
position refers to soil material deposited in a band 
along the base of a slope.
Parent material. Glacial till, loess and alluvium are 
the principal soil parent materials in Iowa. Over 
percent of the soils have developed from them. Sedi­
mentary rocks are parent materials for about 5 per­
cent of Iowa soils.
Original vegetation. Iowa soils have developed under 
two types of native vegetation—deciduous forests and 
tall grass prairie. Soils developed under prairie cover 
are dark-colored and high in organic matter. Forest 
soils are lighter in color, lower in organic matter, more 
acid and less fertile than prairie soils of the same area.
Erosion hazard. Erosion (as used here) is the re­
moval of surface soil by water. It refers primarily to 
sheet erosion. Gullying is mentioned when the soil is 
usually susceptible to this form of erosion.
Erosion by water varies for different soil types and 
slope conditions. It also varies with different crops and 
different sequences of crops or crop rotations. Therefore, 
a 4-year rotation of row crop, row crop, small grain, 
meadow, is assumed in rating the erosion hazard. It is 
also assumed that contouring, terracing and strip crop­
ping are not practiced. The erosion hazard is assumed 
to occur primarily on the row crop, such as corn,
soybeans or sorghum.
Four classes of erosion hazard are used: none, slight, 
severe and very severe. For a soil classed as subject to 
a severe erosion hazard, the rate of surface soil loss is 
estimated to be high enough that corn yields cannot be 
maintained or the soil "conserved" by this rotation 
without additional erosion control practices. Soil classed 
as having a slight erosion hazard requires some atten­
tion to erosion control through either the cropping 
system or erosion control practices. Practices such as 
contouring and terracing may be needed on the steeper 
slopes within this class, especially when farmed inten­
sively to row crops.
Natural internal drainage. Natural internal drainage 
is the soil characteristic related to the downward flow of 
excess water through the soil profile. It indicates the 
frequency and length of time the soil is saturated with 
water under natural conditions; that is, before artificial 
drainage systems such as tile drainage are applied. 
Natural internal drainage is characterized by color and 
thickness of the surface soil and particularly by color
of the subsoil. , . , .
Well-decomposed organic matter is dark brown to 
black It coats the mineral particles and masks other 
colors in soil surface layers. Thus, surface colors of 
Iowa soils are due to organic matter content.
Oxygen is necessary for organic matter decomposition.
In saturated soils, little oxygen is present, so decay is 
retarded and organic matter accumulates. Soils with 
restricted drainage tend to have darker and thicker 
surface layers than well-drained soils.
Subsoil color is due to iron compounds present m 
the soil. When the soil oxygen is limited (soil pores 
filled with water), bacteria and soluble organic residues 
change the chemical form of iron and may cause iron 
to be lost from the subsoil. This is evidenced by the 
gray subsoil color. Under well-aerated conditions, the 
iron compounds rust or are oxidized into chemical 
compounds that are red, yellow or brown and in this 
form remain in the subsoil. Therefore, subsoil colors 
are generally a good due to possible subsoil wetness. 
In general, original subsoil colors persist in the soil 
even after adequate artifidal drainage is applied.
Since poor drainage is the main factor responsible 
for exdusion of air, subsoil colors are also clues to the 
natural internal drainage of the soil. Slope charac­
teristics and landscape position influence the amount 
of water which enters the soil and, thus, the height to 
the water table. Texture and structure influence the size 
and number of soil pores available for air and water. 
Thus, the natural internal drainage of a soil is influenced 
by slope characteristics, landscape position, height of 
water table (perched or permanent) and profile charac­
teristics such as texture, structure and the size, number 
and distribution of soil pores. Seven internal drainage 
classes are recognized (see table 3). Combinations of 
these classes such as "w dl to moderately well" are 
also used.
TABLE 3. Internal drainage classes of Iowa soils.
Internal drainage class Subsoil color Artificial drain­
age needed
Series
example
Very poorly drained Gray Yes Glencoe
Poorly drained Gray Yes Webster
Somewhat poorly drained Mixed gray 
and brown
Occasionally due 
to position or 
wet season
Nicollet
Moderately well-drained Brown or yellow 
with some gray
No Kenyon
Well-drained Brown, yellow, 
red
No Clarion
Somewhat excessively 
drained
Brown, yellow, 
red
No-drouth y Lamont
Excessively drained Brown, yellow, 
red
No-very drouthy Hagener
Plant-available water-holding capacity. The capacity 
of a soil to hold water is of great practical importance. 
In each growing season in Iowa, there are long periods 
without rain. During these periods plants depend upon 
water stored in the soil for needed moisture.
Water is held in the soil by mutual attraction between 
soil and water. Stored water is distributed through the 
pore system of the soil and over the surface of the soil 
particles. Fine-textured soils have greater particle sur­
face and more pore space than coarse-textured soils. 
For this reason, soils high in clay usually hold the 
greatest amount of water and soils high in sand, the 
least amount.
Not all the water held in soil is available to plants. 
The upper limit of water usable by plants is called 
"field capacity" and the lower limit, "wilting point." 
Field capacity is the highest amount of water that a 
thoroughly wetted soil can hold against the forces of 
gravity. Wilting point is the moisture content of soil at 
which plants will wilt and will fail to recover when 
placed in a humid atmosphere. The difference between
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the two represents an estimate of water available to 
plants and is called the available moisture content.
In the A-series tables, four categories—very low, low, 
medium and high—are used to express the plant-avail­
able water-holding capacity of soil to a depth of 5 feet. 
The 5-foot depth is used because corn, a major crop, 
can utilize soil moisture very effectively to this depth. 
As a general guide, it can be assumed that very low is 
less than 3 inches, low is 3 to 5 inches, medium is 6 to 
9 inches, and high is more than 9 inches of plant- 
available water per 5 feet of soil.
PROFILE CHARACTERISTICS OF MAJOR SOIL TYPES 
(B-SERIES TABLES)
Soil phase. Some soil types presented in the B-series 
tables are divided into slope and erosion phases. These 
divisions are made because they are important to man's 
use and management of the soil.
Slope phase. The number of phases varies for dif­
ferent soils. A nearly level soil has just one slope phase. 
Soils which occur on a wider slope range may have 
two or three slope phases. The following slope phases 
are commonly used—0-2 percent, 2-5 percent, 5 to 9 
percent, 9-14 percent, 14-18 percent, 18-25 percent and 
25+ percent.
Erosion phase. Soil types are placed in erosion phases 
to indicate the amount o f past erosion or, more specif­
ically, the thickness of the surface soil (or surface and 
subsurface if soil has both) still present. Four erosion 
phases are used—0 =  slight erosion, over 12 inches of 
surface soil; 1 =  slight to moderate erosion, 7 to 12 
inches of surface soil remaining; 2 =  moderate to severe 
erosion, 3 to 7 inches of surface soil remaining and 
including areas of surface soil mixed with areas of 
exposed subsoil; 3 =  severe erosion including erosion of 
the subsoil, less than 3 inches of surface soil remaining.
Color. Color of the surface and subsoil is given for 
each soil type. The color descriptions follow as closely 
as possible the descriptive terms used in describing soil 
profiles in standard soil surveys.
Color is an important feature used to describe and 
identify soils. It is also an indicator of organic matter 
content and natural internal aeration and drainage.
Texture. Texture refers to the size of soil particles. 
Soils usually have particles of three general sizes: sand, 
silt and clay.
Sand particles can be seen easily and feel gritty. Silt 
particles can be seen with a magnifying lense or under a 
microscope. When dry they feel like flour. When wet 
they have a smooth, floury feel with little evidence of
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stickiness. Clay particles are very fine and can be 
observed only with an electron microscope. Clay is 
sticky and plastic when wet and can be molded; it will 
dry into a hard mass.
Few soils contain only one particle size. Nearly all 
soils have a certain proportion* of sand, silt and clay. 
Soil texture can be estimated in the field by rubbing a 
small amount of moist soil between your thumb and 
forefinger. However, accurate determinations may be 
made only in the laboratory by separating and weighing 
the different sized fractions.
When soils are mapped, the horizons (profile layers) 
aré placed in one of 12 textural classes as shown in 
table 4. Adjectives are sometimes used with the texture 
class names. For example, fine sandy loam refers to a 
sandy loam in which fine rather than medium or coarse 
sand grains predominate. A "gritty" silt loam contains 
some grit or sand particles which may be felt but are 
not present in large enough quantities for loam or 
sandy loam classes.
TABLE 4. Texture groups and classes of soils.
Texture group Class name Abbreviation
Coarse Sand s
Loamy sand Is
Moderately coarse Sandy loam si
Medium Silt si
Silt loam sil
Loam 1
Moderately fine S ilty clay loam sid
Sandy clay loam scl
Clay loam cl
Fine Sandy clay sc
Silty clay sic
Clay c
Textural class for the surface layer is always a part 
of the soil type name, for example, Muscatine silty clay 
loam. Textural class for subsoil and parent material is 
given in profile descriptions which are a part of all 
survey reports.
Texture is a permanent soil property that greatly 
influences productivity. Soils with a high proportion of 
coarse particles (sandy soils) have rather low pro­
ductivity. Likewise, soils with a high proportion of fine 
particles (high clay soils) are often low in productivity. 
Sandy soils do not hold enough water for good plant 
growth and they are poor storehouses for plant nutrients. 
They must receive frequent additions of water and nu­
trients to be productive. The main problem with high 
clay soils is their slow permeability and poor internal 
drainage, which are the result of their large number of 
very small pores. This means that high clay soils will
often be so wet that root development is hindered. Also 
they are often difficult to work because they easily 
become too compact if handled when too wet, or cloddy 
if handled when too dry.
The most productive soils are usually medium to 
moderately fine in texture. Examples are loams, silt 
loams and silty clay loams. Such soils are good store­
houses for plant nutrients and are capable of storing 
a high proportion of water available to plants. Con­
ditions are generally very favorable for root growth.
Productive soils must have favorable texture in both 
the surface and subsoil layers. Most soils have a finer 
texture in the subsoil than in the surface layer. This is 
due to the processes of soil development. In some soils 
such as Edina and Clarinda, the subsoil is fine textured. 
Water moves very slowly through the profile. Root 
growth and development may be hindered. A few Iowa 
soils may have coarse sand or gravel layers near the 
surface. This limits water-holding capacity, and drouth- 
iness is a problem.
Permeability. Permeability of the subsoil is given for 
each soil type. This refers to the rate of water movement 
through the subsoil. Six classes or grades of subsoil 
permeability are used. These are: Very rapid (Chelsea 
sand); rapid (Dickinson fine sandy loam); moderate 
(Marshall silt loam ); moderately slow (Taintor silty 
clay loam); slow (Grundy silty clay loam); very slow 
(Edina silt loam). Of these six classes, moderate perme­
ability is usually the most desirable.
Soil types with very slowly permeable subsoils usually 
cannot be drained by tile because water moves too 
slowly through the subsoil. Soil types with moderate 
permeability will tile-drain readily. Soils with slow per­
meability will also tile-drain but sometimes require closer 
spacing of tile than is required by soils with moderate 
permeability.
Subsoil permeability may influence the kind of erosion 
control practices suitable for use on sloping soils. 
Marshall, M onona and Ida soils, for example, have 
moderately permeable subsoils and substrata. These 
soils occur in western and southwestern Iowa where 
annual rainfall is lower than in most other sections of 
the state. Therefore, contour listing and level terraces 
can be used. On these soils, water which collects in 
furrows and terrace channels during heavy rains moves 
to lower depths in a few hours. Thus, damage from 
standing water is avoided. On the other hand, Grundy 
and Seymour soils with slow to very slow permeability 
require use of graded terraces to facilitate adequate 
drainage after heavy rains.
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It should be noted that the classes used in the B- 
series tables give relative permeability only. Ideally, it 
would be desirable to have measurements of permeability 
in inches of water flowing per hour or day, but such 
data are not available for all soil types. In general, 
however, the rates of water flow would range from less 
than 0.05 inch per hour for very slow permeability to 
5 inches per hour or more for very rapid permeability. 
Soils with moderate permeability have flow rates from 
approximately 0.8 to 2.5 inches per hour.
Substratum. Substratum is any layer beneath the 
solum (A  and B horizons). It is often like the parent 
material from which the A and B horizons developed. 
Such soils have one-storied profiles as shown in fig. 2. 
Sometimes, however, the substratum is different material 
than that from which the A and B horizons developed. 
Such soils have two-storied profiles as shown in fig. 4. 
The substratum often influences the use and manage­
ment of a soil.
LAND USE, FERTILITY LEVELS AND CORN 
PRODUCTION POTENTIALS (C-SERIES TABLES)
The C-series tables provide an evaluation of the 
fertility status and use suitability of each soil type. 
Average soil tests, maximum corn use, com  yield po­
tentials and the land capability classes and subclasses 
also are given.
The lime needs and the average soil tests are based 
largely on summaries of over 300,000 soil samples 
tested by the Iowa State University Soil Testing Labo­
ratory. It is the best available indicator of the general 
fertility status of the soils. The average soil tests furnish 
a basis for making a general fertilizer recommendation. 
However, recommendations for a particular field should 
be based on soil tests from that field.
To evaluate soil for agricultural use, it is always 
desirable to know the intensity to which the soil may be 
used without causing permanent loss of soil productivity. 
Since corn is a high-value crop and represents intense 
soil use, it is convenient to estimate use intensity in terms 
of suitability for growing com. Thus, in the C-series 
tables, the frequency that com  may be grown (maximum 
com  use) is estimated for each soil type using four 
categories—never, seldom, occasionally or often.
N ever implies that the soils are best suited for per­
manent vegetation such as pasture or trees. Seldom 
implies planting to com  not more than once in about 6 
years. Soils of this nature are sometimes put to com  
when re-establishing pasture or a long term hay meadow. 
Soils classed occasionally for com  are intermediate in 
slope and require rotations in which com  would be on
the land about one-fifth to two-thirds of the time. Soils 
which can be cropped to com  two-thirds or more of the 
time are placed in the often group.
In estimating maximum com  use, it is assumed that 
conservation practices, such as contouring, terracing 
and strip cropping, will be used where needed. In ad­
dition, good  cultural practices, including proper ferti­
lization. will be used.
Com yield potential. To further evaluate the suit­
ability of a soil for crop uses, it is helpful to have an 
estimate of obtainable com  yields under good manage­
ment. In general, the com  yield potential is also a good 
indicator of the expected yields of other crops such as 
soybeans, small grains and forages.
The corn yield estimates given in the C-series tables 
are based on a corn production system which includes: 
(1 ) providing adequate drainage where possible, (2 ) 
maintaining adequate erosion control, (3 ) applying 
limestone and fertilizer in amounts equivalent to high 
rates suggested in Iowa State University soil test reports, 
(4 ) planting high-yielding hybrids with good stand- 
ability, (5 ) obtaining final plant populations consistent 
with available moisture, (6 ) providing adequate weed 
and insect control, (7 ) providing adequate tillage, (8 ) 
harvesting with minimum field loss and (9 ) carrying 
out operations as timely as possible. For soils which 
occur over a wide climatic zone, the yields are based on 
average climatic conditions for the geographical center 
of the area. The corn yield estimates represent long­
time average yields (10 years or more). Superior farmers 
may exceed these estimates by 10 percent, although the 
estimates are near the maximum profitable production 
for most farmers.
Land capability class and subclass. Eight land capa­
bility classes have been developed by the United States 
Soil Conservation Service as a means of classifying 
soils according to hazards or limitations for various 
uses. It is a classification system based on characteristics 
and qualities of soil and its environment that limit land 
use or impose hazards to the soil when used. Capability 
classes are so established that soils in Class I have few 
or no hazards and, thus, the greatest alternative uses. 
Soils with the most hazards and fewest alternative uses 
are in Class VIII. Hazards or limitations become pro­
gressively greater from Class I through Class VIII.
Soils in tiie first four capability classes are generally 
considered suitable for cultivated crops. Soils in the 
remaining four classes are best suited for permanent 
vegetation such as pasture or trees.
Following are brief descriptions of soils in each 
capability class:
CLASS I—Few limitations that restrict their use.
CLASS II—Some limitations that restrict the choice of 
plants or require some conservation practices.
CLASS III—Severe limitations that restrict the choice of 
plants or require special conservation practices or both. 
CLASS IV—Very severe limitations that restrict the 
choice of plants, require very careful management 
or both.
CLASS V—Limitations other than erosion hazard that 
are impractical to remove and that limit soil use 
largely to pasture, range, woodland or wildlife cover. 
CLASS VI—Severe limitations that make soils generally 
unsuited for cultivation and restrict soil use largely 
to grazing, woodland or wildlife.
CLASS VIII—Soils and land forms in Class VIII are 
not suitable for the commercial production of crops, 
grasses or woody plants. Their use is restricted to 
wildlife, recreation, water supply or aesthetic pur­
poses. Class VIII soils do not occur in Iowa.
The land capability classes are subdivided to indicate 
the kind of limitation or hazard involved. Three sub­
classes are used and are described as follows: 
e—Runoff and Erosion—All lands with sufficient slope 
to require erosion control measures. In general, soils 
with more than 2 percent slope are included. 
w—Wetness and Drainage—In general, all soils with 
excess water and drainage or flooding problems are 
included. Water erosion is not a problem, although 
wind erosion may be a problem on sandy sites. 
s—Root Zone or  Tillage Problems—This subclass in­
cludes soils that are sandy or shallow to sand and 
gravel or bedrock. Also soils with limitations of 
stoniness, low fertility, drouth or salinity are included. 
Erosion from wind and/or water is often a problem 
on these soils.
Capability classes and subclasses are widely used in 
conservation farm planning. Land capability maps are 
usually prepared for farms being planned. This involves 
grouping the soil types and phases on the farm into the 
proper capability class and then coloring a map of the 
farm accordingly. All Class I land is green; Class II, 
yellow; Class III, red; Class IV, blue; Class V, white; 
Class VI, orange; Class VII, brown; and Class VIII, 
purple.
The colors on the farm map make it easy to locate 
and observe soil areas with similar hazards and prob­
lems. The groupings serve as a guide in planning land 
use and management. However, the soil type or soil 
phase has specific properties and characteristics should 
always be considered in deciding final use and manage­
ment Pleasures.
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ADAIR-GRUNDY-HAIG 
AND GRUNDY-HAIG M B  
SOIL ASSOCIATION AREAS
The Adair-Grundy-Haig soil association area occurs 
in south central Iowa. It occupies about 2,400 square 
miles in Ringgold, Clark, Lucas and part of adjoining 
counties. The less extensive Grundy-Haig soil association 
area occurs in Wapello, Jefferson, Van Buren, Lee and 
Henry counties, where it occupies about 560 square 
miles. The dominant soils o f the two areas were formed 
from loess or glacial till primarily under the influence 
of prairie grass vegetation. Some soils, particularly 
those occurring on steep areas near streams, were formed 
under deciduous forest vegetation. Grundy and Haig 
soils are common to both associations. Adair and other 
till-derived soils are also found in both soil associations 
but are more extensive in the Adair-Grundy-Haig soil 
association area.
The landscape o f Adair-Grundy-Haig and Grundy- 
Haig soil association areas is similar to that o f the 
Shelby- Sharpsburg- Macksburg, Ad air-Seymour-Edina 
and the Otley- Mahaska- Taint or soil association areas 
which also occur in southern and southeastern Iowa. 
When viewed from one o f the broader upland flats, the 
landscape appears to be a broad, nearly level plain. 
These flats are actually upland divides which are ir­
regular in length, width and flatness. Although con­
spicuous, they occupy only about 20 percent o f the 
landscape.
These upland flats were once more extensive than 
they are at present. They are remnants of an undulating 
to level till plain which remained after the retreat of the 
Kansan glaciers. Extensive erosion during the long 
interglacial periods narrowed the flats and in some 
areas removed them completely. During the relatively 
long Yarmouth (350,000 years) and Sangamon 
(100,000-125,000 years) interglacial periods, soils with 
thick gray clay subsoils developed on the flats from the 
Kansas glacial till. During the Sangamon interglacial 
period, soils with reddish-brown or red and gray clay
loam subsoils developed on the side slopes and erosion 
surfaces. About 16,000 years ago, much of the land­
scape was covered with a loess deposit which was thickest 
on the flats. Erosion has since removed some or all of 
the loess from the side slopes and has re-exposed the 
buried soils through erosion. The slopes are now trun­
cated or beveled. As erosion progressed, unweathered till 
below the buried soils was also exposed between the 
narrow stream valleys and the re-exposed paleosols. 
The modern landscape consists of soils formed from 
loess on the level to gently rolling uplands, soils formed 
from the re-exposed paleosols on the side slopes im­
mediately below the loess soils, and soils formed from 
unweathered Kansan till in the steeper slopes below the 
truncated paleosols and above the soils of the stream 
valleys.
Variation in thickness and fineness of the loess de­
posits in relation to their source further complicates the 
soil and landscape pattern. The Missouri River flood- 
plains served as an important source of loess. Pre­
vailing northwesterly winds picked up the alluvial sedi­
ments and redeposited them on the landscape as far 
away as 250 miles. The sediments were predominately
silt particles. The loess thins from 100 feet in thickness 
near the river to about 7 or 8 feet in Wayne and Ap­
panoose counties. The coarser particles were deposited 
nearer the source than the fine particles. The finer par­
ticles were carried greater distances; thus, clay content 
increases in a southeasterly direction from the Missouri 
River floodplains. Variation in thickness and fineness of 
loess from the Missouri River are chiefly responsible for 
the M onona, Marshall, Sharpsburg, Grundy and Sey­
mour sequences across southern areas. In southeastern 
Iowa, loess from a source somewhere north of Des 
Moines was deposited in a similar manner and provided 
parent material for the loess soils o f the Tama-Otley- 
Grundy soil sequences in southeast Iowa.
This discussion is an oversimplified explanation of 
the soil differences and patterns in the Adair-Grundy- 
Haig and Grundy-Haig soil association areas. It is given 
in more detail here than in other associations for refer­
ence purposes.
Haig soils are poorly drained and occur on the nearly 
level upland flats (0-2 percent slopes). They formed 
from Wisconsin loess under the influence of prairie grass 
vegetation. The surface layer is a thick (12 to 18 inches)
TABLE 6-A. General information about major soil types in Adair-Grundy-Haig and Grundy-Haig soil association 
areas*
Soil type
Number and name
Slope percent Land 
Typical Range position
Parent
material
Original
vegetation
Erosion
hazard
Natural
internal
drainage
Plant-available 
water-holding 
capacity 
to 5 feet
211 Edina silt loam 0-2 0-3 Upland
depressions
Loess Prairie,
sedges
None Poor High
362 Haig silty clay loam 0-1 0-2 Upland flats Loess Prairie None Poor High
364 Grundy silty clay loam 2-5 1-9 Upland ridges
and side slopes
Loess Prairie Slight to 
moderate
Moderately good to 
somewhat poor
High
192 Adair clay loam 9-14 5-20 Upland side
slopes and ex­
tended ridges
Reddish pale- 
osol, till
Prairie Severe Somewhat
poor
High
222 Clarinda clay loam 9-14 5-20 Upland coves Gray paleosol, 
till
Prairie Severe Poor High
24 Shelby loam 14-25 5-30 Upland side 
slopes
Glacial till Prairie Severe Good to moderately 
good
High
179 Gara loam 14-25 9-30 Upland side 
slopes
Glacial till Prairie,
forest
Severe Good to moderately 
good
High
131 Pershing silt loam 
Other soils:
Gravity, Olmitz, Wabash, 
Colo, Coppock, Chariton
2-5 1-9 Upland ridges Loess
Alluvial and 
colluvial 
materials
Prairie, Moderate Moderately good to 
forest somewhat poor 
See tables 23A, 23B, 23C.
High
* See chapter 5 for explanation of terms.
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Fig. 15. Relationship of slope, vegetation and parent material to soils of 'the Adair-Grundy-Haig and Grundy-Haig soil association areas.
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18 ♦Tentative name
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black silt loam to silty clay loam. The subsoil is a 
slowly permeable dark gray to olive gray silty clay 
with numerous yellow and brownish colored mottles. 
Edina soils, described in chapter 7, are poor to very 
poorly drained and occur in small depressions within 
larger areas of H aig soils.
Grundy soils are moderately well to somewhat poorly 
drained and occur on gentle slopes below the Haig soils 
on moderately to strongly sloping sides and on gently 
to moderately sloping convex ridge tops above the 
Clarinda and Adair soils. The predominant slope range 
is 2 to 8 percent. The surface layer of Grundy soils is 
a black silt loam to silty clay loam, 8 to 14 inches 
thick. All or part o f the surface soil has been removed 
by erosion on some slopes. The subsoil is a moderately 
slow to slowly permeable, yellowish-brown and gray 
silty day.
Clarinda soils are poorly drained and occur down- 
slope from the Grundy soils on slopes of 5 to 14 percent. 
They commonly occur in coves of drainageways which 
extend into the moderately sloping uplands. They also 
occur on steeper side slopes (9  to 14 percent) as a 
narrow band at the point of contact between the loess 
soils above and the till soils below. Clarinda soils have 
developed from the re-exposed Yarmouth-Sangamon 
paleosols under the influence o f prairie grasses. They 
have black to very dark gray silt loam to silty clay 
loam surface soil 3 to 14 inches thick. Erosion has 
removed the surface soil on many Clarinda soils. The 
B horizon is a very slowly permeable dark gray to gray 
silty clay to clay from 3 to 8 feet in thickness. The A 
horizon may be developed in a thin layer of loess or 
gritty sediment or both.
Adair soils occur downslope from the loess-derived 
soils and the Clarinda soils. They occur on extended 
ridge tops below the loess-covered ridges or on the 
shoulders of steep slopes at the loess-till contact. They 
have developed from re-exposed late Sangamon paleo­
sols or from thin layers o f loess and/or gritty sediments 
over the late Sangamon paleosols. Adair soils occur on 
slopes of 5 to 14 percent. The paleosols are originally 
believed to have developed under forest vegetation, but 
the modern Adair soils have been influneced by prairie 
grass although by mixed forest and prairie grass vege­
tation in a few areas. Adair soils are somewhat poorly 
drained and have very dark gray silt loam to clay 
loam surface layers 3 to 12 inches in thickness. Erosion 
has frequently removed all or most of the surface soil. 
The very slowly permeable subsoil is a reddish-brown 
to red and gray clay to clay loam. A stone line or 
pebble band is common in the upper B horizon of 
Adair soils. Truncation has sometimes brought about 
removal of the stone line.
ABLE 6-B. Profile characteristics of major soil types and phases in Adair-Grundy-Haig and Grundy-Haig soil 
association areas*
Soil type ____ Phase Surface soil ____________ Subsoil
Number and name Slope Erosion Color Texture Color Texture Permeability Substratum
211 Edina silt loam 0-1 0,1 Very dark 
gray
sil Dark gray sic Very slow Leached silty clay 
loam loess
362 Haig silty clay loam 0-2 0,1 Black siel Gray sic Slow Leached silty clay 
loam loess
364 Grundy silty clay loam 2-5 1 Black siel Yellowish-
brown
sic Moderately slow 
to slow
Leached silty clay 
loam loess
364 Grundy silty clay loam 5-9 2 Very dark 
gray
siel Yellowish-
brown
sic Moderately slow 
to slow
Leached silty clay 
loam loess
192 Adair clay loam 5-9 2 Very dark 
gray
cl Red and 
gray
c, cl Very slow Leached clay loam 
till
192 Adair clay loam 9-14 3 Dark brown c, cl Red and 
gray
c, cl Very slow Leached clay loam 
till
222 Clarinda clay loam 5-9 2 Very dark 
gray
cl Gray clay Very slow Leached clay 
paleosol
222 Clarinda clay loam 9-14 3 Dark gray cl toc Gray clay Very slow Leached clay 
paleosol
24 Shelby loam 9-14 2 Very dark 
brown
1 to cl Yellowish- 
brown
cl Moderately slow Calcareous clay 
loam till
24 Shelby loam 14-18 3 Dark yel­
lowish-brown
1 to cl Yellowish-
brown
cl Moderately slow Calcareous clay 
loam till
131 Pershing silt loam 5-9 2 Very dark 
gray
sil Yellowish-
brown
sic Slow to 
very slow
Leached silty clay 
loam loess
TABLE 6-C. Land use, fertility levels, and corn production potentials of major soil types and phases in Adair- 
Grundy-Haig and Grundy-Haig soil association areas*
Soil type
Number and name
Phase
Slope Erosion
Lime needs 
T/acre1 N
Average soil test2 
P K
Maximum corn use Corn yield Land capability 
with conservation potential class and 
practices3 bu/acre subclass
211 Edina silt loam 0-1 0,1 2-4 L VL to L Lto  M Often 71 III w
362 Haig silty clay loam 0-2 0,1 0-2 Lto M L M Often 77 II w
364 Grundy silty clay loam 2-5 1 2-4 Lto M V L to L Lto M Often 78 II e
364 Grundy silty clay loam 5-9 2 2-4 L V L to L Lto  M Occasionally 72 III e
192 Adair clay loam 5-9 2 3-5 L VL to L Lto  M Occasionally 50 III e
192 Adair clay loam 9-14 3 3-5 VL to L VL Lto M Never VI e
222 Clarinda clay loam 5-9 2 0-4 V LtoM V L to L Lto M Occasionally 45 IV w
222 Clarinda clay loam 9-14 3 0-4 V L to L V L to L Lto M Never VI e
24 Shelby loam 9-14 2 2-4 L V L to L Lto M Seldom 60 H ie
24 Shelby loam 14-18 3 2-4 V L to L V L to L L to  M Never V ie
131 Pershing silt loam 5-9 2 2-4 L V L to L Lto M Occasionally 60 III e
"See chapter 5 for explanation of terms.
1 Estimated range for soils not limed in past 5 years. Lime needs indicated are near optimum rates recommended on ISU soil test reports.
2 Estimated average soil test values based in part on summary of over 350,000 samples tested at the ISU Soil Testing Laboratory. N= nitrogen, P =  
phosphorus, K =potassium , L = lo w , M =m edium , V L = v e ry  low.
2 0 fte n = 3  or more years out of 5; o ccasio nally= l to 3 years out of 5: se ldo m = no t more than 1 year in 6; never =  permanent vegetation.
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Shelby soils occur on slopes of 9  to 30  percent down- 
slope from the Adair and Clarinda soils. They have 
formed in unweathered Kansan till (in some places 
Nebraskan till) which has been exposed by geologic 
erosion. The native vegetation was prairie grass. The 
Shelby soils are well to moderately well drained and 
have very dark gray to dark brown loam to clay loam 
surface layers, 3 to 9 inches thick except where removed 
by erosion. The moderately slowly permeable subsoils 
are yellowish-brown clay loams. Calcareous till is 
usually found at 48 inches or deeper.
Gray Brown Podzolic soils and intergrades between 
Gray Brown Podzolic and Brunizems, frequently occur 
in associations with the soils of the Adair-Grundy-Haig 
and Grundy-Haig soil association areas. These soils, 
among which Pershing and Gara are most important, 
are discussed in chapters 15 and 21.
A number of soils o f alluvial origin occur in the 
narrow drainageways and on the bottomlands. These 
soils such as Gravity, Olmitz, Wabash, Colo, Coppock 
and Chariton are discussed in chapter 23.
Approximately half of the Adair-Grundy-Haig and 
Grundy-Haig areas are used for cultivated crops and 
the remainder is principally pasture. Some areas are in 
timber. The cultivated areas occupy the upland flats and 
the gentle slopes, while pasture and timberland areas 
are principally on the steeper topography adjacent to 
streams and water courses.
Most waterways require tile drainage to support 
heavy machinery and to increase production. Drainage 
improvement, where feasible, on the upland flats is also 
beneficial to crop production. Interceptor tile drains 
above the poorly drained Clarinda and Adair soils 
are frequently needed to overcome the hillside seep 
problems of these soils. Limestone is beneficial on these 
soils. Commercial fertilizer, especially nitrogen and 
phosphorus, is necessary for efficient crop production. 
Terraces, contouring or contour strip cropping are 
essential on sloping areas if erosion losses are to be 
held to acceptable limits. Manmade stock ponds are 
used extensively to supplement the supply of well water.
•'t, ■
17. ADAIR-SEYMOUR-EDINa B  
SOIL ASSOCIATION AREA
The Adair-Seymour-Edina soil association occurs 
primarily in Wayne, Appanoose and Davis counties in 
extreme south central Iowa. It covers approximately 
1,340 square miles or almost 2.4 percent of the state. 
This association has landscape and geologic histories 
similar to those of the Adair-Grundy-Haig association. 
Compared with the Adair-Grundy-Haig soil association, 
the loess in the Adair-Seymour-Edina association is 
thinner on the upland flats and does not cover as much 
of the slopes. The predominant native vegetation of 
prairie grasses is common to both areas.
Edina soils, formed from Wisconsin age loess under 
prairie vegetation, occur on the broad upland flats with 
0 to 2 percent slopes and have poor drainage. The 
surface soil is a very dark gray to very dark grayish- 
brown silt loam 6 to 12 inches thick. A prominent 
grayish-brown to dark grayish-brown silt loam subsur­
face layer (A2 horizon) occurs immediately below the 
darker colored surface soil. The A2 horizon is 6 to 12 
inches thick and exhibits platy structure. The subsoil 
is a very slowly permeable, very dark gray to olive 
gray silty clay to clay. Yellowish-brown mottles are 
common.
Seymour soils are somewhat poorly drained and 
occur below the Edina soils on gently to strongly sloping 
flanks and on gently to moderately sloping rounded 
ridge tops. They developed from Wisconsin loess under 
the influence of prairie vegetation. The surface layer is 
a very dark grayish-brown silt loam 3 to 14 inches thick 
<!§ not severely eroded. The very slowly permeable subsoil 
is a gray and brown silty day  to clay.
Clarinda, Adair and Shelby soils (chapter 6) occur 
below the Seymour soils as shown in fig. 16. Associated 
Gray Brown Podzolic (Lindley) and Gray Brown 
Podzolic-Brunizem (Gara) intergrades are discussed in 
chapters 15 and 21. Associated alluvial soils are dis­
cussed in chapter 23,
Half or less of this soil association area is used for 
cultivated crops. Much o f the remainder is used for 
pasture. Some is used for timber. Bottomlands, upland
TABLE 7-A. General information about major soil types in Adair-Seymour-Edina soil association area.
Soil type
Number and name
Slope percent Land 
Typical Range position
Parent
material
Original
vegetation
Erosion
hazard
1
Natural
internal
drainage
Plant available 
water-holding 
capacity 
to 5 feet
211 Edina silt loam 0-2 0-3 Upland flats Loess Prairie None Poor High
312 Seymour silt loam 2-5 1-9 Upland ridges Loess Prairie Moderate Somewhat poor High
222 Clarinda clay loam 9-14 5-20 Upland coves Gray paleosol, 
till
Prairie Severe Poor High
192 Adair clay loam 9-14 5-20 Upland side 
slopes
Reddish pale­
osol, till
Prairie Severe Somewhat poor High
24 Shelby loam 14-25 5-30 Upland side 
slopes
Glacial till Prairie Severe Good to moderately 
good
High
179 Gara loam 14-25 5-30 Upland side 
slopes
Glacial till Prairie,
forest
Severe Good to moderately 
good
High
131 Pershing silt loam
Other soils:
Colo, Gravity, Olmitz
2-5 1-9 Upland ridges Loess
Alluvial and 
colluvial 
materials
Prairie,
forest
See tables 23A, 
23B,23C
Moderate Moderately good to 
somewhat poor
High
20 *See chapter 5 for explanation of terms.
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♦Tentative name
TABLE 7-B. Profile characteristics ofmajor soil types and phases in Adair-Seymour-Edina soil association area*
Soil type
Number and name
Phase Surface soil Subsoil
Slope Erosion Color Texture Color Texture Permeability Substratum
211 Edina silt loam 0-2 0,1 Very dark 
gray
sil Dark gray sic to c Very slow Leached silty clay 
loam loess
312 Seymour silt loam 2-5 1 Very dark 
gray
sil Gray and 
brown
sic to c Very slow Leached silty clay 
loam loess
312 Seymour silt loam 5-9 2 Very dark 
gray
sicl Gray and 
brown
sic Very slow Leached silty clay 
loam loess
222 Clarinda clay loam 5-9 2 Very dark 
gray
cl Gray clay Very slow Clay paleosol
222 Clarinda clay loam 9-14 3 Dark gray cl, c Gray clay Very slow Clay paleosol
192 Adair clay loam 5-9 2 Very dark 
gray
cl Red and 
gray
c, cl Very slow Leached clay loam 
till
192 Adair clay loam 9-14 3 Dark brown c, cl Red and 
gray
c, cl Very slow Leached clay loam 
till
24 Shelby loam 9-14 2 Very dark 
brown
1 to cl Yellowish-
brown
cl Moderately slow Calcareous clay 
loam till
24 Shelby loam 14-18 3 Dark yel­
lowish 
brown
1 to cl Yellowish-
brown
cl Moderately slow Calcareous clay 
loam till
131 Pershing silt loam 5-9 2 Very dark 
grayish 
brown
sil Yellowish-
brown
sic Slow to very 
slow
Leached silty clay 
loam loess
4See chapter 5 for explanation of terms.
TABLE 7-C. Land use, fertility levels, and corn production potentials of major soil types and phases in Adair- 
Seymour-Edina soil association area*
Soil type
Number and name
Phase
Slope Erosion
Lime needs 
T/acre1 N
Average soil test2 
P K
Maximum corn use 
with conservation 
practices3
Corn yield Land capability 
potential class and 
bu/acre subclass
211 Edina silt loam 0-2 0 2-4 L V L to L Lto M Often 71 III w
312 Seymour silt loam 2-5 1 3-5 L V L to L Lto  M Often 72 lie
312 Seymour silt loam 5-9 2 3-5 V L to L V L to L Lto M Occasionally 64 III e
222 Clarinda clay loam 5-9 2 0-4 VLtoM V L to L Lto M Occasionally 45 IV w
222 Clarinda clay loam 9-14 3 0-4 V L to L V L to L Lto  M Never V ie
192 Adair clay loam 5-9 2 3-5 L V L to L Lto  M Occasionally 50 III e
192 Adair clay loam 9-14 3 3-5 V L to L VL Lto M Never VI e
24 Shelby loam 9-14 2 2-4 L V L to L Lto M Occasionally 60 III e
24 Shelby loam 14-18 3 2-4 V L to L V L to L Lto M Never VII e
131 Pershing silt loam 5-9 2 2-4 L V L to L Lto M Occasionally 60 III e
4 See chapter 5 for explanation of terms.
1 Estimated range for soils not limed in past 5 years. Lime needs indicated are near optimum rates recommended on ISU soil test reports.
2 Estimated average soil test values based in part on summary of over 350,000 samples tested at the ISU Soil Testing Laboratory.
3 O fte n = 3  or more years out of 5; O c casio nally= l to 3 years out of 5; S e ld o m ^ n o t more than 1 year in 6; N e ve r=  permanent vegetation.
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flats and gently sloping uplands are commonly culti­
vated. The strongly sloping soils and the seepy, high 
clay, gently sloping soils are used for pasture. The 
steep soils are commonly in timberland.
Limestone is needed periodically on most soils in the 
area. Commercial fertilizers, especially nitrogen and 
phosphorus, are needed for corn, oats and grass 
meadows. Phosphorus is needed for legume meadows. 
Waterways require tile drainage to support heavy ma­
chinery and for increased yields. The subsoils are too 
high in clay for effective tile drainage, but surface drain 
systems are beneficial on many upland flats. Erosion 
control practices Eire essential for efficient production of 
cultivated crops on the gently to moderately sloping 
soils. Manmade stock ponds are used extensively to 
supplement the limited supply of well water in the area.
8. CLINTON-KESWICK-LINDLEY
SOIL ASSOCIATION AREA
The Clinton-Keswick-Lindley soil Eissociation occupies 
moderately sloping to steep areas along major streams 
in parts o f 12 counties in southeastern Iowa. Three 
separate areas occur near the Des Moines, Skunk, 
English Eind Iowa rivers. The total area of the associa­
tion is approximately 2,000 square miles or 3.5 percent 
of the state. Smaller areas o f this association are present 
in the Otley-Mahaska-Taintor soil Eissociation.
The geologic history of the area is similar to that of 
the Adair-Grundy-Haig area discussed in chapter 6. 
The topography, in general, is steeper with only a few 
flat upland divides and more narrow, rounded, gently
to m od era tely sloping  divides. T h e  native vegetation was 
primarily deciduous forest (oak and hickory) rather 
than prairie grasses. Soils derived from Wisconsin loess 
occur on the more nearly level to sloping divides. On 
the steeper slopes, K ansan glacial till is exposed. In 
some of the deeply cut stream valleys, shale materials 
are exposed below the Kansan glacial till.
Rushville soils are poorly to very poorly drained 
and occur on the nearly level upland flats (0  to 2 
percent slopes). They were derived from loess under 
forest vegetation. They have dark gray to dark grayish- 
brown silt loam surface layers 2 to 5 inches thick. The 
sharply contrasting A2 subsurface layer is a grayish- 
brown to light gray, platy, silt loam. The subsoil is a 
very slowly permeable, gray to dark gray silty clay. 
Rushville soils are minor in extent. They were formerly 
called Berwick or Marion soils.
Keomah  soils occur on gently sloping ( l t o 3  percent) 
upland divides and were derived from loess under the 
influence of forest vegetation. They are somewhat poorly 
drained and have dark gray to dark grayish-brown 
surface horizons, 2 to 5 inches thick. The A2 subsurface
layer is a grayish-brown platy silt loam, 6  to 11 inches 
thick. The moderately slowly permeable subsoil is a 
mottled grayish-brown and yellowish-brown silty clay 
loam  to silty day .
Clinton are well to moderately well-drained soils 
that occur below the Rushville and Keomah soils on 
gently to strongly sloping side slopes and on gently to 
strongly sloping rounded ridges (2 to 14 percent slopes). 
They developed from loess under the influence of forest 
vegetation. They have dark grayish-brown to dark gray 
silt loam surface layers, 1 to 3 inches thick. The A2 
subsurface layer is a grayish-brown silt loam with a 
weak platy structure. It is 4 to 8 inches thick. Where 
cultivated, the surface and subsurface layers have usually 
been mixed together. Erosion has frequently removed 
much of the surface and subsurface layers. The subsoil 
is a moderately slowly permeable yellowish-brown silty 
clay loam to silty clay. The Clinton soils are much 
more extensive than either Keomah or Rushville.
The till-derived soils, discussed in chapter 15, occur 
on moderately sloping to steep slopes below the Clinton
soils. In a few areas, shale-derived soils m ay occur on  
slopes below the Lindley soils.
Ladoga, Givin or Rubio soils (chapter 2 0 ) m ay  
occur where the Clinton-Keswick-Lindley and Otley- 
M ahaska-Taint or soil associations interfinger.
Sandy soils and alluvium-derived soils associated 
with the Clinton-Lindley-Keswick soil association are 
discussed in chapter 23.
A high percentage of this area has steep slopes and 
is used for timber or pasture. Yields from pasture are 
frequently low and may be imp roved through renovation 
including application of lime, nitrogen, phosphorus and 
sometimes potassium fertilizers, reseeding to higher 
yielding grasses and legumes and other improved man­
agement practices. The cultivated areas are principally 
on the bottomlands and on the gently to moderately 
sloping ridges where Clinton soils are common. Erosion 
is often serious on the sloping areas but can be con­
trolled adequately through combinations of practices 
such as terracing, contouring and contour strip cropping 
with crop rotations. Manmade ponds are used frequently 
to provide a more adequate water supply for livestock.
TABLE 8-A. General information about major soil types in Clinton-Keswick-Lindley soil association area*
Soil type
Number and name
Slope percent 
Typical Range
Land
position
Parent
material
Original
vegetation
Erosion
hazard
Natural
internal
drainage
Plant-available 
water-holding 
capacity 
to 5 feet
57 Rushville silt loam 0-2 0-3 Upland flats Loess Forest None Poor to 
very poor
High
180 Keomah silt loam 1-3 0-5 Upland ridge 
tops
Loess Forest Slight Somewhat
poor
High
80 Clinton silt loam 2-5 1-20 Upland ridges Loess Forest Moderate Good to moderately 
good
High
425 Keswick clay loam 9-14 5-20 Upland side 
slopes
Reddish pale- 
osol, till
Forest Severe Moderately good to 
somewhat poor
High
65 Lindley loam 14-25 5-30 Upland side 
slopes
Glacial till Forest Severe Good to moderately 
good
High
179 Gara loam 14-25 9-30 Upland side 
slopes
Glacial till Prairie,
forest
Severe Good to moderately 
good
High
76 Ladoga silt loam 2-5 1-14 Upland ridges Loess Prairie,
forest
Moderate Moderately
good
High
75 Givin silt loam 1-3 0-5 Upland ridge 
tops
Loess Prairie,
forest
Slight Somewhat
poor
High
74 Rubio silt loam 
Other soils:
Nodaway, Gravity, Olmitz
0-1 0-3 Upland flats Loess
Alluvial and 
colluvial 
materials
Prairie,
forest
See tables 23A, 
23B, 23C
None Poor High
-See chapter 5 for explanation of terms. 23
Fig. 17. Relationship of slope, vegetation and parent material to soils of the Clinton-Keswick-Lindley soil association area.
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TABLE 8-B. Profile characteristics of major soil types and phases in Clinton-Keswick-Lindley soil association 
area*
S o il typ e Phase Surface soil Subsoil
Number and name Slope Erosiori Color Texture Color Texture Permeability Substratum
57 Rushville silt loam 0-1 0 Dark gray sii Gray sic Very slow Leached silty clay 
loam loess
180 Keomah silt loam 1-3 0,1 Dark gray­
ish-brown
sii Gray and 
brown
siel to sic Moderately slow Leached silty clay 
loam loess
80 Clinton silt loam 2-5 1 Dark gray sii Yellowish-
brown
siel to sic Moderately slow Leached silty clay 
loam loess
80 Clinton silt loam 5-9 2 Dark gray­
ish-brown
sii Yellowish-
brown
siel to sic Moderately slow Leached silty clay 
loam loess
80 Clinton silt loam 9-14 3 Dark-yellow-
ish-brown
sii
to sci
Yellowish-
brown
siel to sic Moderately slow Leached silty clay 
loam loess
425 Keswick clay loam 9-14 3 Strong brown cto cl Red and gray cto cl Very slow Leached clay 
loam till
65 Lindleyloam 14-18 3 Dark yellow­
ish-brown
cl Yellowish-
brown
cl Moderately slow Leached clay 
loam till
179 Gara loam 14-18 2 Very dark 
gray
loam Yellowish-
brown
cl Moderately slow Leached clay 
loam till
76 Ladoga silt loam 2-5 1 Very dark 
gray
sii Yellowish-
brown
siel to sic Moderately slow Leached silty clay 
loam loess
76 Ladoga silt loam 5-9 2 Very dark 
grayish-brown
siel Yellowish-
brown
siel to sic Moderately slow Leached silty clay 
loam loess
75 Givin silt loam 1-3 1 Very dark 
gray
sii Gray and 
brown
siel to sic Moderately slow Leached silty clay 
loam loess
74 Rubio silt loam 0-1 0,1 Very dark sii Gray sil Very slow Leached silty clay
9 . C R E S C O -LO U R D E S -C L Y D E
*See chapter 5 for explanation of terms.
TABLE 8-C. Land use, fertility levels, and corn production potentials of major soil types and phases in Clinton- 
Keswick-Lindley soil association area*
Soil type
Number and name
Phase
Slope Erosion
Lime needs 
T/acre1
Average soil test2 
N P K
Maximum corn use 
with conservation 
practices3
Corn yield 
potential 
bu/acre
Land capability 
class and 
subclass
57 Rushville silt loam 0-1 0 2-4 L V L to L L Often 68 III w
180 Keomah silt loam 1-3 1 3-5 L VL to L L Often 75 II w
80 Clinton silt loam 2-5 1 3-5 L VLtoM LtoM Often 80 II e
80 Clinton silt loam 5-9 2 3-5 VL to L VLtoM Lto M Occasionally 74 III e
80 Clinton silt loam 9-14 2 3-5 VL VLtoM L to M Seldom 68 III e
425 Keswick clay loam 9-14 3 3-5 V L to L VL LtoM Never VI e
65 Lindleyloam 14-18 3 2-4 VL VL LtoM Never V ile
179 Gara loam 14-18 2 3-5 L V L to L LtoM Never V ie
76 Ladoga silt loam 2-5 1 3-5 L VL to L Lto M Often 82 lie
76 Ladoga silt loam 5-9 2 3-5 V L to L V L to L Lto M Occasionally 76 III e
75 Givin silt loam 1-3 1 3-5 LtoM V L to L Lto M Often 84 1
74 Rubio silt loam 0-1 0 2-4 L V L to L Lto M Often 76 III w
*See chapter 5 for explanation of terms.
1 Estimated range for soils not limed in past 5 years. Lime needs indicated are near optimum rates recommended on ISU soil test reports.
2 Estimated average soil test values based in part on summary of over 350,000 samples tested at the ISU Soil Testing Laboratory.
3 O fte n = 3  or more years out of 5; O ccasionally^! to 3 years out of 5; Seldom =  not more than 1 year in 6; Never== permanent vegetation.
The CrescoLourdes-Clyde soil association area oc­
cupies approximately 600 to 650 square miles in 
Howard, Chickasaw, Floyd and Mitchell counties. In 
addition, the "firm" till soils of the Cresco-Lourdes- 
Clyde association occur in a number of the counties of 
the Kenyon-Floyd-Clyde soil association area.
The major upland soils o f the Cresco-Lourdes-Clyde 
soil association area developed from a two-storied parent 
material. The upper 18 to 30 inches of the profiles 
have loam or gritty silt loam textures. A stone line or 
pebble band separates the upper story from the under­
lying day  loam glacial till. Sand wedges or pockets are 
common in the till. The firm clay loam till soils of the 
Cresco-Lourdes-Clyde association differ from the friable 
loam till soils of the Kenyon-Floyd-Clyde association 
in that the firm till soils have a higher clay content in 
the lower story. In addition, the volume weight or bulk 
density of the glacial till is somewhat higher in the firm 
till soils. These physical properties are responsible for 
the slow drainage characteristics of the firm till soils. 
Almost one-fourth of the soils of the Cresco-Lourdes- 
Clyde area are firm till-derived. The remaining soils 
are derived primarily from outwash or alluvial material.
The topography o f the Cresco-Lourdes-Clyde soil 
association area is primarily gently sloping. The slopes 
are long and grade to broad, slightly concave drainage- 
ways. The drainageways axe connected to form a 
dendritic drainage pattern.
The soils of the broad drainageways have a loamy- 
silty overburden which lies on poorly sorted, stratified 
glacial outwash or valley fill material. The stone line 
normally found in the till soils is absent. The loamy- 
silty overburden is nearly as thick as that of the till 
soils. The valley fill material thins near the base of the 
upland slopes and thickens toward the valley centers. 
This material varies in texture from sands and gravels 
to loams, clay loams and silty clay loams. Prairie was
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the main vegetative influence although some forest- 
influenced soils occur in the Cresco-Lourdes-Clyde area. 
The forest influence was the greatest near the streams. 
It is probable that trees were much more extensive at 
some time in the distant past.
Cresco are moderately well to somewhat poorly 
drained soils that occur on slopes of 1 to 9 percent. 
They were formed under prairie grass vegetation. The 
black loam surface is about 9 to 13 inches thick. The 
upper subsoil is a brown and gray, moderately permeable 
loam. Below the stone line, which occurs about 24 
inches below the surface, the subsoil is a mixed yellow 
and gray firm clay loam. The exteriors of the peds are 
gray in color. The substratum or C horizon is a slowly 
permeable clay loam till. Carbonates usually occur at 
3 1/2 to 5 feet.
Protovin soils occur below the Cresco soils on con­
cave slopes o f 1 to 3 percent. They are similar to the 
Cresco soils except that they have blacker surface soils 
and grayer subsoils.
Lourdes are moderately well to somewhat poorly 
drained soils that occur on slopes of 1 to 9 percent. 
They developed under a mixed grass and forest vegeta­
tion. Their A1 horizons are very dark gray to black, 
loam to gritty silt loams, about 7 inches thick. They 
have A2 horizons which are grayish-brown loams to 
gritty silt loams, 3 to 6 inches thick. The subsoil is 
generally similar to that o f the Cresco soils. In the 
Lourdes soils, the subsoil below the stone line is a 
slowly permeable gray and brown clay loam.
Riceville soils occur on slopes of 1 to 3 percent. They 
are similar to the Lourdes soils but have grayer subsoils 
and are somewhat poorly drained.
Kenyon  soils, which occur more extensively in the 
Kenyon-Floyd-Clyde soil association, and Clyde soils, 
which occur in the upland swales, are described in 
chapter 14. Most of the minor soils referred to in the 
Kenyon-Floyd-Clyde soil association area also occur in 
this association.
Land use in this soil association area is similar to 
that in the Kenyon-Floyd-Clyde association area. The 
percent o f area not adequately drained is greater in the 
Cresco-Lourdes-Clyde association area. Tile drainage is 
less effective in draining the firm till soils. Lateral move­
ment o f water also causes difficulty with sidehill seeps. 
Although not fully effective on the firm till soils, tile 
drainage is the most effective method o f subsurface 
drainage currently available. Supplemental nitrogen, 
phosphorus and potassium are needed for efficient corn 
production. Selection of shorter season hybrid corn 
varieties and timeliness of operation are more important 
than in many other soil associations.
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TABLE 9-A. General information about major soil types in Cresco-Lourdes-Clyde soil association area*
Soil type
Number and name
Slope percent 
Typical Range
Land
position
Parent
material
Original
vegetation
Erosion
hazard
Plant-available 
Natural water-holding 
internal capacity 
drainage to 5 feet
783 Cresco loam 2-5 1-9 Upland highs Glacial till Prairie Slight Moderately good to 
somewhat poor
High
798 Protovin loam 1-3 0-5 Upland Glacial till Prairie Slight Somewhat poor High
84 Clyde loam, silty 
clay loam.
0-2 0-2 Upland swales 
at heads of 
drainageways
Colluvium-till Prairid None Poor to 
very poor
High
781 Lourdes loam 2-5 1-9 Upland highs Glacial till Prairie,
forest
Slight Moderately good High
784 Riceville loam 1-3 0-5 Upland Glacial till Prairie,
forest
Slight Somewhat
poor
High
395 Kenyon loam 2-5 1-15 Upland ridges, Glacial till Prairie Slight Moderately good High
side slopes
Other soils:
See Kenyon-Floyd-Clyde soil association area, chapter 14.
TABLE 9-B. Profile characteristics of major soil types and phases in Cresco-Lourdes-Clyde soil association 
area*
Soil type Phase Surface soil Subsoil
Number and name Slope Erosion Color Texture Color Texture Permeability Substratum
783 Cresco loam 2-5 1 Black loam Brown and 
gray
cl Slow Partly leached firm 
clay loam till
798 Protovin loam 1-3 0 Black loam Gray and 
brown
cl Slow Partly leached firm 
clay loam till
84 Clyde loam 0-2 0 Black loam Gray 1 to cl Moderate Stratified loamy 
glacial outwash
781 Lourdes loam 2-5 1 Very dark 
gray
loam Brown and 
gray
cl Slow Partly leached firm 
clay loam till
784 Riceville loam 1-3 0 Very dark 
gray
loam Gray and 
brown
cl Slow Partly leached firm 
clay loam till
395 Kenyon loam 2-5 1 Black loam Brown loam Moderate Calcareous loam till
TABLE 9-C. Land use, fertility levels, and corn production potentials of major soil types and phases in Cresco- 
Lourdes-Clyde soil association area*
Soil type
Number and name Slope
Phase
Erosion
Lime needs 
T/acre1
Average soil test 
N P
2
K
Maximum corn use 
with conservation 
practices3
Corn yield 
potential 
bu/acre
Land capability 
class and 
subclass
783 Cresco loam 2-5 1 4-6 Lto M VL to L L Often 70 11 e
798 Protovin loam 1-3 1 3-5 Lto M VL to L Lto M Often 66 II w
84 Clyde loam 0-2 0 0-4 LtoM VL to L V L to L Often 80 II w
781 Lourdes loam 2-5 1 4-6 L V L to L V L to L Often 68 lie
784 Riceville loam 1-3 1 3-5 L V L to L L Often 64 II w
395 Kenyon loam 2-5 1 3-5 Lto M V L to L V L to L Often 88 lie
"See chapter 5 for explanation of terms.
1 Estimated range for soils not limed in past 5 years. Lime needs indicated are near optimum rates recommended on ISU soil test reports.
2 Estimated average soil test values based in part on summary of over 350,000 samples tested at the ISU Soil Testing Laboratory.
3 0ften =  3 or more years out of 5; Occasionally= 1 to 3 years out of 5; Seldom =  not more than 1 year in 6; N e ve r=  permanent vegetation.
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The Clarion-Nicollet-Webster soil association occurs 
in north central Iowa, where it occupies all or parts of 
29 counties. The most extensive soil association in Iowa, 
it occupies nearly 12,000 square miles or approximately 
one-fifth of the state. This area extends from the Min­
nesota state line south to Des Moines and from Osceola 
County to Worth County along the north border and 
Guthrie County to the northwest corner o f Jasper County 
along the south border. The association extends north­
ward into central Minnesota.
The topography is nearly level to gently sloping, 
although some gently to strongly sloping areas are also 
present. Conspicuous features are low-lying, nearly level 
plains which contain numerous saucer-like depressions 
and low knobs and ridges which rise slightly above the 
level of the low plain. Rolling to hilly areas are found 
on the terminal morraines such as those near Riot 
Mound, and near the major rivers such as the Des 
Moines. Stream dissection has not progressed very far 
in this geologically young area. About one-third to one- 
half of the area has been drained by artificial drainage 
systems of tile and open ditches.
The parent material of the upland soils was primarily 
a friable, calcareous loam glacial till. In areas where 
glacial melt water moved, such as the low-lying outwash 
plain and stream terraces, variable parent materials 
including sand, loamy materials over gravel, silty clay 
loam and silty clay outwash materials occur. Alluvial 
materials were important parent materials in the bottom­
land areas and in the upland depressions. Sand and 
sandy loam materials were deposited in some low-lying 
areas. Occasionally, upland soils have formed from 
wind-deposited sands which were blown from the low 
areas and deposited on higher upland. Organic materials 
served as parent materials for peat and muck soils which 
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are scattered throughout the area, although they are 
minor in total area.
When the area was settled 80 to 100 years ago, the 
native vegetation consisted primarily of prairie grasses. 
Some trees were found in the areas bordering the major 
streams such as the Des Moines River.
The Clarion, Nicollet and Webster soils are the most 
extensive in the association. Glencoe and Harpster soils 
are associated with the low-lying Webster soils. Storden 
is associated with Clarion on moderately sloping to 
steep topography. The major characteristics o f these 
soils are given in fig. 19 and tables 10-A, 10-B and 
10-C. Soils with varying depths to sand or gravel, 
sandy and sandy loam soils, and bottomland soils are 
important in parts of the area. The important charac­
teristics of these soils are included in tables 23-A, 23-B 
and 23-C.
Clarion soils occur on the higher portions of the 
upland and on short sloped, irregular convex ridges 
which rise above the low-lying upland plains. These 
soils occur predominantly on slopes of 2 to 5 percent 
although they are found on slopes ranging from 0 to
30  percent. Clarion soils are well drained and developed 
from calcareous loam till under prairie vegetation. They 
have slightly acid, very dark brown, loam  surface 
layers 9 to 14 inches thick. On sloping sites, erosion 
may have partly or completely removed the surface 
layer. The subsoil is a dark brown to yellowish-brown, 
moderately permeable loam. The substratum is ayellow- 
ish-brown moderately permeable loam. It is usually 
calcareous at 2 1/2 feet, although this depth may range 
from 11 /2  to 4 feet. Small sand pockets are fairly 
common in the substratum.
Nicollet soils are somewhat poorly drained. They 
developed from glacial till under the influence of prairie 
grass vegetation. They occur between the well-drained 
Clarion soils and the poorly drained soils of the low- 
lying upland plains and on slightly convex areas which 
rise above the low-lying plain. They occur on slopes of 
1 to 3 percent. The surface layer is a very dark brown 
to black loam to clay loam  which is 15 to 18 inches 
thick. The subsoil is a moderately permeable loam to 
clay loam which has a mixed gray and brown color. 
The substratum is an olive gray to yellowish-brown
TABLE 10-A. General information about major soil types in Clarion-Nicollet-Webster soil association area*
Soil type
Number and name
Slope percent 
Typical Range
Land
position
Parent
material
Original
vegetation
Erosion
hazard
Natural
internal
drainage
Plant-available 
water-holding 
capacity 
to 5 feet
138 Clarion loam 2-5 2-30 Upland highs 
and ridges
Glacial till Prairie Slight to 
severe
Good High
55 Nicollet loam 1-3 0-5 Upland inter­
mediate highs
Glacial till Prairie Slight Somewhat
poor
High
107 Webster silty clay loam 0-2 0-3 Upland flats Glacial till and 
reworked till
Prairie None Poor High
6 Glencoe silty clay loam 0 0 Upland depres­
sions
Local
alluvium
Sedges-
prairie
None Very poor High
95 Harpster loam 0-2 0-3 Rims of up­
land depressions
Glacial till Prairie None Poor High
62 Storden loam 5-50 5-50 Upland knobs and 
side slopes
Glacial till Prairie Severe Good Medium-high
168 Hayden loam 2-5 2-50 Upland ridges 
and side slopes
Glacial till Forest Slight to 
severe
Good High
167 Ames loam 
Other soils:
0-2 0-3 Upland flats 
and depressions
Glacial till Forest None Poor High
Marshan, Waukegan, Kato (of terraces, 
Hagener, Dickinson, Ankeny, Farrar 
Colo, Terril (bottomlands)
outwash) Loamy material 
over gravel 
Sand, sandy 
loam
Alluvium and 
colluvium
Grass See tables 23A, 
23B, 23C
Grass See tables 23A, 
23B,23C
Grass and/orSee tables 23A, 
forest 23B, 23C
*See chapter 5 for explanation of terms.
mFig. 19. Relationship of slope, vegetation and parent material to soils of the Clarion-Nicollet-Webster soil association area.
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TABLE 10-B. Profile characteristics of major soil types and phases in Clarion-Nicollet-Webster soil association 
area.________________________________________________________ ________
Soil type Phase Surface soil ____________ Subsoil
Number and name Slope Erosion Color Texture Color Texture Permeability Substratum
138 Clarion loam 2-5 1 Very dark 
brown
loam Brown loam Moderate Calcareous loam till
138 Clarion loam 5-9 2 Very dark 
grayish-brown
loam Brown loam Moderate Calcareous loam till
55 Nicollet loam 1-3 0,1 Black 1, cl Gray and 
brown
1 to cl Moderate Calcareous loam till
107 Webster silty clay loam 0-2 0 Black sicl Gray 1 to cl Moderate Calcareous loam till 
or calcareous stratified 
material
107a Webster silty clay 
loam, calcareous
0-2 0 Black sicl Gray I to cl Moderate Calcareous loam till 
or calcareous stratified 
material
95 Harpster loam 0-2 0,1 Dark gray loam Dark gray 1 to cl Moderate Calcareous loam till
6 Glencoe silty clay loam 0 0 Black sicl Very dark gray 
to olive gray
sicl Slow Calcareous loamy 
alluvium
62 Storden loam 9-14 2 Very dark 
grayish-brown
loam — A-C profile, subsoil not present— -Calcareous loam till
62 Storden loam 14-18 3 Brown loam — A-C profile, subsoil not present— -Calcareous loam till
168 Hayden loam 2-5 1 Very dark 
gray
loam Brown cl Moderate Calcareous loam till
167 Ames loam 0-2 0 Dark gray loam Gray cl Slow to very Calcareous loam till
TABLE 10-C. Land use, fertility levels, and corn production potentials of major soil types and phases in 
Clarion-Nicollet-Webster soil association area*
Maximum corn use Corn yield Land capability
Soil type ____ Phase Lime needs Average soil test______  with conservation potential class and
Number and name________Slope Erosion T/acre1 N______ P K_________ practices3_____bu/acre_____ subclass
138 Clarion loam 2-5 1 0-3 Lto M V L to L Lto M Often 90 Il e
138 Clarion loam 5-9 2 0-3 L V L to L Lto M Occasionally 85 ill e
55 Nicollet loam 1-3 0 0-4 Lto M VL to L Lto M Often 95 1
107 Webster silty clay loam 0-2 0 0-4 Lto M V L to L V LtoM Often 91 II w
107a Webster silty clay 
loam, calcareous
0-2 0 0
(excess)
Lto M VL VL toM Often 86 II w
95 Harpster loam 0-2 0 0
(excess)
L VL VL Often 80 II w
6 Glencoe silty clay loam 0-1 0 0-2 M to H M to H M to H Often 0-90 III w
62 Storden loam 9-14 2 0
(excess)
V L to L V L to L L Seldom 60 lile
168 Hayden loam 2-5 1 2-4 L V L to L Lto M Often 84 lie
167 Ames loam 0-2 0 2-4 L V L to L L Often 72 III w
*See chapter 5 for explanation of terms.
1 Estimated range for soils not limed in past 5 years. Lime needs indicated are near optimum rates recommended on ISU soil test reports.
2 Estimated average soil test values based in part on summary of over 350,000 samples tested at the ISU Soil Testing Laboratory.
3 O ften = 3  or more years out of 5; O ccasionally=l to 3 years out of 5; Seldom =not more than 1 year in 6; Never— permanent vegetation.
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moderately permeable loam. It is calcareous at depths 
ranging from 30 to 45 inches. Some sand lenses or 
pockets are found in the substratum. Some of the Nicollet 
soils which border the low-lying Webster soils may need 
tile drainage for best production o f corn, soybeans 
and alfalfa.
Local areas of finer textured variants o f the Clarion 
and Nicollet soils exist in parts of Webster, Clay, 
Hamilton and Wright counties. Studies are in progress 
to determine how extensively these finer textured variants 
occur. These variants will probably be established as 
soil series and given new names.
Webster 6oils occur on the nearly level (Oto 2 percent 
slopes) low-lying uplands below the Clarion and Nicollet 
soils. Webster soils developed from glacial till or glacial 
outwash over glacial till under wet prairie grass vegeta­
tion. Webster soils are naturally poorly drained and 
most are artifically drained. The surface layer of Webster 
soils is a black, gritty silty clay loam 15 to 20 inches 
thick. The subsoil is a gray to olive gray, moderately 
permeable, friable to firm loam to clay loam. The sub­
stratum is a grayish-brown to olive gray friable loam 
till which is calcareous at depths ranging from 24 to 
40 inches. Webster silty clay loam, calcareous variant, 
is a common variation which is similar to the soil just 
described but is slightly calcareous in the surface layer. 
This soil will likely be given a new name in the future.
Glencoe soils occur in the numerous small saucer-like 
depressions or sloughs. They are usually surrounded 
by Harpster and Webster soils. Glencoe soils formed 
from local alluvium or water-worked glacial till under 
conditions of very poor natural drainage. Glencoe soils 
can be artifically drained with tile but often require deep 
placement of the tile lines to obtain suitable outlets. The 
native vegetation consisted of grasses and sedges. The 
Glencoe soils have black silty clay loam surface layers 
which are 18 to 26 inches thick. The subsoil is very 
dark gray to olive gray, silty clay to silty clay loam 
and is slowly permeable. The substratum is gray to 
light gray, moderately permeable material which varies 
somewhat in texture. It may be silt loam or loam or 
may occasionally have lenses of sandy loam.
Harpster soils (and calcareous variant of Webster) 
commonly occur as rims around the Glencoe depressions. 
Harpster profiles are highly calcareous throughout. They 
developed from calcareous friable loam till under the 
influence of wet prairie grasses. The surface layer is a 
dark gray loam to silt loam which often contains 
numerous snail shell fragments. The subsoil is a dark 
gray to grayish-brown moderately permeable loam to 
clay loam. The substratum is an olive gray to grayish- 
brown moderately permeable loam. On drying, the 
Harpster soils appear as distinct gray areas in plowed
fields. Available phosphorus and potassium levels are 
very low in Harpster soils. The high-lime conditions 
increase the need for phosphorus and potassium ferti­
lization. Tile drainage is frequently needed on Harpster 
soils.
Storden are well-drained soils which occur on slopes 
of 3 to 40 percent in association with the Clarion soils. 
The Storden soils have A-C profiles which consist of 
very dark grayish-brown calcareous loam A horizons 
4 to 12 inches thick and a calcareous, brown to light 
yellowish loam C horizon. The dark surface soil fre­
quently is partly or completely removed by erosion.
Ames, Hayden  and Lester are minor soils of the 
association. They are principally along the Des Moines 
River in Boone and Webster counties. These upland 
soils developed from glacial till. The poorly drained 
Ames soils and the well-drained Hayden soils developed 
under the influence of the deciduous oak and hickory 
forest vegetation. Lester, a well-drained soil, developed 
under a mixed vegetation o f grass and trees and is 
usually found where trees extended into the prairie.
Kato, Marshan and Waukegan soils occur on out- 
wash areas and stream terraces. They are underlain by 
sand or gravel at various depths but usually between 
2 and 4 feet. Because sand and gravel have low water­
holding capacity, these soils are drouthy. The drouth 
problem becomes more serious as the depth to the 
coarse-textured material becomes shallower. It is also 
more serious in the northwest part of the association 
area because of decreasing annual precipitation. These 
soils are discussed in chapter 23.
Ankeny, Dickinson, Farrar and Hagener soils de­
veloped from sandy parent materials. They are likely 
to be drouthy and subject to wind erosion. These soils 
commonly occur in eastern upland borders of streams 
where winds deposited the sand. The characteristics of 
these soils are discussed in chapter 23. Colo and Terril 
soils developed from colluvial or alluvial materials and 
are also discussed in chapter 23.
About 75 percent of the Clarion-Nicollet-Webster area 
has level to gently sloping topography and is well 
suited to intensive production of corn and soybeans. 
More than half of the cultivated land is used for corn 
production. Cash grain farming is more important in 
this area than in other sections of Iowa, although cattle 
and hog feeding enterprises are also important.
Although the nearly level to gently sloping soils are 
generally well suited for intensive row crop farming, a 
number of hazards to crop production do occur in the 
Clarion-Nicollet-Webster area. Although minor in total 
extent, these hazards may have major importance in a 
particular field. The hazards include excess lime, de­
pressions or potholes, and sand and gravel substrata.
Excess lime interferes with the availability of phos­
phorus and potassium. In addition to low availability 
of soil phosphorus (P) and potassium (K ), the excess 
lime lowers the availability of fertilizer P and K  so 
they are less effective. Larger and more frequent appli­
cation of P and K  m ay partially overcome this hazard. 
These areas m ay be identified by soil tests and by ef­
fervescence with acid such as hydrochloric acid. Harpster 
soils, which are very calcareous, appear as distinct 
gray areas in otherwise dark colored fields.
Depressions or potholes are responsible for drowning 
out of crops in some years and interfere with timeliness 
of operations in many years. Tile drainage can some­
times help, but suitable outlets are frequently difficult to 
obtain. Glencoe soils are examples of depressional or 
pothole soils. These potholes can often be identified on 
aerial photographs.
Shallow sand and gravel substrata lower the ability 
o f the soil to store water. Soil-stored water provides 
some insurance for drouth periods. Crops grown on 
soils with shallow sand and gravel substrata will suffer 
even during short drouth periods. These areas can be 
identified by digging 3 or 4 feet deep. Waukegan is an 
example of a soil which has a shallow, coarse-textured 
substratum. The areas o f major occurrence of these 
soils are shown on many of the old soil survey reports.
The hazards mentioned frequently limit the agri­
cultural value of a field which, from general topographic 
appearances, should be very productive. The hazards 
are most accurately identified and delineated with a 
modern soil map (a  recent county soil survey map or 
soil conservation service farm plan soil map). The aids 
to identification listed in the preceding text may help in 
situations where accurate maps are not available.
In addition to the hazards just mentioned, other, 
more widespread limitations exist. Providing adequate 
drainage is a continuing need in the area. Sloping areas 
require adequate erosion control practices. The short, 
irregular slopes intensify the problem of providing 
adequate erosion control, particularly where row crops 
are grown intensively. Phosphorus and potassium re­
quirements are high on most soils o f the area. With 
proper fertilizer treatments, it is possible to maintain 
grain yields at high levels under a variety of cropping 
systems.
The Dinsdale-Tama soil association occurs in east 
central and northeast Iowa. Determining the exact area 
of occurrence requires further field work by soil scientists. 
The major areas o f occurrence are two rather narrow 
bands (fig. 14). The larger extends from south central 
Cerro Gordo County to northern Johnson County in a 
band approximately 25 miles wide and 125 miles long. 
The smaller area occurs in southeastern Linn, southern 
Jones and northern Cedar counties. A rather extensive 
area occurs in Mitchell County. Scattered small areas 
are found in many parts of the Iowan glacial till plain 
in northeast Iowa.
The topography of the area is dominantly undulating, 
but some moderate slopes occur. In general, drainage- 
ways are well developed. The topography is slightly 
more sloping to the north and east than the Kenyon- 
Floyd-Clyde area.
Conspicuous landscape features in some parts of the 
area are called pahas. They are long, slender ridges 
20 to 60 feet high that tend to be oriented in a north- 
west-southeast direction. The pahas consist o f thick 
deposits of coarse loess covering a core of glacial till. 
Tama, Downs and Fayette soils are common on the 
pahas. Pahas also occur in the Tama-Muscatine, Kenyon- 
Floyd-Clyde and Fayette soil association areas. The 
location of some of the pahas is shown in fig. 5.
The parent materials of Dinsdale-Tama soils consist 
of a glacial till plain covered with a layer of loess of 
varying thickness. The Tama soils occur where the loess 
is thicker than about 40 inches. Dinsdale soils occur 
where the loess is about 20 to 40 inches thick. Where 
loess is absent because of geologic erosion, the Kenyon 
soils are found.
Dinsdale soils have two-storied profiles. The top 
story is loess and the lower story is loam till or re-
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worked loam till. A stone line or pebble band usually 
separates the loess and the till. The depth to till averages 
about 24 to 30 inches but ranges from 15 to 40 inches. 
The prevalent native vegetation was prairie grass, al­
though some rather extensive areas were influenced by 
mixed prairie-forest vegetation.
The major soils of the area are Dinsdale, Tama and 
Kenyon. The characteristics of the Tama soils are dis­
cussed in chapter 22 and of the Kenyon soils in chapter 
14. The discussion in this chapter is largely limited to 
the Dinsdale and associated soils formed from shallow 
loess over glacial till.
Dinsdale soils occur primarily on slopes of 2 to 5 
percent, although they may occur on slopes ranging 
from 2 to 15 percent. They occupy gently to moderately 
sloping side flanks and gently sloping convex ridges. 
The Dinsdale soil often occurs with Tama and Kenyon 
soils in a pattern not well understood. Variations in the 
topography or relief of the till plain surface and trunca­
tion o f the side slopes may account for the complex 
pattern. The Kenyon soils in the Dinsdale-Tama as­
sociation tend to occupy somewhat more sloping areas 
(9  to 15 percent) than do the Dinsdale and Tama soils.
The well-drained Dinsdale soils have very dark brown 
silty clay loam to silt loam  surface layers 9 to 14 
inches thick (unless eroded). A stone line frequently 
occurs about 24 to 30 inches below the surface. The 
subsoil above the stone line is a dark brown, moderately 
permeable silty clay loam. Below the stone line, the 
subsoil is a dark brown, moderately permeable loam. 
The substratum is partly leached, permeable loam till. 
Sand lenses are common at the junction of the loess and 
till. They occasionally extend into the upper part of the 
till as vertical sand wedges (see fig. 24).
Klinger soils occur on nearly level to very gentle 
slopes of 1 to 3 percent with the generally more sloping 
Dinsdale and Tama soils. They are thin loess equivalents 
of Muscatine silty clay loam. The somewhat poorly 
drained Klinger soils have black silty day  loam surface 
layers 12 to 18 inches thick. The subsoil is gray and 
brown but is generally similar to the subsoil of Dinsdale 
in most characteristics. The substratum is a partly 
leached, moderately permeable loam till.
Maxfield soils occur on nearly level topography at 
the heads of upland drainageways. They are naturally 
poorly drained. They have black silty clay loam surface 
layers 14 to 20 inches thick. The subsoil is gray but in 
general has characteristics similar to those of the Dinsdale 
and Klinger soils. The substratum is a moderately 
permeable, partly leached loam till. Artificial drainage 
is necessary on these poorly drained soils. They are the 
thin loess equivalents of the Garwin soils of the Tama- 
Muscatine soil association area.
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TABLE 11-A. General information about major soil types in the DinsdaVe-Tama soil association area*
Soil type
Number and name
Slope percent 
Typical Range
Land
position
Parent
material
Original
vegetation
Erosion
hazard
Natural
internal
drainage
Plant-available 
water-holding 
capacity 
to 5 feet
120 Tama silty clay loam 2-5 1-20 Upland Loess Prairie Slight to 
severe
Good High
377 Dinsdale silty clay loam 2-5 2-15 Upland Thin loess 
on till
Prairie Slight to 
severe
Good High
395 Kenyon loam 2-5 1-15 Upland Loam till Prairie Slight to 
severe
Moderately good High
184 Klinger silt loam 1-3 0-5 Nearly level 
upland
Thin loess 
on till
Prairie None to 
slight
Somewhat
poor
High
382 Maxfield silt loam 0-2 0-2 Head of up­
land draws and 
upland flats
Thin loess 
on till
Prairie None Poor High
771 Waubeek silt loam 2-5 2-9 Nearly level 
upland
Thin loess 
on till
Prairie,
forest
Slight to 
moderate
Good
|
High
761 Franklin silt loam 1-3 0-5 Upland flats Thin loess 
on till
Prairie,
forest
Slight Somewhat
poor
High
373 Hopper silt loam 
Other soils:
10-15 10-30 Upland, paha Loess Forest Severe Good High
Colo, Turlin, Spillville, Lawson, Ely Alluvium and/or See tables 23A,
colluvium 23B, 23C
Kato, Marshan, Waukegan Loamy material See tables 23A,
on gravel 23B, 23C
TABLE 11-B. Profile characteristics of major types and phases in Dinsdale-Tama soil association area *
Soil type Phase Surface soil Subsoil
Number and name Slope Erosion Color Texture Color Texture Permeability Substratum
120 Tama silty clay loam 2-5 1 Very dark 
brown
siel Dark brown siel Moderate Leached silt loam 
loess
377 Dinsdale silty clay 
loam
2-5 1 Very dark 
brown
siel Dark brown siel, 1 Moderate Partly leached 
loam till
377 Dinsdale silty clay 
loam
5-9 2 Very dark 
grayish-brown
siel Dark brown siel, I Moderate Partly leached 
loam till
395 Kenyon loam 5-9 2 Very dark 
brown
loam Brown and 
faint gray
1 tocl Moderate Calcareous loam 
till
395 Kenyon loam 9-14 3 Brown and 
faint gray
1 tocl Moderate Calcareous loam 
till
184 Klinger silt loam 1-3 1 Black siel Gray and 
brown
siel, 1 Moderate Partly leached 
loam till
382 Maxfield silty clay 
loam
0-2 0 Black siel Gray siel, 1 Moderate Partly leached 
loam till
771 Waubeek silt loam 2-5 1 Very dark 
grayish-brown
sil Dark brown siel Moderate Partly leached 
loam till
771 Waubeek silt loam 5-9 2 Very dark 
grayish-brown
sil Dark brown siel, 1 Moderate Partly leached 
loam till
761 Franklin silt loam 1-3 1 Very dark 
gray
sil Gray and 
brown
siel, 1 Moderate Partly leached 
loam till
373 Hopper silt loam 11-14 2 Brown sil Yellowish-
brown
sil Moderate Calcareous silt 
loam loess
*See chapter 5 for explanation of terms.
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Fig. 20. Relationship of slope, vegetation and parent material to soils of the Dinsdale-Tama soil association area.
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Waubeek and Franklin soils are the thin loess equiva­
lents o f  the Downs and Atterberry soils discussed in 
chapter 22. The Waubeek soils sure often associated with 
the till-derived Bassett soils described in chapter 14.
H opper are minor soils which occur on the paha 
ridges.
Clyde soils, described in chapter 14, frequently occur 
in the upland draws. The characteristics of Colo, Turlin 
and Spillville which occur in colluvial or bottomland 
positions are described in chapter 23. Shallow to sand 
or gravel soils such as Kato, Marshan and Waukegan 
occur on stream terraces and are described in tables 
23-A, 23-B and 23-C.
A large percent of the Dinsdale-Tama area is used 
for cultivated crops. The nearly level to very gently 
sloping areas are well suited to intensive row crop 
production. The principal crop is corn, which is marketed 
through cattle and hogs. Erosion control practices are 
necessary on the sloping areas. Artificial drainage is 
necessary on many of the nearly level soils and in the
grass waterways. With adequate fertilization, especially 
phosphorus, these soils can support high-yielding grain 
crops.
(Dinsdale-Tama is one of the more recently deline­
ated soil associations. It was formerly included with 
either the Tama-Muscatine or Kenyon-Floyd-Clyde as­
sociations. The Dinsdale soils are as yet a tentative 
separation. Studies are in progress to learn more about 
these soils. They have posed a problem in classification 
for many years. In the Black Hawk County Soil Survey 
Report (1920), the Dinsdale soils were included with 
the Tama series.' In the Grundy County Soil Survey 
Report (1927), the proposed Dinsdale soils were in­
cluded with the former Carrington (now Kenyon) silt 
loam. Dinsdale is now being proposed to aid in more 
consistent soil classification in the future. Studies to date 
indicate that the physical characteristics of the upper 
horizons (the upper 2 to 3 feet) are similar to the upper 
horizons of the Tama soils, but the lower horizons are 
more like the lower horizons of the Kenyon soils.)
TABLE 11-C. Land use, fertility levels, and corn production potentials of major soil types and phases in 
Dinsdale-Tama soil association area*
Soil type Phase Lime needs Average soil test2
Maximum corn use Corn yield 
with conservation potential
Land capability 
class and
Number and name Slope Erosion T/acre1 N P K practices3 bu /acre subclass
120 Tama silty clay loam 2-5 1 2-4 Lto M Lto IVI M Often 98 II e
377 Dinsdale silty clay loam 2-5 1 2-4 Lto  M V L to L Lto  IVI Often 95 II e
377 Dinsdale silty clay loam 5-9 2 2-4 L V L to L Lto  M Occasionally 87 III e
395 Kenyon loam 5-9 2 3-5 L V L to L VL to L Occasionally 83 III e
395 Kenyon loam 9-14 3 3-5 Lto  VL V L to L V L to L Seldom 75 IV e
184 Klinger silty clay loam 1-3 1 2-4 L to M V L to L V L to L Often 100 1
382 Maxfield silty clay loam 0-2 0 2-4 M V L to L Lto IVI Often 95 II w
771 Waubeek silt loam 2-5 1 3-5 L V L to L Lto  IVI Often 93 lie
771 Waubeek silt loam 5-9 2 3-5 Lto  VL V L to L Lto  M Occasionally 85 III e
761 Franklin silt loam 1-3 1 2-4 L V L to L L Often 95 1
373 Hopper silt loam 9-14 2 0-2 L V L to L V L to L Seldom 75 III e
*See chapter 5 for explanation of terms.
1 Estimated range for soils not limed in past 5 years. Lime needs indicated are near optimum rates recommended on ISU soil test reports.
2 Estimated average soil test values based in part on summary of over 350,000 samples tested at the ISU Soil Testing Laboratory.
3 0 fte n = 3  or more years out of 5; O ccasionally=l to 3 years out of 5; S eldom = not more than 1 year in 6; Never=perm anent vegetation.
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FAYETTE AND
FAYETTE-DUBUQUE-STONYLAND 
SOIL ASSOCIATION AREAS
The Fayette soil association occurs in six areas of 
northeast and east central Iowa. The largest of these 
areas is in Clayton, Delaware, Jackson, Jones and 
Clinton counties. The other areas occur primarily along 
the major streams which empty into the Mississippi 
River in northeast and east central Iowa. The total area 
is almost 3,640 square miles. Minor areas occur in the 
Tama-Muscatine, Dinsdale-Tama, and Kenyon-Floyd- 
Clyde association areas.
The Fayette-Dubuque-Stonyland area occurs along 
the Mississippi River in northeast Iowa. It occupies an 
area of almost 1,570 square miles.
The two soil association areas are similar in many 
respects. The Fayette-Dubuque-Stonyland association is 
generally steeper and contains a higher percentage of 
shallow to limestone soils and steep, stony land than the 
Fayette soil association area.
The geological history of the areas is complex and 
varied. Thick loess deposits blanket most of the uplands. 
In the Fayette areas o f east central Iowa, glacial till 
underlies the loess and is exposed on the steep side 
slopes. In the northeast Fayette area (Jackson, Win­
neshiek and Allamakee counties), the loess generally 
blankets limestone bedrock, although glacial till, shale 
or sandstone underlies the loess in some places. On the 
steeper slopes, particularly in the Fayette-Dubuque-Stony­
land area, limestone is exposed.
The landscape of the Fayette and Fayette-Dubuque- 
Stonyland association consists of narrow ridges and 
moderately sloping to steep side slopes. The steep side 
slopes are more prevalent in the Fayette-Dubuque-Stony­
land area. The native vegetation was primarily decid­
uous-forest although areas of prairie or mixed prairie- 
forest vegetation are found within the Fayette association. 
The Tama and Downs soils described in chapter 22 
occur on these prairie and prairie-forest areas.
Fayette soils are the most extensive in the association. 
They occur on slopes of 1 to 30  percent, although slopes 
of 5 to 14 percent predominate. Fayette soils were 
formed from thick loess under forest vegetation. They 
are well-drained and occur on convex ridge tops and 
gently to strongly sloping side slopes. Where not eroded, 
they have dark gray silt loam surface layers 2 to 4 
inches thick. If not disturbed by cultivation, etc., they 
have a grayish-brown silt loam subsurface layer 4 to 8 
inches thick. This subsurface layer (A2 horizon) has 
platy structure. The surface and subsurface layers may
be partially or completely removed by erosion. The 
subsoil is a yellowish-brown, moderately permeable silty 
d a y  loam . Gray silt-like grains coat the subsoil peds 
and are visible when the soil is dry. The substratum 
is silt loam .
Downs soils often occur in association with the Fayette 
soils. They are the Brunizem-Gray Brown Podzolic 
intergrade in the Tama (Brunizem)-Downs-Fayette(Gray 
Brown Podzolic) sequence. They are well-drained soils 
and occur on slopes of 1 to 25 percent, although 2 to 5 
percent slopes are more typical. The surface layer is
TABLE 12-A. General information about major soil types in Fayette and Fayette-Dubuque-Stonyland soil 
association areas *
Soil type
Number and name
Slope percent 
Typical Range
Land
position
Parent
material
Original
vegetation
Erosion
hazard
Plant-available 
Natural water-holding 
internal capacity 
drainage to 5 feet
163 Fayette silt loam 2-5 1-30 Upland ridges and 
side slopes
Loess Forest Severe to 
moderate
Good High
165 Stronghurst silt loam 0-3 0-5 Upland flats Loess Forest Slight Somewhat
poor
High
164 Traer silt loam 0-2 0-2 Upland flats 
and depressions
Loess Forest None Poor High
162 Downs silt loam 2-5 1-25 Upland ridges and 
side slopes
Loess Forest,
prairie
Moderate to 
severe
Good High
183 Dubuque silt loam 9-14 5-20 Upland side 
slopes
Loess on 
lime rock
Forest Severe Good Low
182 Palsgrave silt loam1 9-14 5-20 Upland side 
slopes
Loess on 
lime rock
Forest Severe Good Medium
120 Tama silt loam 2-5 1-20 Upland ridges and 
side slopes
Loess Prairie Moderate to 
slight
Good High
247 Quandahl silt loam 15-30 10-30 Foot slopes Colluvium Forest,
prairie
Severe Good to 
moderately 
good
Medium
142 Chaseburg silt loam 1-3 0-5 Foot slopes and 
alluvial fans
Colluvium Forest Slight Good to 
moderately 
good
High
158 Dorchester silt loam 0-2 0-2 Bottom land Alluvium Forest None Good to 
moderately 
good
High
378 Stonyland 10-60 10-60 Upland Thin loess, 
local wash 
on limestone
Forest,
prairie
Severe Good Low
214 Rockton loam
Other soils: 
Hagener, Chelsea
Sogn
2-5 2-20 Upland Glacial loam on 
limestone
Sandy and sandy 
loam materials 
Shallow to 
limestone
Prairie Severe to 
moderate
See tables 23A,
23B,23C 
See tables 23A,
23B,23C
Good Low
*See chapter 5 for explanation of terms. 
1 Also called Dubuque, deep phase. 35
Fig. 21. Relationship of slope, vegetation and parent material to soils of the Fayette and Fayette-Dubuque-Stonyland soil association areas.
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often a very dark grayish-brown silt loam , 4  to 8  
inches thick. The subsurface layer (A 2  horizon) is thinner 
and not as well developed as In the Fayette soils. On 
steeper slopes the surface and subsurface layers m ay be 
partly or completely removed by erosion. The subsoil 
is a moderately permeable silty clay loam . The sub­
stratum is silt loam.
Stronghurst soils are of minor extent. They are some­
what poorly drained, loess-derived, forest-influenced soils. 
They occur on slopes of 1 to 3 percent. Traer soils, also 
minor in extent, occur on some level to shallow de­
pressions within Stronghurst and Fayette soils. They 
are very poorly drained.
D u bu qu e  soils are common in the northeast part of 
the Fayette area and in the Fayette-Dubuque- Stonyl and 
area. The upper layers are similar to the Fayette soils, 
but they are underlain by limestone at shallow depths of 
about 15 to 30 inches. Deep phase Dubuque, or the 
proposed Palsgrove, soils occur where the limestone 
bedrock is in the 30- to 50- inch depth. Both soils occur 
on slopes of 5 to 20 percent.
Rockton soils occur where glacial loam till overlies 
the limestone bedrock. Such areas either did not receive 
loess deposits or the loess has been removed by geologic 
erosion. Rockton soils formed under grass vegetation. 
They have very dark brown loam surface layers, yellow­
TABLE 12-B. Profile characteristics of major soil types and phases in Fayette and Fayette-Dubuque-Stonyland 
soil association areas*
Soil type Phase Surface soil Subsoil
Number and name Slope Erosion Color Texture Color Texture Permeability Substratum
163 Fayette silt loam 2-5 1 Dark gray sil Yellowish-
brown
sicl Moderate Leached silt 
loam loess
163 Fayette silt loam 5-9 2 Dark gray­
ish-brown
sil Yellowish-
brown
sicl Moderate Leached silt 
loam loess
163 Fayette silt loam 9-14 3 Brown sil to 
sicl
Yellowish-
brown
sicl Moderate Leached silt 
loam loess
165 Stronghurst silt loam 1-3 1 Very dark 
gray
sil Gray and 
brown
sici Moderate Leached silt 
loam loess
164 Traer silt loam 0-2 0,1 Dark gray sil Gray sicl Very slow Leached silt 
loam loess
162 Downs silt loam 2-5 1 Very dark 
gray
sil Yellowish-
brown
sicl Moderate Leached silt 
loam loess
183 Dubuque silt loam 9-14 2 Dark gray sil Yellowish-
brown
sicl Moderate Limestone bedrock 
at 15 to 30 inches
182 Palsgrove silt loam 9-14 2 Dark gray sil Yellowish-
brown
sicl Moderate Limestone bedrock 
at 30 to 50 inches
120 Tama silty clay loam 2-5 1 Very dark 
brown
sicl Dark brown sicl Moderate Leached silt 
loam loess
247 Quandahl silt loam 14-17 2 Dark gray sil Yellowish-
brown
sicl Moderate Silty colluvium with 
limestone fragments
142 Chaseburg silt loam 
158 Dorchester silt loam
2-5
0-2
1
0
Dark gray­
ish-brown 
Brown
sil
sil
Gray and 
brown
sil Moderate 
-No B Horizon--------------
Silt loam colluvium
-Calcareous silt 
loam alluvium
378 Stonyland (0" to 12" of silt loam to loam with numerous limestone 
fragments)
Limestone bedrock
214 Rockton loam 2-5 1 Very dark 
brown
loam Yellowish-
brown
1 to cl Moderate Limestone bedrock 
at 15 to 30 inches
*See chapter 5 for explanation of terms.
ish-brown moderately permeable loam to clay loam sub­
soils and substrata consisting of loam till on limestone 
bedrock. The limestone is encountered at depths of 15 
to 30 inches. In the deep phase of Rockton, or proposed 
Atkinson series, the limestone is encountered at 30 to 50 
inches.
Stonyland is a miscellaneous land type which consists 
mainly of up to 12 inches of silt loam to loam material 
over limestone. Limestone outcrops are very common. 
The topography is steep (20 to 60 percent).
Quandahl soils occur at the foot of the steep Stony­
land slopes. They formed from colluvial materials and 
contain many limestone fragments.
The Chaseburg and Dorchester soils are discussed in 
chapter 23.
Chelsea soils, also found in this association, developed 
from coarse-textured materials—primarily fine sand and 
loamy fine sand. Most of the sands were deposited by 
wind. The Chelsea soils developed under forest vegetation 
and are very rapid in permeability.
Livestock and dairy are the predominant farming 
enterprises. About 60 percent of the land in these as­
sociations is used for cultivated crops. Cropping intensity 
is limited by the moderate to strongly sloping topog­
raphy. Erosion control practices are needed. Commercial 
fertilizer (nitrogen, phosphorus and potassium) generally 
is needed for high corn yields. Limestone, phosphorus 
and occasionally potassium are needed for legume crops. 
Since about 40 percent of the area is used for pasture 
and timber, improved pasture and timber management 
offer possibilities of increasing returns on many farms 
in the Fayette and Fayette-Dubuque-Stonyland soil as­
sociation areas.
TABLE 12-C. Land use, fertility levels, and corn production potentials of major soil types and phases in 
Fayette and Fayette-Dubuque-Stonyland soil association areas *
Soil type
Number and name
Phase
Slope Erosion
Lime needs 
T/acre1 N
Maximum corn use Corn yield Land capability 
Average soil test2 wjth conservation potential class and 
P K practices2 bu/acre subclass
163 Fayette silt loam 2-5 1 2-4 L L L Often 92 II e
163 Fayette silt loam 5-9 2 2-4 V L to L  L L Occasionally 87 III e
163 Fayette silt loam 9-14 3 2-4 VL Lto M L Seldom 78 IV e
165 Stronghurst silt loam 1-3 1 2-4 L V L to L L Often 94 II w
164 Traer silt loam 0-2 0 2-4 L V L to L L Often 80 III w
162 Downs silt loam 2-5 1 2-4 L Lto M Lto  M Often 96 Il e
183 Dubuque silt loam 9-14 2 2-4 L VL V L to L Seldom 52 Hie
182 Palsgrave silt loam 9-14 2 2-4 L VL VL to L Seldom 64 III e
120 Tama silty clay loam 2-5 1 2-4 L Lto M M Often 98 Il e
247 Quandahl silt loam 14-17 2 0 L L Lto M Never VI e
142 Chaseburg silt loam 2-5 1 0-2 L L M to H Often 82 Il e
158 Dorchester silt loam 0-2 0 0 L L M to H Often 86 1
378 Stonyland VL VL VL Never V ile
214 Rockton loam 2-5 1 0-4 L L Lto  M Occasionally 65 lie
*See chapter 5 for explanation of terms. . .
1 Estimated range for soils not limed in past 5 years. Lime needs indicated are near optimum rates recommended on 1SU soil test reports.
2 Estimated average soil test values based in part on summary of over 350,000 samples tested at the ISU Soil Testing Laboratory.
3 O ften = 3  or more years out of 5; Occasionally==l to 3 years out of 5; Seldom =not more than 1 year in 6; Never=perm anent vegetation.
The Galva-Primghar-Sac soil association area occurs 
in all or parts of 11 counties in northwest Iowa. It 
occupies almost 3,860 square miles or approximately 
7 percent of the state.
Extensive areas of nearly level to gently sloping 
topography occur in the north central and eastern por­
tions o f the area where long, gentle, uniform slopes 
predominate. In the southern and western portions, the 
topography generally is gently to moderately sloping. 
A few areas o f strongly sloping to steep topography 
border the major streams of the area such as the Little 
Sioux River. Prairie grass was the principal native 
vegetation.
Loess deposits blanket most of the uplands. In general, 
the loess is thinnest in the eastern one-third of the area 
(about 3 to 5 feet) and is thicker in the western and 
southwestern parts (5  to 15 feet). Loess covers the 
broad upland flats and ridges and extends down the 
side slopes. Glacial till of Wisconsin age outcrops near 
the base of some of the side slopes. The Galva, Primghar 
and Marcus soils developed where the loess was 40 
inches or more in thickness. Sac soils developed from 15 
to 40 inches of loess over glacial till. Storden-like soils 
developed from the exposed glacial till, and the proposed 
Everly soils developed where the loess is very thin. 
Soils formed from alluvium and glacial outwash occur 
in the valleys and glacial outwash terraces. The outwash 
terraces occur chiefly along the Little Sioux River. Soils 
such as Waukegan loam with sand and gravel sub­
stratum developed from the glacial outwash.
Galva, Sac, Primghar and Marcus are the most 
extensive soils of the association. The characteristics of 
these soils are presented in fig. 22 and tables 13-A, 
13-B and 13-C.
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Fig. 22. Relationship of slope, vegetation and parent material to soils of the Galva-Primghar-Sac soil association area.
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G a lv e z  soils occur primarily on gentle slopes of 2 to 
5 percent, although they m ay occur on slopes ranging 
from 1 to 15 percent. The more sloping Galva soils 
occur near the border of the M onona-Ida-Hamburg soil 
association area. In most of the remaining area, Galva 
soils occur on long, gentle, uniform slopes. The Galva 
soils occur on gently sloping side slopes or slightly 
convex ridges. They are well-drained soils with very 
dark brown silty clay loam surface layers, 9 to 14 
inches thick except where eroded. The surface layer 
grades gradually into a dark brown to yellowish-brown, 
moderately permeable silty clay loam subsoil. The sub­
stratum is silt loam loess and is often calcareous. In 
the eastern and central parts of the area, the calcareous 
loam to clay loam till is found at depths of 40 to 60 
inches.
Primghar soils are moderately well to somewhat 
poorly drained; they occur on very gentle slopes of 1 to 
3 percent (with slope range of 0 to 5 percent). The 
slopes may be slightly concave or slightly convex. 
Primghar soils have a black silty clay loam surface 
layer 10 to 16 inches thick. The surface layer gradually 
changes to a gray and brown moderately permeable 
silty clay loam subsoil. The substratum is a calcareous 
silt loam loess over calcareous loam till. The calcareous 
till occurs at depths ranging from 40 to about 100 inches.
Marcus soils are poorly drained associates o f the 
Primghar and Galva soils. They occur on 0 to 2 percent 
slopes in slightly concave positions at the heads of 
upland draws and on broad upland flats. The surface 
layer is a black silty clay loam to silty clay, 16 to 22
inches thick. The subsoil is a gray, moderately permeable 
silty clay loam . The substratum is a calcareous silt loam  
loess over calcareous loam till. The till occurs at depths 
ranging from 40 to 80 inches. Marcus soils are much 
less extensive than Galva, Sac or Primghar. They occur 
most extensively in southwestern Clay County.
Sac soils are mostly in the eastern third of the area 
where the loess is 20 to 40 inches thick, although the 
average depth to till is about 30 inches. Slopes of 2 to 
5 percent predominate but may range from 2 to 14 
percent. The upper layers are similar to the upper layers 
of the Galva soils. The surface layer o f these well- 
drained soils is a very dark brown silty clay loam, 9 
to 14 inches thick unless partially or completely removed 
by erosion. The upper portion of the subsoil is a dark 
brown to yellowish-brown, moderately permeable silty 
da y  loam formed from loess. The lower part o f the 
subsoil is a yellowish-brown loam to clay loam till. 
The substratum is a light yellowish-brown, moderately 
permeable often calcareous loam to clay loam till.
Storden-like soils occur on some of the steeper bluffs 
of the Little Sioux and Big Sioux rivers. These soils 
are similar to the Storden soils discussed in chapter 10, 
but they are somewhat finer in texture since they are 
loams to clay loams.
Waukegan, Colo, Kennebec and Nodaway soils occur 
along rivers and streams. These soils formed from al­
luvium and glacial outwash. Their characteristics are 
given in tables 23-A, 23-B and 23-C.
About 80 percent of this soil association is used for 
cultivated crops. Exceptions are steep soils which occur
TABLE 13-A. General information about major soil types in Galva-Primghar-Sac soil association area*
Soil type
Number and name
Slope percent 
Typical Range
Land
position
Parent
material
Original
vegetation
Erosion
hazard
Natural
internal
drainage
Plant-available 
water-holding 
capacity 
to 5 feet
310 Galva silty clay loam 2-5 1-15 Upland ridges and Loess >  40 inches Prairie Slight to Good High
side slopes thick on till moderate
91 Primghar silty clay loam 1-3 0-5 Uplands Loess >  40 inches Prairie Slight Moderately good to High
thick on till somewhat poor
92 Marcus silty clay loam 0-2 0-2 Upland flats and Loess >  40 inches Prairie None Poor High
heads of draws thick on till
77 Sac silty clay loam 2-5 2-14 Upland side Thin loess on Prairie Severe Good High
slopes till
Other soils:
Colo, Kennebec, Nodaway Alluvial Prairie See tables 23A,
materials 23B,23C
177 Waukegan1, 178 Waukegan Loamy materials Prairie See tables 23A,
on gravel 23B,23C
*See chapter 5 for explanation of terms.
i  Studies are underway to determine if Waukegan is the proper name for these soils.
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near stream valleys and inadequately drained soils of 
upland flats and drainageways. These areas are used 
for permanent pasture. The long, gentle, uniform slopes 
of the area are well suited to intensive row cropping. 
Water conservation and erosion control are needed on 
the sloping areas, and some additional supplemental 
drainage is needed on Marcus and other poorly drained 
soils. Nitrogen and phosphorus are usually needed for 
high corn yields. Limestone applications are profitable 
on much of the area. The average annual rainfall (less 
than 28 inches) of the Galva-Primghar-Sac is the lowest 
of any soil association area in the state with the exception 
of M oody. Thus, although soil characteristics of the 
Galva-Primghar-Sac area are as favorable for high crop 
yields as those of the Tama-Muscatine area in east- 
central Iowa, average crop yields are slightly higher in 
the Tama-Muscatine area because of more favorable 
rainfall.
TABLE 13-B. Profile characteristics of major soil types and phases in Galva-Primghar-Sac soil association 
area?
Soil type Phase Surface soil Subsoil
Number and name Slope Erosion Color Texture Color Texture Permeability Substratum
310 Galva silty clay loam 2-5 1 Very dark 
brown
sicl Dark brown sicl Moderate Calcareous loess over 
calc, loam till
310 Galva silty clay loam 5-9 2 Very dark 
grayish-brown
sicl Dark brown sicl Moderate Calcareous loess over 
calc, loam till
91 Primghar silty clay loam 1-3 0 Black sicl Gray and 
brown
sicl Moderate Calcareous loess over 
calc, loam till
92 Marcus silty clay loam 0-2 0 Black sicl Gray sicl Moderate Calcareous loess over 
calc, loam till
77 Sac silty clay loam 2-5 1 Very dark 
brown
sicl Dark brown sicl, 1 to cl Moderate1 Partly leached 
loam till
77 Sac silty clay loam 5-9 2 Very dark 
grayish-brown
sicl Dark brown sicl, 1 to cl Moderate1 Partly leached 
loam till
‘ See chapter 5 for explanation of terms. 
1 Limited data indicate the texture of this till is loam to clay loam and its permeability class may need to be changed to moderately slow.
TABLE 13-C. Land use, fertility levels, 
Galva-Primghar-Sac soil association area *
and corn production potentials of major soil types and phases in
Soil type
Number and name
Phase Lime needs 
Slope Erosion T/acre1
Average soil test2 
N P K
Maximum corn use Corn yield 
with conservation potential 
practices3 bu/acre
Land capability 
class and 
subclass
310 Galva silty clay loam 2-5 1 0-4 Lto M V L to L M to H Often 80 II e
310 Galva silty clay loam 5-9 2 0-4 L V L to L M to H Occasionally 75 III e
91 Primghar silty clay loam 1-3 0 0-4 Lto M V L to L M to H Often 85 1
92 Marcus silty clay loam 0-2 0 0-4 Lto M L M Often 83 II w
77 Sac silty clay loam 2-5 1 0-4 Lto  M Lto M M to H Often 80 II e
77 Sac silty clay loam 5-9 2 0-4 L Lto  M M to H Occasionally 75 III e
*See chapter 5 for explanation of terms.
1 Estimated range for soils not limed in past 5 years. Lime needs indicated are near optimum rates recommended on ISU soil test reports.
2 Estimated average soil test values based in part on summary of over 350,000 samples tested at the ISU Soil Testing Laboratory.
3 O fte n = 3  or more years out of 5; O ccasio nally= l to 3 years out of 5; Seldom— not more than 1 year in 6; Never=perm anent vegetation.
The Kenyon-FIoyd-Clyde soil association area occurs 
in 21 counties in northeast Iowa. It has a total area of 
approximately 5,800 square miles or about 10 percent 
o f the state. The association has an east-west extent of 
50 to 75 miles and a north-south extent of 100 to 150 
miles, as shown in fig. 14. Numerous narrow finger­
like extensions occur along the eastern and southern 
boundaries.
The general topography o f the Kenyon-Floyd-Clyde 
area is nearly level to undulating. Low swells rise be­
tween intervening swales to give a swell and swale topog­
raphy in many portions of the area. In some areas, as 
in central Bremer County, broad upland flats replace 
the swells as upland divides. The swales are connected 
to form a system of low gradient drainage ways through 
which water moves slowly. In these swales, therefore, 
soils o f poor drainage are common. The Clyde soils 
are examples. Wetness o f the swales seems to be ac­
centuated by the two stories of the parent materials which 
seem to cause sidehill seepage into the swales. Nearly 
level areas also occur along the floodplains of the 
larger streams and on the outwash terraces. Pahas, 
which were discussed with the Dinsdale-Tama soil as­
sociation area, are present in parts of the area. Huge 
boulders are conspicuous landscape features in much 
o f the area. These boulders, which may occur on the 
surface or may be partially buried, frequently are found 
in the swales. In recent years, many o f the boulders 
have been buried in pits dug with bulldozers. Many of 
the soils of the area formed from two-storied parent 
materials. The upper 20 to 30 inches is commonly loam 
to gritty silt loam material. Thin sandy loam to sandy 
lenses are common in the 25- to 30-inch zone, as are 
stone lines. Below the stone line, glacial till occurs. It 
is usually a friable loam. Sand wedges may extend into 
the glacial till.
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TABLE 14-A. General information about major soil types in Kenyon-Floyd-Clyde soil association area *
Soil type Slope percent Land Parent Original Erosion
Number and name Typical Range position_____ material vegetation hazard
Natural
internal
drainage
Plant-available 
water-holding 
capacity 
to 5 feet
0-2 0-2
1- 3 1-3
2- 5 1-15
3- 7 2-10
1- 3 1-5
0-2 0-4
2- 5 1-15
2-5 1-15
0-2 0-4
2-5 2-9
2-5 2-15
Marshan, Kato, Waukegan 
Huntsville, Spillville, Colo
Upland Loam till Prairie
Upland Loam till Prairie
Upland Loam till Prairie
Upland Loam till Prairie
Upland Local alluvium 
on till
Prairie
Upland swales Local alluvium 
on till
Prairie
Upland Loam till Prairie,
forest
Upland Loam till Forest
Upland Loam till Prairie,
forest
Upland Loam till Forest
Upland Loam till Forest
Sandy and sandy 
loam materials 
Loamy material 
on gravel 
Alluvial materials
None Poor High
Slight Somewhat poor High
Slight Moderately good High
Slight to Good High
moderate
Slight Somewhat poor 
to poor
High
None Poor High
Slight to Moderately good High
moderate
Slight to Good High
moderate
None Somewhat poor High
Slight to Moderately good High
moderate
Slight to Good High
moderate
See tables 23A, 
23B,23C 
See tables 23A, 
23B,23C 
See tables 23A, 
23B,23C
398 Tripoli clay loam
399 Readlyn loam 
395 Kenyon loam 
394 Ostrander loam
198 Floyd loam
84 Clyde loam
171 Bassett loam
482 Racine loam
471 Oran loam
302 Coggon loam
491 Renova loam
Other soils:
Hagener, Dickinson
"See chapter 5 for explanation of terms.
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The upper story loam  material is about 2 1 / 2  feet 
thick on gently convex ridge tops and thickens as you 
go downslope to the center of the swale. Depth to the 
stone line tends to increase in the swale areas. On steeper 
convex ridge and side slopes, the upper material thins.
The upper story loamy material is more permeable 
than the till below the stone line. This seems to cause 
lateral movement o f water which accentuates the wetness 
of the concave lower slopes and the swale areas.
The origin of the material above the stone line, both 
on convex ridges and in the concave swales, is a prob­
lem of interest to soil scientists and geologists. One view 
is that the ifpper story material (above the stone line) 
is of wind-blown origin just as the loess from which the 
Tama and Fayette soils formed. Another view is that 
the upper story material is o f water erosion origin. 
There is also the question of the time of deposition of the 
upper story material. If it is o f water erosion origin, 
was it deposited in post-glacial times ? These and other 
questions need further study if the origin of the soils of 
the Kenyon-Floyd-Clyde soil association area is to be 
understood.
The main vegetation at the time of settlement was 
prairie grass, although trees grew in some areas. From 
evidence o f soil profiles, soil scientists consider that 
trees were more widespread in this area at some time 
in the far distant past.
K enyon  soils occur on slopes o f 1 to 15 percent 
although slopes o f 2 to 5 percent are most extensive. 
They are moderately well drained and occur on the 
convex ridges and swells and on the gently sloping 
uplands. They formed from a two-story loamy material 
under prairie vegetation. The surface layer is a very 
dark brown loam  9 to 14 inches thick unless eroded. 
The upper subsoil is a moderately permeable darkbrown 
loam to clay loam. It is separated from the lower sub­
soil by a thin stone line at a depth of about 24 inches. 
The lower subsoil is a somewhat more compact loam to 
clay loam with glacial stones and pebbles. It is yellow- 
brown with some gray. The substratum is a loam till 
which is calcareous at depths of 4 to 6 feet.
Alluvial and glacial outwash materials have been 
deposited on the underlying glacial till in the swale areas. 
Alluvial materials provided parent materials for soils 
of the bottomlands and terraces. Local loess, sands, 
shales and limestone are minor parent materials, but 
they may be of importance to specific farms.
Floyd  soils occur on 1 to 3 percent slopes (range 1 
to 5 percent) on concave lower slopes and at the upper 
end of drainageways. They formed from local alluvium 
over glacial till under prairie vegetation. Floyd soils 
are somewhat poor to poor in natural drainage. The
surface layer is a black loam 10 to 15 inches thick. The 
subsoil is a gray and brown moderately permeable 
loam  to clay loam. The substratum is calcareous loam  
till. Though a stone line is present in some profiles, it 
is less characteristic of Floyd than of Kenyon soils. 
Tile drainage is needed on most Floyd soils, especially 
those that occur on concave lower slopes.
Clyde soils occur on slopes of 0 to 2 percent, mainly 
in the upper drainageways. Clyde and Floyd soils 
commonly occur as a complex. Clyde soils formed from 
local alluvium over till under wet prairie vegetation. 
The poorly drained Clyde soils have black loam to 
silty clay loam surface layers 15 to 22 inches thick. The 
subsoil is a gray to olive gray loam to clay loam which 
is moderately permeable. Sand and sandy loam materials
are also found in the subsoil. The substratum is loam y  
wash with loam  to clay loam  till occuring at depths of 
3 to 5 feet. The till m ay be leached or calcareous. Tile 
drainage is needed on Clyde soils. Much of the wetness 
problem of Clyde soils is due to seepage from upslope 
soils.
Tripoli soils occur on slopes of 0 to 2 percent on the 
broad upland flats. They are naturally poorly drained 
and require supplemental drainage. They formed from 
loamy materials and glacial till under wet prairie vege­
tation. The surface layer is a black clay loam 12 to 
16 inches thick. The moderately to moderately slow 
permeable subsoil is a gray and yellowish-brown loam to 
clay loam. A weak stone line is usually present about 
20 inches below the surface. The substratum is a loam
TABLE 14-B. Profile characteristics of major soil types and phases in Kenyon-Floyd-Clyde soil association 
area*
Soil type Phase Surface soil Subsoil
Number and name Slope Erosion Color Texture Color Texture Permeability Substratum
398 Tripoli clay loam 0-2 0 Black cl Gray and yellow­
ish-brown
1 to cl Moderate to 
moderately slow
Calcareous loam 
till
399 Readlyn loam 1-3 0,1 Black loam Gray and 
brown
1 to cl Moderate to 
moderately slow
Calcareous loam 
till
395 Kenyon loam 2-5 1 Very dark 
brown
loam Dark brown and 
faint gray
1 to cl Moderate Calcareous loam 
till
395 Kenyon loam 5-9 2 Dark brown loam Dark brown and 
faint gray
1 to cl Moderate Calcareous loam 
till
394 Ostrander loam 2-5 1 Very dark 
brown
loam Dark brown 1 to cl Moderate Calcareous loam 
till
394 Ostrander loam 5-9 2 Dark brown loam Dark brown 1 to cl Moderate Calcareous loam 
till
Loamy glacial outwash 
over calc, loam till
198 Floyd loam 1-3 0,1 Black loam Gray and 
brown
1 to cl Moderate
84 Clyde loam 0-2 0 Black loam Gray 1 to cl Moderate Loamy glacial outwash 
over calc, loam till
171 Bassett loam 2-5 1 Very dark 
gray
loam Dark brown with 
some gray
1 to cl Moderate to 
moderately slow
Calcareous loam 
till
171 Bassett loam 5-9 2 Dark gray loam Dark brown and 
faint gray
1 to cl Moderate to 
moderately slow
Calcareous loam 
till
482 Racine loam 2-5 1 Very dark 
gray
loam Yellowish-brown 1 to cl Moderate Calcareous loam 
till
471 Oran loam 0-2 0 Very dark 
gray
loam Gray and 
brown
1 to cl Moderate to 
moderately slow
Calcareous loam 
till
302 Coggon loam 5-9 2 Dark gray loam Yellowish-brown 
and faint gray
1 to cl Moderate to 
moderately slow
Calcareous loam 
till
491 Renova loam 2-5 1 Very dark 
gray
loam Yellowish-brown 1 to cl Moderate Calcareous loam 
till
'See chapter 5 for explanation of terms.
glacial till which is often calcareous at 3 to 4  feet.
Readlyn soils occur on slopes of 1 to 3 percent on 
slightly convex upland swells and on very gently sloping 
uplands. They formed from two-story parent material 
similar to that of Kenyon soils. Prairie was the native 
vegetation. They are somewhat poorly drained and have 
black loam surface layers 10 to 15 inches thick. The 
subsoil is grayish-brown, moderately to moderately 
slowly permeable loam to clay loam. A stone line is 
present at 24 to 30 inches. The substratum is a loam 
till which is calcareous at depths of 4 to 6 feet.
Ostrander soils commonly occur on slopes of 3 to 7 
percent, although the slopes may range from 2 to 10 
percent. They differ from the Kenyon soils in being 
well drained rather than moderately well drained. The 
subsoil is free of gray colors.
Coggon  soils occur on slopes of 2 to 9 percent. They 
are the timber-influenced equivalents of the Kenyon soils. 
They have dark gray loam surface layers, grayish- 
brown loam subsurface layers and moderately to mod­
erately slowly permeable loam to clay loam subsoils 
which are brown and faint gray in color. A stone ling 
is present at 15 to 30 inches.
Bassett soils are generally similar to the Coggon 
soils but have darker surface layers developed under 
mixed grass and forest vegetation. They have very 
dark gray surface layers and grayish-brown subsurface 
layers. They have dark brown with some gray loam to 
clay loam subsoils. A stone line is present at 15 to 30 
inches.
Renova soils and Racine soils are respectively the 
forest and prairie forest equivalents of the Ostrander soils.
Oran soils occur on slopes of 0 to 4 percent. They 
developed under a mixed prairie forest vegetation. They 
have very dark gray loam surface layers and grayish- 
brown subsurface layers but are otherwise similar to 
the Readlyn soils.
Hagener, Dickinson and Lamont are soils developed 
from sandy parent materials which occur in the Kenyon- 
Floyd-Clyde association. Shallow to sand and gravel 
phases of Marshan, Kato  and Waukegan soils occur on 
the outwash terraces. Huntsville, Spillville and Colo 
soils occur in the bottomlands. These soils are discussed 
in chapter 23.
A large percentage of the soils of this association are 
used for cultivated crops, although the percentage is less 
than in the Clarion-Nicollet-Webster area. The unculti­
vated areas include areas which are steep, sandy, wet 
and rocky which most commonly occur along streams 
and drainageways. Some wet areas remain undrained 
because o f the large number o f glacial boulders that 
are present. The uncultivated areas are used for per­
manent pasture and timber.
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Fig. 24. Relationship of slope, vegetation and parent material to soils of the Kenyon-Floyd-Clyde soil association area.
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permeable 
subsoil
calcareous 
loam till
dark gray 
loam surface 
grayish-brown 
subsurface 
stone line
brown and 
faint gray 
moderately 
permeable 
subsoil
calcareous 
loam till
44 *Tentative name
TA B L E  14-C. Land use, fertility levels, and $orn production potentials of major soil types and phases in 
Kenyon-Floyd-Clyde soil association area* ' f ____________________________________
Soil type
Number and name Slope
Phase
Erosion
Lime needs 
T  /acre1
(  Average soil test2 
N P K
Maximum corn use 
with conservation 
practices3
Corn yield Land capability 
potential class and 
bu/acre subclass
398 Tripoli clay loam 0-2 0 0 M V L to L V L to L Often 86 II w
399 Readlyn loam 1-3 0 3-5 Lto M V L to L V L to L Often 86 II w
395 Kenyon loam 2-5 1 3-5 Lto M V L to L V L to L Often 88 lie
395 Kenyon loam 5-9 2 3-5 L VL to L V L to L Occasionally 82 III e
394 Ostrander loam 2-5 1 3-5 LtoM V L to L V L to L Often 90 Il e
394 Ostrander loam 5-9 2 3-5 L VL to L V L to L Occasionally 85 llle
198 Floyd loam 1-3 0 0 Lto M V L to L V L to L Often 84 II w
84 Clyde loam 0-2 0 0 Lto M VLtoM V L to L Often 78 II w
171 Bassett loam 2-5 1 3-5 L V L to L V L to L Often 83 Il e
171 Bassett loam 5-9 2 3-5 V L to L V L to L V L to L Occasionally 78 III e
482 Racine loam 2-5 1 3-5 L VL to L V L to L Often 85 Il e
471 Oran loam 0-2 0 2-4 Lto M V L to L V L to L Often 88 1
302 Coggon loam 5-9 2 3-5 V L to L VL VL Occasionally 68 llle
491 Renova loam 2-5 1 3-5 L V L to L VL to L Often 83 Il e
: See chapter 5 for explanation of terms.
1 Estimated range for soils not limed in past 5 years. Lime needs indicated are near optimum rates recommended on ISU soil test reports.
2 Estimated average soil test values based in part on summary of over 350,000 samples tested at the ISU Soil Testing Laboratory.
3 O ften= 3  or more years out of 5; Occasionally^! to 3 years out of 5; Seldom— not more than 1 year in 6; Never=perm anent vegetation.
The Kenyon-Floyd-Clyde soil association has a 
greater variety of soils than any other soil association 
area of the state. M any soils in the area are minor in 
extent but are of considerable importance on the farms 
where they occur. In addition, the Kenyon, Floyd, Clyde 
and associated soils are am ong the lowest in plant- 
available phosphorus and potassium.
A high proportion of the area is suited for intensive 
row cropping. Sloping areas require contouring or 
terracing for intensive cropping or rotations with less 
frequent row crops to provide adequate erosion control. 
Soil moisture is usually adequate except where soils 
such as Hagener or Waukegan occur. A large percentage 
o f the nearly level soils such as Tripoli and Clyde 
require tile drainage for good crop yields. A high per­
centage of the soils o f the area, especially Kenyon and 
Readlyn, are naturally strongly acid and require periodic 
applications of limestone. Generally Clyde, Tripoli and 
Floyd soils are neutral in reaction and seldom require 
lime.
15. LINDLEY-KESWICK-WELLER 
SOIL ASSOCIATION AREA
The Lindley-Keswick-Weller soil association occurs 
in south central and southeastern Iowa, where it con­
sists of one large and three small areas. It occupies 
approximately 1,700 square miles or 3 percent of the 
state.
The geological history of this association is generally 
similar to that of the Adair-Grundy-Haig soil association 
discussed in chapter 6. The topography of the Lindley-
TABLE 15-A. General information about major soil types in Lindley-Keswick-Weller soil association area*
Soil type
Number and name
Slope percent 
Typical Range
Land
position
Parent
material
Original
vegetation
Erosion
hazard
Natural
internal
drainage
Plant-available 
water-holding 
capacity 
to 5 feet
260 Beckwith silt loam 0-1 0-1 Upland flats and 
depressions
Loess Forest None Poor High
132 Weller silt loam 2-5 1-9 Upland Loess Forest Moderate to 
severe
Moderately good to 
somewhat poor
High
425 Keswick clay loam 9-14 5-20 Upland Reddish pale- 
osol, till
Forest Severe Moderately good to 
somewhat poor
High
65 Lindley loam 14-25 5-30 Upland Glacial till Forest Severe Moderately good High
131 Pershing silt loam 2-5 1-9 Upland Loess Forest,
prairie
Moderate to 
severe
Moderately good to 
somewhat poor
High
130 Belinda silt loam 0-2 0-3 Upland flats and 
depressions
Loess Prairie,
forest
None Poor High
179 Gara loam 14-25 9-30 Upland side 
slopes
Glacial till Prairie,
forest
Severe Good to moderately 
good
High
313 Gosport silt loam 20-30 
Other soils:
Coppock, Chariton, Chequest, 
Wabash
9-40 Upland 
Colo, Nodaway and
Shale Forest
Alluvial and 
colluvial materials
Severe Good
See tables 23A, 
23B,23C
Medium
-See chapter 5 for explanation of terms.
Fig. 25. Relationship of slope, vegetation and parent material to soils of the Lindley-Keswick-Weller soil association area.
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Keswick-Weller area is steeper than that of the Adair- 
Grundy-Haig area. The ridges are narrower and more 
sloping in the Lindley-Keswick-Weller area. As shown 
in fig. 25, loess occurs on the more gentle upland slopes. 
Kansan glacial till and paleosols are on the moderately 
sloping to steep areas. Shale is exposed in places on 
steep slopes along the major streams such as the Des 
Moines River. Though o f minor extent in the total as­
sociation, shale-derived soils are of importance to in­
dividual farms on which they occur. Oak-hickory forest 
was the main native vegetation, although some areas of 
mixed grass and forest or prairie grass vegetation occur.
Weller soils occur on slopes of 1 to 9 percent, with 2 
to 5 percent slopes most common. These soils formed 
from loess under the influence o f timber vegetation. 
They occur on gently to moderately sloping side slopes 
and gently sloping convex ridges. Weller soils are mod­
erately well to somewhat poorly drained. The surface 
layer is a dark gray silt loam 3 to 6 inches thick. The 
subsurface is a platy grayish-brown silt loam. The 
surface and subsurface layers may be mixed through
cultivation, or they m ay be partially or completely re­
moved by erosion. The subsoil is a slowly permeable, 
yellowish-brown, silty d a y  with mottled gray and brown 
colors present in the more gently sloping soils. The 
substratum is a leached silty clay loam  loess.
Beckwith are poorly drained soils which occur on 
upland flats or slight depressions. Minor in extent, they 
formed from loess under forest as did the Weller soils 
with which they are usually associated. They have gray 
silty d a y  to day  subsoils which are very slowly 
permeable.
Pershing are moderately well to somewhat poorly 
drained soils that formed from loess under mixed grass 
and forest vegetation. They occur on similar topography 
and have many characteristics of the Weller soils. The 
surface layer is a very dark gray silt loam 6 to 8 
inches thick. The subsurface layer is very dark grayish- 
brown and is 3 to 5 inches thick. The silty clay subsoil 
is slowly permeable, dark yellowish-brown mottled with 
gray. The substratum is leached silty clay loam loess.
TABLE 15-B. Profile characteristics of major soil types and phases in Lindley-Keswick-Weller soil association 
area*
Soil type Phase Surface soil Subsoil
Number and name Slope Erosion Color Texture Color Texture Permeability Substratum
260 Beckwith silt loam 0-1 0 Dark gray silt loam Gray sic to c Very slow Leached silty clay 
loam loess
132 Weller silt loam 2-5 1 Dark gray silt loam Yellowish-brown 
and gray
silty clay Slow Leached silty clay 
loam loess
132 Weller silt loam 5-9 2 Dark grayish- 
brown
silt loam Yellowish-brown 
and gray
silty clay Slow Leached silty clay 
loam loess
425 Keswick clay loam 5-9 2 Dark grayish- 
brown
clay loam Red and gray c, cl Slow Leached clay 
loam till
425 Keswick clay loam 9-14 3 Grayish-brown cl to c Red and gray c, cl Slow Leached clay 
loam till
65 Lindley loam 9-14 2 Dark grayish- 
brown
1 to cl Yellowish-
brown
clay loam Moderately slow Leached clay 
loam till
65 Lindley loam 14-18 3 Dark brown 1 to cl Yellowish-
brown
clay loam Moderately slow Leached clay 
loam till
131 Pershing silt loam 2-5 1 Very dark 
gray
silt loam Yellowish-brown 
and gray
silty clay Slow Leached silty clay 
loam loess
131 Pershing silt loam 5-9 2 Very dark gray­
ish-brown
silt loam Yellowish-brown 
and gray
silty clay Slow Leached silty clay 
loam loess
130 Belinda silt loam 0-1 0 Very dark 
gray
silt loam Gray sic to c Very slow Leached silty clay 
loam loess
179 Gara loam 14-18 2 Very dark 
gray
loam Yellowish-
brown
clay loam Moderately slow Leached clay 
loam till
313 Gosport silt loam 20-30 2 Dark brown gritty silt 
loam
Yellowish-
brown
sic to c Very slow Shale bedrock
*See chapter 5 for explanation of terms.
Belinda soils are poorly drained associates of the 
Pershing soils. They occur on 0 to 2 percent slopes 
and have very dark gray silt loam  surface layers, 
grayish-brown silt loam  subsurface layers, gray silty 
clay to clay subsoils and leached, silty d a y  loam  loess 
substrata.
Keswick soils occur downslope from the Weller and 
Pershing soils on slightly convex slopes or on extended 
convex ridges. They are moderately well to somewhat 
poorly drained soils that formed from reddish paleosols 
under forest vegetation. They have a 2- to 5-inch very 
dark gray loam surface soil, a 4- to 8-inch grayish 
brown platy loam subsurface. The subsoils are brown to 
yellowish-red, slowly permeable clay to clay loam. The 
substratum is yellowish-brown leached clay loam till.
Lindley are well to moderatdy well-drained soils 
that occur on strongly sloping to steep topography. 
They occur below the Keswick and Weller soils on 
slopes o f 9 to 30 percent. If not severely eroded they 
have very dark gray loam surface layers 2 to 6 inches 
thick and platy grayish-brown loam subsurface layers 
4 to 6 inches thick. The subsoil is a moderately slowly 
permeable, yellowish-brown day  loam. The substratum 
is a leached day  loam till.
Gosport soils occur where stream dissection has ex­
posed the underlying shale from which they formed. 
They occur on strongly sloping to steep topography 
below the Wdler, Pershing and Lindley soils on steep 
slopes adjacent to the Lindley soils. They developed 
under timber vegetation. They have very thin dark 
brown silt loam to loam surface layers, brown sub­
surface layers with platy structure and yellowish- to 
reddish-brown, very slowly permeable, silty clay to 
clay subsoils.
Alluvium-derived soils occur in the drainageways 
and bottomlands. These indude Coppock, Chariton, 
Chequest, Colo, Nodaway and Wabash soils described 
in chapter 23.
A large percentage o f the soils o f this association 
are used for pasture and timber because o f the steep 
slopes and the severe erosion hazard when cultivated. 
The cultivated areas are confined to the crests of divides 
and first and second bottomlands. Most soils o f the 
flat divides such as Beckwith and Belinda are seasonally 
wet and require surface drainage, since tile do not 
function adequatdy in the very slowly permeable sub­
soils. The sloping ridge crests and side slopes are subject 
to severe erosion and require terraces, contouring and 
frequent meadow crops for adequate erosion control. 
Areas suitable for cultivation are generally small in 
size and irregular in shape. The topography and physi­
cal characteristics of the soils limit the potential for the 
production of cultivated crops. Forage production and 
utilization through livestock may provide a relatively
47
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better land use alternative for the area. Imp roved pasture 
management, including the use of limestone and com­
mercial fertilizer, weed and brush control and improved
stocking and grazing rates, are necessary to improve 
returns from pasture land. M anm ade ponds are im­
portant sources of water for livestock in the area, since 
good wells are costly.
16u'. LUTON-ONAWA-SALIX 
SOIL ASSOCIATION AREAj
The Luton-Onawa-Salix soil association is the Mis­
souri River bottom area of western Iowa. It occupies 
approximately 840 square miles between the loess bluffs 
on the east and the Missouri River channel. The area 
extends from W oodbury through Fremont counties in a 
band approximately 150 miles long and 6 to 20 miles 
wide. The widest area occurs in northern M onona and 
southern W oodbury counties.
The area consists of a nearly level floodplain which 
rises gradually from west to east. Oxbows and depres­
sions, remnants o f past stream meanders, are con­
spicuous landscape features, particularly in the western 
and central portions nearest the Missouri River. Alluvial 
sediments provide parent materials for soils o f the area. 
Soils may vary widely in short distances because of 
variation in the sediments. Each flood provides additional 
sediments in the flooded area. The natural vegetation 
was grass and trees and has had a more important 
influence on the Brunizem and Humic Gley soils of the 
area than on the relatively young alluvial soils.
The extensive soils o f the area include the Luton, 
Onawa, Salix, Blencoe, Albaton and Haynie soils. The 
Qnawa, Albaton and Haynie soils occur in the western 
portion of the area. The Blencoe, Salix and Luton soils 
occur in the eastern half. Kennebec, McPaul and other 
soils occur along the tributary streams.
Onawa soils occur on nearly level areas within a 
few miles of the Missouri River. They have formed from 
deposits over the last few centuries, some as recently as 
1952. Several types of Onawa soils are mapped. Only 
the Onawa silty clay soils are discussed here. Onawa 
silty clay soils are somewhat poorly drained and have 
dark grayish-brown to very dark grayish-brown surface 
layers 6 to 8 inches thick. Below the surface, a layer
TABLE 15-C. Land use,fertility levels, and corn production potentials of major soil types and phases in Lindley- 
Keswick-Weller soil association area*
Soil type
Number and name
Phase
Slope Erosion
Lime needs 
T/acre1 N
Average soil test2 
P K
Maximum corn use Corn yield 
with conservation potential 
practices3 bu /acre
Land capability 
class and 
subclass
260 Beckwith silt loam 0-1 0 3-5 VL to L V L to L V L to L Often 58 III w
132 Weller silt loam 2-5 1 3-5 L V L to L VL to L Often 65 III e
132 Weller silt loam 5-9 2 3-5 V L to L V L to L V L to L Occasionally 57 III e
425 Keswick clay loam 5-9 2 3-5 V L to L VL L Occasionally 48 III e
425 Keswick clay loam 9-14 3 3-5 VL VL L Never VI e
65 Lindleyloam 9-14 2 2-4 VL to L V L to L Lto M Seldom 55 IV e
65 Lindleyloam 14-18 3 2-4 VL V L to L Lto M Never VI e
131 Pershing silt loam 2-5 1 2-4 L L VL to L Often 68 III e
131 Pershing silt loam 5-9 2 2-4 VL to L L V L to L Occasionally 60 III e
130 Belinda silt loam 0-1 0 3-5 L VL to L V L to L Often 60 III e
179 Gara loam 14-18 2 3-5 Lto M VL to L Lto M Never V ie
313 Gosport silt loam 20-30 2 4-6 VL VL VL Never VII e
*See chapter 5 for explanation of terms.
1 Estimated range for soils not limed in past 5 years. Lime needs indicated are near optimum rates recommended on ISU soil test reports.
2 Estimated average soil test values based in part on summary of over 350,000 samples tested at the ISU Soil Testing Laboratory.
2 0 fte n = 3  or more years out of 5; Occasionally— 1 to 3 years out of 5; Seldom =not more than- 1 year in 6; Never=perm anent vegetation.
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of calcareous silty clay occurs. This silty clay layer is 
about 2 4  inches thick and is underlain by friable cal­
careous silt loam alluvium.
Albaton soils also occur within a few miles of the 
Missouri River. Albaton silty clay is the main type. 
Albaton soils occur in depressions or on level areas in 
association with the Onawa and Haynie soils. The 
depressions are old bayous or oxbows which are meander 
scars of old river channels. The level areas of Albaton 
silty clay are most extensive. Albaton silty clay is poorly 
drained. The surface layer is a dark grayish-brown 
to very dark grayish-brown silty clay about 6 inches 
thick. The substratum is a slightly calcareous, mottled 
dark grayish-brown da y  alluvium.
Haynie soils also occur on slopes of 0 to 2 percent 
near the Missouri River. They tend to be on slightly 
higher areas than Albaton and Onawa soils although 
they are nearly level. These well to moderately well- 
drained soils have formed from recently deposited sedi­
ments. Several types of Haynie soils have been mapped.
Haynie silt loam, the most extensive, is discussed here. 
Haynie silt loam  has a dark grayish-brown to very 
dark grayish-brown calcareous surface layer about 7 
inches thick. The substratum consists of calcareous 
grayish-brown and brown silt loam with some thin fine 
sand to sandy loam  layers.
Sarpy soils are developed from sandy materials 
adj acent to the Missouri River. They have dark grayish- 
brown loamy fine sand surface layers over substrata of 
fine sand. Wind erosion has caused dune-like mounds 
and blowouts to occur.
M odale soils occupy nearly level areas near the 
Missouri River. They are moderately well to somewhat 
poorly drained. The upper 1 to 2 feet resemble the 
Haynie soils, and the lower portion resembles Albaton 
soils.
Luton soils are the most extensive of the association. 
They occur on nearly level areas in the central and 
eastern portion of the bottomland area. They have poor
TABLE 16-A. General information about major soil types in Luton-Onawa-Salix soil association area*
Soil type
Number and name
Slope percent 
Typical Range
Land
position
Parent
material
Original Erosion 
vegetation hazard
Natural
internal
drainage
Plant-available 
water-holding 
capacity 
to 5 feet
237 Sarpy loamy sand 1-3 0-4 Bottomland Alluvium Prairie, forest Severe wind Excessive Low
137 Haynie silt loam 0-2 0-2 Bottomland Alluvium Prairie, forest None Good to moder­
ately good
High
156 Albaton silty clay 0-1 0-1 Bottomland Alluvium Prairie-sedges None Good High
146 Onawa silty clay 0-1 0-1 Bottomland Alluvium Prairie, forest None Somewhat poor High
44 Blencoe silty clay 0-1 0-1 Bottomland Alluvium Prairie-sedges None Somewhat poor High
36 Salix silty clay loam 0-1 0-1 Bottomland Alluvium Prairie None Moderately good High
66 Luton silty clay 0-1 0-1 Bottomland Alluvium Prairie-sedges None Poor to 
very poor
High
70 McPaul silt loam 0-2 0-2 Bottomland Alluvium Prairie, forest None Good to moder­
ately good
High
212 Kennebec silt loam 0-1 0-1 Bottomland Alluvium Prairie, forest None Moderately good to 
somewhat poor
High
133 Colo silty clay loam 0-2 0-2 Bottomland Alluvium Prairie None Poor High
134 Zook Silty clay 0-1 0-1 Bottomland Alluvium Prairie-sedges None Poor High
68 Napa clay 0-1 0-1 Bottomland Alluvium Prairie-sedges None Very poor High
149 Modale silt loam 0-1 0-1 Bottomland Alluvium Prairie, forest None Moderately good to 
somewhat poor
High
*See chapter 5 for explanation of terms.
to very poor drainage. Luton silty clay is the major 
type. It has a black silty d a y  surface layer 12 to 18 
inches thick. The subsoil is a dark gray to olive gray 
very slowly permeable clay. The substratum is a dark 
gray and olive gray clay. Luton silty clay, calcareous 
variant, and Luton silty clay, silty clay loam  substratum  
phase, have also been mapped. Difficulty in providing 
adequate drainage, making operations timely and main­
taining a farmable surface structure limits the productivity 
of these soils.
Blencoe soils occur in the eastern half of the Missouri 
River bottomland area. They occupy nearly level areas 
or slight depressions next to Salix and Luton soils. 
Blencoe silty clay soils are somewhat poorly drained 
with black surface layers about 10 inches thick and 
dark grayish-brown silty clay subsoils. Beginning at 
about 24 inches the substratum is a grayish-brown to 
olive brown silt loam. In some places a silty da y  sub­
stratum phase is mapped.
Salix are nearly level soils of the central and eastern 
portion o f the bottomland area. These soils occupy 
slightly higher areas and are somewhat older than 
Haynie, Onawa and Albaton soils. In the past Salix 
silt loam and Salix silty clay loam have been mapped. 
The more extensive Salix silty clay loam is discussed 
here. Salix silty day  loam soils have black to very dark 
brown silty clay loam surface layers 12 to 18 inches 
thick. The moderately permeable subsoils axe very dark 
grayish-brown silty clay loams. The substratum is olive 
brown to dark grayish-brown silt loam which is usually 
calcareous at depths o f 30 to 35 inches. These mod- 
eratdy well-drained soils are among the most productive 
of the Missouri bottomland area.
Napa silty clay soils are high-sodium soils which 
occur on small depressions within larger areas of Luton 
soils.
Colo soils are extensive in the eastern portion of the 
area, especially where the tributary streams enter the 
Missouri River bottomland. They are poorly drained 
soils with thick black silty clay loam surface layers, 
moderatdy to moderately slowly permeable, very dark 
gray, silty clay loam subsoils. Colo silty clay loam, 
calcareous variant and Colo silty clay loam, silty clay 
substratum phase have also been mapped. Colo silty 
clay loam soils are very productive, although drainage 
and flood protection need attention.
Zook  soils occur on nearly level areas and depres­
sions along the rivers which flow on to the eastern edge 
of the area from the adjoining uplands. They are poorly 
drained soils with black silty clay loam or silty clay 
surface layers and slowly permeable, black to very dark 
gray silty day  subsoils and silty da y  alluvial substrata.
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Fig. 26. Relationship of slope, vegetation and parent material to soils of the Luton-Onawa-Salix soil association area.
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M c P a u l soils occur along streams and ditches in the 
area. They consist o f material which has been eroded 
from the uplands and recently deposited over bottomland 
soils such as Colo or Kennebec. The upper portion 
consists o f dark grayish-brown to yellowish-brown silt 
loam alluvial material. Dark colored buried soils similar 
to Colo and Kennebec may be encountered at depths of 
36 inches or more.
Kennebec and Napier soils are associated with the 
tributary streams and footslopes of the uplands, re­
spectively. They are discussed in chapter 23.
A large proportion o f the Luton-Onawa-Salix soil 
association area is used for cash grain farming. Corn, 
wheat, soybeans and oats are leading crops. Problems 
of drainage improvement, fertility maintenance and 
drouthiness vary in importance with the texture of the 
soils. The fine-textured soils such as Luton silty clay
have drainage problems which are complicated by slow 
soil permeability, lack of surface runoff and seasonally 
high water tables. The coarse-textured soils such as 
Sarpy loamy sand have low water-holding capacity and 
frequently suffer sevérd wind erosion losses. Nitrogen 
and phosphorus fertilizer are usually needed for grain 
crops.
Irrigation of many of the Missouri bottomland soils 
is an increasing practice with water supplies evidently 
plentiful and of good quality. Flood control measures 
and soil and water conservation practices are alleviating 
flood damage in the Missouri River bottomland areas. 
These improvements, together with natural advantages 
o f topography, available water for irrigation and a 
good share of highly productive soils, should help make 
the Missouri River bottomlands one of the most pro­
ductive areas of the state.
TABLE 16-B. Profile characteristics of major soil types and phases in Luton-Onawa-Salix soil association 
area* _______ __________________________________
Soil type
Number and name
Phase Surface soil Subsoil
Slope Erosion Color Texture Color Texture Permeability Substratum
237 Sarpy loamy sand1 0-2 1 Dark gray- Is 
ish-brown
Brown sand Rapid Calcareous medium 
sand alluvium
137 Haynie silt loam1 0-2 0 Very dark gray- sil Brown and sil Moderate Calcareous stratified silt
ish-brown grayish-brown loam alluvium
156 Albaton silty clay1 0-1 0 Very dark gray- sic Dark gray- clay Very slow Calcareous clay alluvium
ish-brown ish-brown
146 Onawa silty clay1 0-2 0 Very dark gray- sic Gray-brown sic to sil Moderate to Calcareous silt loam
ish-brown slow alluvium
44 Blencoe silty clay 0-1 0 Black sic Gray and sic to sil Moderate Calcareous silt loam
brown alluvium
36 Salix silty clay loam 0-1 0 Very dark sicl Very dark gray- sicl Moderate Olive brown, calcareous
brown ish-brown silt loam alluvium
66 Luton silty clay 0-1 0 Black sic Dark gray to clay Very slow Clay alluvium
olive gray
70 McPaul silt loam1 0-2 0 Brown sil Dark grayish-brown sil Moderate to Brown silt loam alluvium
to yellowish brown slow over black buried soil
212 Kennebec silt loam 0-1 0 Black sil Black to very sil Moderate Leached silt loam
dark gray alluvium
133 Colo silty clay loam 0-2 0 Black sicl Black to very 
dark gray
sicl Moderately slow Silty clay loam 
alluvium
134 Zook silty clay 0-1 0 Black sic Black to very sicl Slow Silty clay alluvium
dark gray
68 Napa silty clay 0-1 0 Very dark sic 
gray
Dark gray clay Very slow High sodium, calc, silty 
clay alluvium
149 Modale silty loam1 0-1 0 Very dark sil Dark gray c to sicl Moderate Calcareous clay
grayish-brown alluvium
‘ See chapter 5 for explanation of terms. — - ..........................  . .. . . . . . ___
l  These soils do not have B horizons. The color, texture and permeability listed under subsoil refer to substratum characteristics.
TABLE 16-C. Land use, fertility levels, and corn production potentials of major soil types and phases in 
Luton-Onawa-Salix soil association area*
Soil type
Number and name
Phase
Slope Erosion
Lime needs 
T/acre1 N
Average soil test2 
P K
Maximum corn use 
with conservation 
practices3
Corn yield 
potential 
bu/acre
Land capability 
class and 
subclass
237 Sarpy loamy sand 0-2 1 0 (ex) VL to L VL L Often 30 IV s
137 Haynie silt loam 0-2 0 0 (ex) VL to L VL H Often 86 1
146 Onawa silty clay 0-1 0 0 (ex) L L to IVI H Often 80 II w
156 Albaton silty clay 0-1 0 0 L M to H H Often 60 III w
44 Blencoe silty clay 0-1 0 0-2 L V L to L H Often 65 II w
36 Salix silty clay loam 0-1 0 0-2 L to IVI M to H H Often 90 1
66 Luton silty clay 0-1 0 0-2 L L to IVI H Often 50 III w
70 McPaul silt loam 0-2 0 0 (ex) V L to L Lto  M H Often 86 1
212 Kennebec silt loam 0-1 0 0-2 VL to L M to H H Often 88 1
133 Colo silty clay loam 0-2 0 0-2 L M to H H Often 80 II w
134 Zook silty clay 0-1 0 0-2 L Lto  IVI Lto  M Often 65 III w
68 Napa silty clay 0-1 0 0 L M to H H Often 30 IV w
149 Modale silt loam 0-1 0 0 (ex) L VL to L H Often 80 1
*See chapter 5 for explanation of terms.
2 range for ?,°'!s ,not ,limed in past 5 years. Lime needs indicated are near optimum rates recommended on ISU soil test reports
Estimated average soil test values based in part on summary of over 350,000 samples tested at the ISU Soil Testing Laboratory.
O fte n _ 3  or more years out of 5; Occasionally— 1 to 3 years out of 5; Seldom =  not more than 1 year in 6; N e ve r=  permanent vegetation.
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■  SOIL ASSOCIATION AREA
The Marshall soil association occurs in southwest 
and west central Iowa. It extends northward from the 
Missouri state line to southern Ida and Sac counties as 
a band approximately 50 miles wide and 125 milps 
long. The approximate area o f the association is 4,260 
square miles or 7 1/2 percent o f the state.
The general topography of the area is gently to 
strongly sloping. It is characterized by moderately wide, 
slightly rounded ridges with strongly sloping side slopes 
and well-defined alluvial valleys. The floodplains of the 
valleys which separate the main ridges account for a 
large part o f the level land of the Marshall region. 
Strongly sloping to steep topography borders the major 
streams of the area, particularly along the upper East 
Nishnabotna River near the eastern boundary of the 
association. Predominating in most of the remainder of 
the Marshall area is a pattern of repeating rounded 
ridge tops, strongly sloping flanks and narrow valleys.
Loess covers most o f the upland area, although till 
outcrops on the lower part o f the strongly sloping flanks. 
Loess also covers the high benches or terraces along 
the major streams. The native vegetation was primarily 
prairie grasses. The Marshall soils gradually change 
into the M onona soils of the Monona-Ida-Hamburg 
association on the west and into the Sharpsburg soils 
of the Shelby-Sharpsburg-Macksburg association on 
the east.
Characteristics o f the major soils of the association 
are shown in fig. 27 and tables 17-A, 17-B and 17-C.
Marshall soils are the most extensive in the associa­
tion. They occupy almost 45 percent of the total area. 
Marshall soils developed from loess under the influence 
of prairie vegetation. They occur on nearly level to 
gently sloping upland divides and on gently sloping
to steep side slopes. Slopes of 9 to 14 percent, 5 to 9 
percent and 2  to 5 percent are common although 
M arshall soils m ay occur on slopes ranging from 1 to 
30 percent. They are well-drained soils with very dark 
brown silty clay loam surface layers 9 to 14 inches 
thick. On sloping sites, the surface soil may be partly 
or completely removed by erosion. The moderately 
permeable subsoil is a dark brown silty clay loam. The 
substratum is a yellowish-brown leached silt loam loess. 
Adequate soil and water conservation may be provided 
for the sloping Marshall soils through level terraces and 
contour listing because these deep, moderately permeable 
soils are well suited to such practices.
Minden soils, minor in extent, occur on the broader 
level divides and the higher stream benches in association 
with the Marshall soils. They are moderately well to 
somewhat poorly drained soils which have developed 
from loess under the influence of prairie vegetation. 
They differ from the Marshall soils in having thicker, 
darker surface layers and subsoils which are brown with 
some gray. Because of their suitability for intensive row 
cropping and high yielding potential, they are among 
the most productive soils in western Iowa.
Several other loess-derived soils are minor soils of 
the association. Corley soils are weakly developed 
Flanosols which occur in small depressions on the 
broader divides on higher stream benches. The forest- 
influenced K n ox  soils occur along some major drainage- 
ways on slopes of 4 to 14 percent where forest cover 
encroached on the prairie. Malvern soils developed 
from a red and gray paleosol which formed in Loveland 
loess.
Till-derived soils including Shelby, Steinauer, Adair 
and Clarinda occur on moderately sloping to steep 
topography. The Steinauer soils have calcareous clay 
loam surfaces and subsoils. The other till soils and some 
of their management and land use hazards are discussed 
in chapter 6. Of these, Shelby and Adair are the most 
extensive. Although these till-derived soils comprise about 
5 to 15 percent o f the association in the steeper, more 
dissected areas they may be the major soils o f some 
farm fields.
Other soils of the association include Colo, Judson 
and Nodaway which occur on the floodplains and other 
streams of the Nishnabotna River. These soils, discussed 
in chapter 23, are generally suited to intensive row 
cropping.
TABLE 17-A. General information about major soil types in Marshall soil association area*
Soil type
Number and name
Slope percent 
Typical Range
Land
position
Parent
material
Original
vegetation
Erosion
hazard
Natural
internal
drainage
Plant-available 
water-holding 
capacity 
to 5 feet
299 Minden silty clay loam 0-1 0-3 Upland flats Loess Prairie None Moderately good to 
somewhat poor
High
9 Marshall silty clay loam 2-5 1-30 Upland ridges 
& side slopes
Loess Prairie Slight to 
severe
Good High
60 Malvern silt loam 9-14 5-20 Upland side 
slopes
Reddish paleosol, 
Loveland loess
Prairie Severe Moderately good High
24 Shelby loam 14-25 5-30 Upland side 
slopes
Glacial till Prairie Severe Good to mod­
erately good
High
33 Steinauer loam 14-18 11-25+ Upland Glacial till Prairie Severe Good High
192 Adair clay loam 9-14 5-20 Upland side 
slopes
Reddish pale­
osol, till
Prairie Severe Somewhat poor High
8 Judson silt loam 2-5 1-9 Footslopes Silty colluvium Prairie Slight Good to moder­
ately good
High
133 Colo silty clay loam 0-2 0-5 Bottomland Alluvium Prairie None Poor High
220 Nodaway silt loam 0-2 
Other soils:
Zook, Kennebec, Nevin, Wiota
0-5 Bottomland Alluvium
Alluvium
Prairie- None Moderately good 
forest
See tables 23A, 23B, 23C
High
A  relatively high proportion of the area is used for 
cultivated crops. Blue grass pastures are com m on on 
the steeper slopes. Erosion is a serious and continuing 
threat on the sloping upland soils. On Marshall soils 
level terraces and contour listing are important measures 
to aid in soil and water conservation. Lime is needed 
periodically on the slightly acid soils o f the area. Ferti­
lizers, especially nitrogen and phosphorus, are needed 
for corn, the major crop.
*See chapter 5 for explanation of terms. 53
Fig. 27. Relationship of slope, vegetation and parent material to soils of the Marshall soil association area-
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TABLE 17-B. Profile characteristics of major soil types and phases in Marshall soil association area*
Soil type
Number and name
Phase Surface soil Subsoil
SubstratumSlope Erosion Color Texture Color Texture Permeability
299 Minden silty clay loam 0-1 0 Black siel Brown and sicl Moderate Leached silt loam loess
gray
9 Marshall silty clay 2-5 1 Very dark sil to Dark brown sicl Moderate Leached silt loam loess
loam brown siel
9 Marshall silty clay 5-9 2 Very dark sil to Dark brown sicl Moderate Leached silt loam loess
loam brown siel
9 Marshall silty clay 9-14 3 Dark brown sil to Dark brown sicl Moderate Leached silt loam loess
loam siel
60 Malvern silt loam 9-14 2 Very dark sil Red and sic Slow Leached silty clay
brown gray loam loess
24 Shelby loam L4-18 2 Very dark 1 to cl Yellowish- cl Moderately Partly leached
brown brown slow clay loam till
33 Steinauer loam 14-18 2 Very dark loam .................... No B horizon................... - Calcareous clay loam till
gray
192 Adair clay loam 9-14 3 Dark brown cto cl Red and c to cl Very slow Leached clay loam till
gray
8 Judson silty clay loam 2-5 0,1 Very dark sil Dark brown - sicl Moderate Leached silt loam or
brown silty clay loam colluvium
133 Colo silty clay loam 0-2 0 Black siel Black to sicl Moderately Leached silty clay
very dark gray slow loam alluvium
220 Nodaway silt loam 0-2 0 Dark gray- sil .....................No B horizon................... - Stratified leached silty
ish-brown alluvium over black
buried soil
*See chapter 5 for explanation of terms.
TABLE 17-C. Land use, fertility 1levels, and corn production potentials of major soil types and phases in
Marshall soil association area*
Maximum corn use Corn yield Land capability
Soil type Phase Lime needs Average soil test2 with conservation potential class and
Number and name Slope Erosion T/acre1 N P K practices3 bu/acre subclass
299 Minden silty clay loam 0-1 0 0-2 Lto  M L to M M to H Often 92 1
9 Marshall silty clay loam 2-5 1 2-4 Lto M V LtoM  M to H Often 90 lie
9 Marshall silty clay loam 5-9 2 1-3 L V LtoM  M to H Occasionally 85 III e
9 Marshall silty clay loam 9-14 3 0-3 VL to L V LtoM  M to H Seldom 78 III e
60 Malvern silt loam 9-14 2 0-4 VL to L V L to L  Lto M Seldom 50 IV e
24 Shelby loam 14-18 2 2-4 L VL to L L to M Never —  V ie
33 Steinauer loam 14-18 2 0 VL VL M Seldom 48 IV e
192 Adair clay loam 9-14 3 3-5 Lto VL VL to L L to M Never —  VI e
8 Judson silty clay loam 2-5 0 0-2 Lto M L to M L to M Often 92 lie
133 Colo silty clay loam 0-2 0 0-2 Lto M M to H H Often 80 II w
220 Nodaway silt loam 0-2 0 0 L M to H L to M Often 85 1
*See chapter 5 for explanation of terms.
1 Estimated range for soils not limed in past 5 years. Lime needs indicated are near optimum rates recommended on ISU soil test reports.
2 Estimated average soil test values based in part on summary of over 350,000 samples tested at the ISU Soil Testing Laboratory.
3 0 fte n = 3  or more years out of 5; O ccasionally=l to 3 years out of 5; Seldom = n o t  more than 1 year in 6; N e ve r=  permanent vegetation.
18. MONONA-1 DA-HAM BURG 
SOIL ASSOCIATION AREA
EEC
n r c
The Monona-Ida-Hamburg soil association area 
covers about 2,900 square miles or 5 percent of the 
state. It extends from Plymouth County on the north to 
Fremont County on the south. It is most extensive in 
W oodbury, Monona, Harrison and West Pottawattamie 
counties but also occurs in parts of seven additional 
counties.
The topography of the area is characterized by nar­
row, gently-sloping ridges and steep side slopes which 
gradually change to well-defined alluvial valleys. Deeply 
entrenched streams and gullies are common in the al­
luvial valleys. In the Missouri River bluff area, very 
steep upland side slopes have eroded to form small 
natural benches called catsteps.
Nearly all upland soils of the area formed from thick 
deposits of loess which covered the rolling glacial till 
plain. Till-derived soils such as Shelby and Adair occur 
but are minor. A few areas o f Malvern, a soil developed 
from Loveland loess, also occur. Silty materials eroded 
from the uplands formed the parent materials o f the 
stream valleys.
The native vegetation was primarily prairie, although 
some small trees and shrubs grew on some steep east 
and north-facing slopes.
Monona, Ida and Hamburg are the major upland 
soils. Napier and McPaul are two of the major soils of 
the stream valleys. The major characteristics of these 
soils are given in fig. 28 and tables 18-A, 18-B and 
18-C. Colo and Kennebec, two other major soils o f the 
stream valleys, are discussed in chapter 23.
M onona  are well-drained soils that occur on the 
gently sloping narrow ridges and strongly sloping side 
slopes. Slopes of 5 to 14 percent are most common, but 
these soils do occur on slopes ranging from 1 to 30 
percent. The surface layer is a very dark brown silt 
loam 8 to 14 inches thick. The surface layer is frequently
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T A B L E  1 8 -A .  G e n e r a l  i n f o r m a t i o n  a b o u t m a jo r so il t y p e s  in M onona- Ida-H am burg  soil a s s o c ia tio n  area.*
Soil type Slope percent Land Parent Original Erosion
Natural
internal
Plant-available
water-holding
capacity
Number and name Typical Range position material vegetation1 hazard drainage to 5 feet
10 Monona silt loam 2-5 1-30 Upland ridges 
and side slopes
Loess Prairie Slight to 
severe
Good High
1 Ida silt loam 10-20 6-30 Upland ridges 
and side slopes
Loess Prairie Severe Good High
2 Hamburg silt loam 30-60 30-60 Catstep slopes Loess Prairie Very severe Good Medium
3 Castana silt loam 14-18 10-30 High upland 
footslopes
Colluvium Prairie Severe Good High
12 Napier silt loam 2-5 1-10 Footslopes and 
alluvial fans
Colluvium Prairie Slight to 
severe
Good High
70 McPaul silt loam 0-2 0-2 Bottomland Alluvium Prairie None Good to mod­
erately good
High
Other soils:
Colo, Zook, Kennebec Alluvium See tables 23A, 23B, 23C
*See chapter 5 for explanation of terms.
1 Shrubs and small trees on some east and north facing slopes and on smaller bottomlands, especially close to the Missouri River bluffs.
TABLE 18-B. Profile characteristics of major soil types and phases in Monona-lda-Hamburg soil association 
area*
Soil type
Number and name
Phase Surface soil Subsoil
Slope Erosion Color Texture Color Texture Permeability Substratum
10 Monona silt loam 2-5
10 Monona silt loam 5-9
10 Monona silt loam 9-14
1 Ida silt loam 5-9 
1 Ida silt loam 9-14
1 Ida silt loam 14-lf
2 Hamburg silt loam 30-f
3 Castana silt loam 14-1?
12 Napier silt loam 2-5
70 McPaul silt loam 0-2
1 Very dark silt loam
grayish-brown
2 Very dark silt loam
grayish-brown
3 Dark brown silt loam
to brown
2 Very dark silt loam
grayish-brown
3 Brown silt loam
3 Brown silt loam
3 Dark brown silt loam
1 Very dark silt loam
grayish-brown
0,1 Very dark silt loam
brown
0 A horizon not developed -
Dark brown silt loam Moderate
to brown
Dark brown silt loam Moderate
to brown
Dark brown silt loam Moderate
to brown
......................B horizon not present
......................B horizon not present
......................B horizon not present
......................B horizon not present
......................B horizon not present
Dark brown to silt loam Moderate
yellowish- 
brown
....................... B horizon not present
Partly leached silt 
loam loess 
Partly leached silt 
loam loess 
Calcareous silt 
loam loess
- Calcareous silt
loam loess 
•Calcareous silt 
loam loess
- Calcareous silt
loam loess
- Calcareous silt
loess
-Calcareous silt 
loam colluvium 
Silt loam colluvium
-Brown to yellowish- 
brown calcareous 
silt loam alluvium 
over black silty 
clay loam buried 
soil
‘ See chapter 5 for explanation of terms.
partially or completely removed, by erosion. The subsoil 
is a dark brown to brown silt loam . The substratum is 
silt loam  loess which m ay be calcareous at depths of 
30  to 100  inches.
Ida soils occur on narrow divides and steep side 
flanks on slopes of 6 to 30 percent. Slopes o f 10 to 
20 percent are common. They are calcareous throughout 
the profile and do not have B horizons. In uneroded 
areas, the surface layer is a very dark grayish-brown 
calcareous silt loam  6 to 10 inches thick. The sub­
stratum is yellowish-brown calcareous silt loam loess. In 
most cultivated areas, the surface layer has eroded away 
and the substratum is exposed.
D o w  soils have surface layers which are similar to the 
Ida soils in color and texture but have calcareous olive 
gray silt loam substrata. They are minor soils in the areei.
Hamburg soils occur on steep (30 to 60 percent) 
catstep slopes adjacent to the Missouri River bottom­
lands and along drainageways which outlet into the 
bottomland. They formed from thick, coarse loess with 
prairie the principal vegetation. They have a very thin, 
calcareous, dark brown silt to silt loam surface layer 
over a substratum of calcareous, pale brown coarse 
silt loess.
Castana soils are forming from calcareous colluvial 
materials which washed or slumped down from the steep 
Hamburg and Ida soils. They occur on high upland 
footslopes primarily of 10 to 30 percent. They have 
very dark brown to very dark grayish-brown surface 
layers 20 to 24 inches thick that are calcareous in the 
lower part. The substratum is a calcareous yellowish- 
brown silt loam.
Napier soils occur along upland drainageways and 
narrow streams and on footslopes. These well-drained 
soils occur on slopes of 1 to 10 percent. Napier soils 
have a very dark brown silt loam surface layer, 20 to 
30 inches thick, and moderately permeable, dark brown 
silt loam subsoil and substratum. In some areas recent 
sediments have formed a layer up to 10 inches thick 
on the surface.
McPaul soils are forming from alluvial materials in 
stream valleys. They consist of 24 to 36 inches or more 
of light colored sediments over buried dark colored silty 
d a y  loam soils.
Minor soils in the area include Malvern (discussed 
in chapter 17), the till soils such as Shelby and Adair 
(discussed in chapter 6) and Steinauer (discussed in 
chapter 17).
A moderately high percentage o f this association is 
used for cultivated crops. The steep slopes, including 
the catsteps bordering the Missouri River valley and 
some of its main tributaries, are in permanent pasture. 
Some areas o f shrubs and trees occur. Yields are low 
from both pasture and timber on these steep slopes.
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The valleys, less steep side slopes and the ridges are 
usually cultivated. Some of the streams in the area have 
been straightened to permit cultivation of much o f the 
valley land. Gullying is a serious problem throughout 
most o f the association, as gullies enlarge rapidly and 
attain huge proportions. Nitrogen and phosphorus are
commonly needed. Ida soils are especially deficient in 
available phosphorus. Lime is not generally needed since 
most of the soils are neutral or slightly acid. Gently 
sloping to sloping M onona soils are often acid and may 
need lime. The sloping soils of the area are very erosive 
and require terracing, contour listing and other soil 
conservation practices for adequate erosion control.
TABLE 18-C. Land use, fertility levels, and corn production potentials of major soil types and phases in 
Monona-lda-Hamburg soil association area *
Soil type
Number and name
Phase
Slope Erosion
Lime needs 
T/acre1 N
Average soil test2 
P K
Maximum corn use 
with conservation 
practices3
Corn yield 
potential 
bu/acre
Land capability 
class and 
subclass
10 Monona silt loam 2-5 1 0-3 L VL to L M to H Often 85 lie
10 Monona silt loam 5-9 2 0-3 V L to L V L to L M to H Occasionally 80 III e
10 Monona silt loam 9-14 3 0 VL V L to L M to H Seldom 75 llle
1 Ida silt loam 5-9 2 0 (ex) L VL M to H Occasionally 65 III e
1 Ida silt loam 9-14 3 0 (ex) V L to L VL M to H Seldom 60 l l le
1 Ida silt loam 14-18 3 0 (ex) VL VL M to H Seldom 55 IV e
2 Hamburg silt loam 3 0 + 3 0 (ex) VL VL H Never — VII e
3 Castana silt loam 14-18 1 0 (ex) L V L to L M to H Seldom 60 IV e
12 Napier silt loam 2-5 0 0-2 Lto M V L to L M to H Often 90 II e
70 McPaul silt loam 0-2 0 0 VL to L L t o M H Often 86 1
’ See chapter 5 for explanation of terms.
1 Estimated range for soils not limed in past 5 years. Lime needs indicated are near optimum rates recommended on ISU soil test reports.
2 Estimated average soil test values based in part on summary of over 350,000 samples tested at the ISU Soil Testing Laboratory.
3 Often= 3  or more years out of 5; Occasionally^ 1 to 3 years out of 5; Seldom =  not more than 1 year in 6; Never™permanent vegetation.
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The. M oody soil association occurs in extreme north­
west Iowa. It occupies the area between the Big Sioux 
and Rock rivers in Lynn and Sioux counties. The area 
of the association is approximately 500 square miles or 
1 percent of the state. This soil association area is not 
very large in Iowa. It is an extension of a larger area 
of M oody soils of southeastern South Dakota and south­
western Minnesota.
The topography of the M oody soil association area 
in Iowa is nearly level to gently sloping in the east and 
gently sloping to sloping in the west, particularly near 
the Big Sioux River. In general, the topography of the 
M oody area is similar to that of the Galva-Primghar- 
Sac area, which grades into the M oody from the south 
and east.
Loess is the principal parent material o f the upland 
soils, although glacial till-derived soils occur on steeper 
slopes where loess is absent. On some gentle to moderate 
slopes, Sac-like soils occur where the loess is thin. Al­
luvium and glacial sediments provided parent materials 
for soils o f the stream valleys and terraces as in the 
bottomlands of the Big Sioux and Rock rivers. The 
native vegetation consisted primarily of prairie grasses.
M oody  soils are the most extensive of the area. They 
formed from loess under the influence of prairie vegeta­
tion. These well-drained soils commonly occur on slopes 
o f 2 to 5 percent, although the slope range is 1 to 15 
percent. The surface layer is a very dark brown silty 
d a y  loam 10 to 16 inches in thickness. The moderately 
permeable subsoil is a dark brown silty clay loam. The 
substratum is a partly leached, yellowish-brown silt 
loam. Calcareous materials including secondary lime 
concretions are commonly found at 36 to 60 inches. 
M oody soils are generally similar to the Galva soils, 
which occur in the Galva-Primghar-Sac soil association
T A B L E  19-A. General inform ation about major soil types in Moody soil association area*
Soil type Slope Percent Land Parent Original Erosion
Natural
internal
Plant-available
water-holding
capacity
Number and name Typical Range position material vegetation hazard drainage to 5 feet
410 Moody silty clay loam 2-5 1-15 Upland ridges 
and side slopes
Loess Prairie Slight to 
severe
Good High
77 Sac silty clay loam, 
variant
2-5 1-10 Upland ridges 
and side slopes
Thin loess 
on till
Prairie Slight to 
severe
Good High
Other soils:1 
Colo, Judson Alluvial and/or 
colluvial 
materials
See tables 23A, 23B, 23C.
Waukegan, Kato Loamy material 
on gravel
See tables 23A, 23B, 23C.
*See chapter 5 for explanation of terms.
1 Studies are under way to determine the proper name for these soils in the Moody soil association.
TABLE 19-B. Profile characteristics of major soil types and phases in Moody soil association area*
Soil type Phase Surface soil Subsoil
Number and name Slope Erosion Color Texture Color Texture Permeability Substratum
410 Moody silty clay loam 2-5 1 Very dark 
brown
sicl Dark brown sicl Moderate Partly leached 
silt loam loess
410 Moody silty clay loam 5-9 2 Very dark 
brown
sicl Dark brown sicl Moderate Partly leached 
silt loam loess
77 Sac silty clay loam, 
variant
2-5 1 Very dark 
brown
sicl Dark brown sicl to cl Moderate Calcareous 
loam till
77 Sac silty clay loam, 
variant
5-9 2 Very dark 
grayish-brown
sicl Dark brown sicl to cl Moderate Calcareous 
loam till
’ See chapter 5 for explanation of terms.
TABLE 19-C. Land use, fertility levels, and corn 
Moody soil association area*
production potentials of major soil types and phases in
Soil type
Number and name
Phase
Slope Erosion
Lime needs 
T/acre1
Average soil test2 
N P K
Maximum corn use 
with conservation 
practices3
Corn yield 
potential 
bu/acre
Land capability 
class and 
subclass
410 Moody silty clay loam 2-5 1 0-3 L t o M L t o M M to H Often 75 lie
410 Moody silty clay loam 5-9 2 0-3 L Lto  M M to H Occasionally 70 III e
77 Sac silty clay loam, 
variant
2-5 1 0-3 L t o M L t o M Mt o H Often 75 lie
77 Sac silty clay loam, 
variant
5-9 2 0-3 L L t o M M to H Occasionally 70 l l le
4See chapter 5 for explanation of terms.
1 Estimated range for soils not limed in past 5 years. Lime needs indicated are near optimum rates recommended on ISU soil test reports.
2 Estimated average soil test values based in part on summary of over 350,000 samples tested at the ISU Soil Testing Laboratory.
3 Often=:3 or more years out of 5; O c casio nally= l to 3 years out of 5; Seldom =  not more than 1 year in 6; N e ve r=  permanent vegetation.
area. M oody soils have less clay in the subsoil and 
have formed from thicker loess than the G alva soils.
Soils generally similar to Ida soils occur on some 
moderately to strongly sloping areas. Generally they 
contain more lime concretions in the upper profile than 
the Ida soils described in chapter 18.
A variant of Sac silty clay loam occurs on gently 
to moderately sloping topography where the loess thins 
to about 2 feet. These soils have slightly less clay and 
are leached less than the Sac soils described in chapter 
13. In some of the level uplands, soils generally similar 
to the Primghar soils (see chapter 13) occur.
Where glacial till outcrops on steeper slopes, soils 
similar to Storden d a y  loam described in chapter 10 
occur.
Along the terraces and floodplains of the Big Sioux 
and Rock rivers, a number o f soils occur. Some of these 
are somewhat similar to Waukegan, Colo and Judson 
described in chapter 23. In a few places in the uplands 
adjacent to the river, soils similar to Hagener and 
Dickinson, also described in chapter 23, have formed 
from windblown sand.
Nearly all of this area is used for cultivated crops. 
Some of the steeper regions and those along small, 
meandering streams are used for pasture. The land use 
of the area and management practices needed are similar 
to those of the Galva-Primghar-Sac area. Average annual 
precipitation is 26 inches or less. Therefore, low moisture 
limits crop yields more frequently than in other soil 
association areas of Iowa. The lower precipitation in­
creases the importance of water conservation and erosion 
control practices in the M oody area. Nitrogen and 
phosphorus are the principal fertilizer nutrients needed. 
The surface layers of soils such as M oody may be acid 
and thus will be benefited by application of limestone.
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The Otley-Mahaska-Taintor soil association occurs 
in southeastern Iowa, where it includes parts of 12 
counties. It has an area o f approximately 2,400 square 
miles, which represents almost 4 percent o f the state. 
This association consists of several elongated areas 
which are the divides between streams. The largest of 
these extends from Poweshiek County through Keokuk,
Washington, Henry and Des Moines counties. Usually 
areas of the Clinton-Keswick-Lindley soil association 
occur between the Otley-Mahaska-Taintor extensions 
and the floodplains of the major streams. The relation­
ships between the interstream divides and the occurrence 
o f the Otley-Mahaska-Taintor and Clinton-Keswick- 
Lindley soil associations can be seen by studying figs. 
10, 11 and 14.
The topography and geological history of the Otley- 
Mahaska-Taintor soil association area are somewhat 
similar to those o f the Adair-Grundy-Haig association 
described in chapter 6. The Otley-Mahaska-Taintor has 
more loess-derived soils, since the divides are somewhat 
larger and the loess mantle is thicker. The till-derived 
soils such as Shelby, Adair and Lindley occupy a 
smaller portion of the landscape in the Otley-Mahaska- 
Taintor area.
Alluvium-derived soils occur in the narrow upland 
drainageways and on bottomlands.
The principal native vegetation consisted o f grasses, 
although forest influence occurs particularly where the 
association borders the forest-influenced Clinton-Keswick- 
Lindley soils.
Figure 29 and tables 20-A, 20-B and 20-C give 
characteristics of the major soils o f the association.
TABLE 20-A. General information about major soil types in Otley-Mahaska-Taintor soil association area*
Soil type
Number and name
Slope Percent 
Typical Range
Land
position
Parent
material
Original
vegetation
Erosion
hazard
Natural
internal
drainage
Plant-available 
water-holding 
capacity 
to 5 feet
281 Otley silty clay loam 2-5 1-15 Upland ridges 
and side slopes
Loess Prairie Slight to 
severe
Moderately good High
280 Mahaska silty clay loam 1-3 0-4 Upland ridges Loess Prairie Slight or 
none
Somewhat poor High
279 Taintor silty clay loam 0-2 0-3 Upland flats Loess Prairie None Poor High
122 Sperry silt loam 0-1 0-1 Upland
depressions
Loess Prairie None Poor to very 
poor
High
76 Ladoga silt loam 2-5 1-14 Upland ridges 
and side slopes
Loess Prairie,
forest
Slight to 
severe
Moderately good High
75 Givin silt loam 1-3 0-4 Upland ridges Loess Prairie,
forest
Slight Somewhat poor High
74 Rubio silt loam 0-2 0-2 Upland flats Loess Prairie,
forest
None Poor to very 
poor
High
192 Adair clay loam 9-14 5-20 Upland side 
slopes
Reddish pale- 
osol, till
Prairie Severe Somewhat poor High
24 Shelby clay loam
Other soils:
Colo, Zook, Ely
9-14 5-30 Upland side 
slopes
Glacial till
Alluvial and 
colluvial 
materials
Prairie Severe Good to mod­
erately good
See tables 23A, 23B, 23C.
High
"See chapter 5 for explanation of terms. 
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Taintor soils occur on broad upland flats with slopes 
of 0 to 2 percent. They occur on the highest divides or 
" top of the world." They are poorly drained soils which 
developed from loess under prairie vegetation. They 
have black silty clay loam surface layers 14 to 18 
inches thick, moderately slowly permeable, dark gray to 
olive gray, silty clay loam to silty clay subsoils and 
leached silty clay loam loess substrata.
Mahaska are somewhat poorly drained soils which 
developed from loess under prairie vegetation. They 
occur on slightly rounded ridges and border the broad 
upland flats. Mahaska soils usually occur on slightly 
lower elevations than the Taintor soils. Slopes o f 1 to 3 
percent are most common. The surface layer is a black 
silty clay loam 14 to 18 inches thick, and the subsoil 
is a gray and brown silty clay loam to silty clay with 
moderately slow permeability. The substratum consists 
of leached silty clay loam loess.
Otley soils are formed from loess under prairie vege­
tation on slopes of 2 to about 15 percent. They occur 
on moderately to gently sloping ridges and on moderately 
sloping side flanks. They usually occur on lower eleva­
tions than the Mahaska soils. Otley soils have moderately 
well-drained profiles. The surface layer of Otley soils 
is a very dark brown silty clay loam, 9 to 12 inches 
thick unless partly or completely removed by erosion. 
The subsoil is a dark brown and yellowish-brown silty 
clay loam to silty clay and has moderately slow perme- 
abüitv. The substratum is leached silty clay loam loess.
Sperry soils occur in small depressions within larger 
areas of Mahaska and Taintor soils. M inor in extent, 
they formed from loess under prairie. They are Planosols 
with a very dark gray surface, a gray silt loam A2 
subsurface and dark gray, slowly permeable silty clay 
subsoil.
Ladoga, Givin and Rubio soils occur in some places 
where the soil association borders the Clinton-Keswick- 
Lindley soil association. These soils formed from loess 
under a mixed prairie-forest vegetation.
Lodoga  soils occur on slopes bordering the flat- 
topped divides, on rounded crests and flanks of ridges 
often adjacent to Otley soils. Ladoga soils are well 
to moderately well-drained and have a very dark gray 
silt loam surface, a grayish-brown silt loam subsurface 
and a moderately slowly permeable yellowish-brown 
silty clay loam to silty clay subsoil. They are the prairie- 
forest equivalents o f the Otley soils.
Givin soils occur on nearly level divides often adjacent 
to Mahaska soils. They are somewhat poorly drained 
soils which have a very dark gray silt loam surface, 
dark gray silt loam subsurface and a moderately slowly 
permeable, dark grayish-brown silty clay loam to silty
Fig. 29. Relationship of slope, vegetation and parent material to soils of the Otley-Mahaska-Taintor soil association area.
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* Tentative name
clay subsoil. They are the prairie-forest equivalents of 
the M ahaska soils.
Rubio soils occur on small, nearly level areas at 
times adjacent to Taintor soils. They are poorly drained 
soils which have a black to very dark gray silt loam 
surface, a dark gray silt loam subsurface, and a slow 
to very slowly permeable, gray silty clay subsoil. The 
Rubio soils are Planosols. They are minor in extent.
Till-derived soils such as Adair and Shelby may 
occur on side slopes below the Otley and Ladoga soils. 
They are discussed with the Adair-Grundy-Haig soil 
association area in chapter 6. Although minor in extent 
in the Otley-Mahaska-Taintor soil association, the Adair 
and Shelby soils may be the major soils on some farm 
fields.
Alluvium-derived soils occur in the narrow drainage- 
ways and on bottomlands. These soils include the Colo, 
Ely and Zook, which are discussed in chapter 23.
Most of the land in the Otley-Mahaska-Taintor soil 
association area is used for cultivated crops. Corn, 
soybeans, oats and hay are the major crops. Permanent 
pasture is a common use for some of the narrow bottom­
lands and steeper uplands. The broad, gently sloping 
to nearly level upland divides are well suited for intensive 
row crop production. Erosion control practices such as 
contouring and terracing are needed to provide adequate 
erosion control on the gently to moderately sloping 
soils. Additional tile drainage is frequently needed on the 
nearly level Taintor areas. Lime and fertilizer, especially 
nitrogen and phosphorus, are needed for high corn yields.
TABLE 20-B. Profile characteristics of major soil types and phases in Otley-Mahaska-Taintor soil association 
area*
Soil type Phase Surface soil Subsoil
Number and name Slope Erosion Color Texture Color Texture Permeability Substratum
281 Otley silty clay loam 2-5 0,1 Very dark 
brown
siel Yellowish-
brown
siel to sic Moderate to 
moderately slow
Leached silty clay 
loam loess
281 Otley silty clay loam 5-9 2 Very dark 
grayish-brown
siel Yellowish-
brown
siel to sic Moderate to 
moderately slow
Leached silty clay 
loam loess
281 Otley silty clay loam 9-14 3 Very dark 
grayish-brown
siel Yellowish-
brown
siel to sic Moderate to 
moderately slow
Leached silty clay 
loam loess
280 Mahaska silty clay 
loam
1-3 0,1 Black siel Gray and 
brown
siel to sic Moderate to 
moderately slow
Leached silty clay 
loam loess
279 Taintor silty clay 
loam
0-1 0 Black siel Dark gray to 
olive gray
siel to sic Moderately slow Leached silty clay 
loam loess
122 Sperry silt loam 0-1 0,1 Very dark 
gray
sil Dark gray sic Slow Leached silty clay 
loam loess
76 Ladoga silt loam 5-9 2 Very dark 
grayish-brown
sil Yellowish-
brown
siel to sic Moderate to 
moderately slow
Leached silty clay 
loam loess
75 Givin silt loam 1-3 0,1 Very dark 
gray
sil Gray and 
brown
siel to sic Moderate to 
moderately slow
Leached silty clay 
loam loess
74 Rubio silt loam 0-1 0 Very dark 
gray
sil Dark gray sic Very slow Leached silty clay 
loam loess
192 Adair clay loam 5-9 2 Very dark 
gray
cl Red and 
gray
c, cl Slow Leached clay 
loam till
24 Shelby loam 9-14 2 Very dark 
gray
1 to cl Red and 
gray
clay loam Moderately slow Calcareous clay 
loam till
•See chapter 5 for explanation of terms.
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TABLE 20-C. Land use, fertility levels, and corn production potentials of major soil types and phases in Otley-
Soil type
Number and name
Phase
Slope Erosion
Lime needs 
T/acre1
Average soil test2 
N P K
Maximum corn use 
with conservation 
practices3
Corn yield 
potential 
bu/acre
Land capability 
class and 
subclass
281 Otley silty clay loam 2-5 1 2-4 Lto M V L to L M Often 93 lie
281 Otley silty clay loam 5-9 2 2-4 L V L to L M Occasionally 87 III e
281 Otley silty clay loam 9-14 2 2-4 VL VL to L M Seldom 80 III e
280 Mahaska silty clay loam 1-3 0 2-4 Lto  M V L to L Lto M Often 95 1
279 Taintor silty clay loam 0-1 0 2-4 Lto  M Lto M L Often 91 II w
122 Sperry silt loam 0-1 0 0-2 V L to L VL VL to L Often 72 III w
76 Ladoga silt foam 5-9 2 3-5 L V L to L Lto M Occasionally 83 III e
75 Givin silt loam 1-3 0,1 3-5 Lto M V L to L Lto M Often 90 II e
74 Rubio silt loam 0-1 0 2-4 L V L to L Lto M Often 76 III w
192 Adair clay loam 5-9 2 3-5 L VL to L Lto M Seldom 50 III w
24 Shelby loam 9-14 2 2-4 L VL to L Lto M Seldom 60 III e
*See chapter 5 for explanation of terms. . „ . . . 1CII
1 Estimated range for soils not limed in past 5 years. Lime needs indicated are near optimum rates recommended on ISU soil test reports.
2 Estimated average soil test values based in part on summary of over 350,000 samples tested at the ISU Soil Testing Laboratory.
3 Often= 3  or more years out of 5; Occasionally^,! to 3 years out of 5; Seldom =  not more than 1 year in 6; N e ve r=  permanent vegetation.
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SHELBY-SHARPSBURG-MACKSBURG
SOIL ASSOCIATION AREA
rmMmim
The , Shelby-Sharpsburg-Macksburg soil association 
occurs in southwestern Iowa in Taylor, Adams, Adair, 
Madison, Warren and parts o f adjoining counties. It 
extends from the Clarion-Nicollet-Webster area in the 
north to the Missouri state line in the south. It gradually 
changes into the Marshall area to the west and the 
Adair-Grundy-Haig area to the east. The area occupied 
by this association is approximately 3,500 square miles 
or 6 percent o f the state.
The landscape, topography and geological history 
are quite similar to those o f the Adair-Grundy-Haig 
area. Compared with the Adair-Grundy-Haig association, 
the loess is thicker on the upland divides and extends 
further downslope in the Shelby-Sharpsburg-Macksburg 
area.
Shelby, Adair and Clarinda are extensive soils in 
the association. Their occurrence and characteristics are 
discussed with the Adair-Grundy-Haig association in 
chapter 6.
Sharpsburg soils are well to moderately well-drained 
soils which formed from loess under the influence of 
prairie vegetation. They occur most frequently on slopes 
of 2 to 9 percent, but they may occur on slopes ranging 
from 0 to 18 percent. Sharpsburg soils occupy a variety 
of sites including nearly level uplands, side slopes and 
loess-covered high stream benches or terraces near 
streams. They have a very dark brown to black silty 
clay loam surface layer 9 to 16 inches thick unless 
eroded. The typical subsoil is a dark brown to yellowish- 
brown silty clay loam to silty clay which has moderate 
to moderately slow permeability. The substratum is 
leached silty clay loam  loess.
Macksburg soils are the somewhat poorly drained 
associates of the Sharpsburg soils. They usually occupy
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Fig. 30. Relationship of slope, vegetation and parent material to soils of the Shelby-Sharpsburg-Macksburg soil association area
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slightly higher elevations than the Sharpsburg. Macks- 
burg soils occur on moderately wide upland divides and 
in coves which slope gently from the upland flats. They 
commonly occur on slopes of 1 to 3 percent. They have 
a black silty clay loam surface layer, 16 to 20 inches 
thick. The subsoil is a dark grayish-brown silty clay 
loam to silty clay with moderate to moderately slow 
permeability. The substratum is leached silty clay loam 
loess.
Winterset soils are also loess derived. Typically they 
are found on the broader level upland flats where natural 
drainage is poor. Winterset soils are of minor extent. 
They have black silty clay loam surface layers 16 to 20 
inches thick. The subsoil is a dark gray to olive gray 
silty clay loam to silty clay. The substratum is leached 
silty clay loam loess.
Clearfield soils are somewhat poorly to poorly drained 
soils which occur around the heads o f some upland 
drainageways. They have formed under prairie vege­
tation from loess which is underlain by a gray clay
paleosol at depths of 3 to 5 feet. The Clearfield soils 
are seepy due to the position in which they occur and to 
the presence o f the very slowly permeable gray paleosol 
at relatively shallow depths. Moisture percolates through 
the permeable loess down to the paleosol. Lateral move­
ment causes seepy conditions in the coves and on side 
hills. The surface layer of Clearfield soils is a black silty 
clay loam 8 to 16 inches thick unless eroded; and the 
subsoil is a moderately slowly permeable, dark grayish- 
brown to olive gray silty clay loam. The substratum is 
a very slowly permeable, dark gray to gray clay 
paleosol. This grayclaypaleosolis also called "gumbotil."
Gara soils are well to moderately well-drained soils 
which formed from glacial till under the influence of 
mixed prairie-forest vegetation. They occur on moderately 
sloping to steep slopes o f 9 to 30 percent. They have 
a thin, very dark gray loam surface, a grayish-brown 
loam subsurface and slowly to moderately slowly perme­
able, yellowish-brown clay loam subsoil. The substratum 
is a yellowish-brown clay loam which is usually cal­
TABLE 21-A. General information about major soil types in Shelby-Sharpsburg-Macksburg soil association 
area* ________________
Soil type
Number and name
Slope percent 
Typical Range
Land
position
Parent
material
Original
vegetation
Erosion
hazard
Natural
internal
drainage
Plant available 
water-holding 
capacity 
to 5 feet
24 Shelby loam 9-14 5-30 Upland side 
slopes
Glacial till Prairie Severe Good to mod­
erately good
High
370 Sharpsburg silty clay 
loam
2-5 1-18 Upland ridges 
and side slopes
Loess Prairie Slight to 
severe
Moderately good High
368 Macksburg silty clay 
loam
1-3 0-4 Upland ridges Loess Prairie Slight or 
none
Somewhat poor High
369 Winterset silty clay 0-1 0-4 Upland flats Loess Prairie None Poor High
loam
69 Clearfield silty clay 
loam
5-9 2-9 Upland coves Thin loess, gray 
clay paleosol
Prairie Moderate Somewhat poor 
to poor
High
222 Clarinda clay loam 9-14 5-20 Upland coves Gray clay 
paleosol, till
Prairie Severe Poor High
192 Adair clay loam 9-14 5-20 Upland Reddish clay 
paleosol, till
Prairie Severe Somewhat poor High
179 Gara loam 14-25 9-30 Upland side 
slopes
Clay loam till Prairie,
forest
Severe Good to mod­
erately good
High
76 Ladoga silt loam 2-5 1-15 Upland ridges 
and side slopes
Loess Prairie,
forest
Moderate Moderately good High
Other soils:
Colo, ludson, Gravity, Olmitz, Nodaway, Wabash Alluvial and 
colluvial 
materials
See tables 23A, 23B, 23C.
careous at a depth of about 4 8  inches. Gara is a Gray 
Brown Podzolic-Brunizem intergrade associated with 
Shelby and Lindley soils.
Ladoga  soils formed from loess under mixed vege­
tation. They are associated with the Sharpsburg soil in 
areas where forest vegetation encroached upon the native 
prairie vegetation. They are described in chapter 20.
Colo, Judson, Gravity, Olmitz, Wabash and Nodaway 
soils occur in the stream valleys. They are described 
in chapter 23.
About two-thirds of this soil association is used for 
cultivated crops. Most of the Winterset, Macksburg and 
Sharpsburg soils are cultivated. Bluegrass pastures are 
common on Shelby, Adair, Gara and poorly drained 
bottomland soils. Small patches o f timber are also com­
mon in the steeper areas. Nearly level to gently sloping 
uplands and bottomlands are suited for intensive row 
cropping but are less extensive than the gently to mod­
erately sloping and steep uplands. The sloping areas 
require erosion control practices such as terraces and 
contouring, as well as cropping systems with a high 
percentage of meadow crops for adequate erosion con­
trol. Supplemental drainage is frequently needed on the 
nearly level areas, on hillside seeps and waterways. 
Limestone applications are required periodically on most 
soils. Supplemental nutrients, especially nitrogen and 
phosphorus, are needed for most crops.
*See chapter 5 for explanation of terms.
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TABLE 21-B. Profile characteristics of major soil types and phases in Shelby-Sharpsbura-Macksburg soil 
association area *
Soil type Phase Surface soil Subsoil
Number and name Slope Erosion Color lexture Color Texture Permeability Substratum
24 Shelby loam 9-14 2 Very dark brown 1 to cl Yellowish- cl 
brown
Moderately slow Calcareous clay 
loam till
370 Sharpsburg silty clay 
loam
2-5 1 Very dark brown sicl Yellowish- sicl to sic 
brown
Moderate to 
moderately slow
Leached silty clay 
loam loess
370 Sharpsburg silty clay 
loam
5-9 2 Very dark 
grayish-brown
sicl Yellowish- sicl to sic 
brown
Moderate to 
moderately slow
Leached silty clay 
loam loess
370 Sharpsburg silty clay 
loam
9-14 2 Very dark 
grayish-brown
sicl Yellowish- sicl to sic 
brown
Moderate to 
moderately slow
Leached silty clay 
loam loess
368 Macksburg silty clay 
loam
1-3 0,1 Black sicl Dark gray- sicl to sic 
ish brown
Moderate to 
moderately slow
Leached silty clay 
loam loess
369 Winterset silty clay 
loam
0-2 0 Black sicl Dark gray sicl to sic Moderately slow 
to slow
Leached silty clay 
loam loess
69 Clearfield silty clay 
loam
5-9 1 Black sicl Gray and sicl 
brown
Moderately slow Leached gray 
clay paleosol
222 Clarinda clay loam 5-9 1 Black cl Gray clay Very slow Leached gray 
clay paleosol
222 Clarinda clay loam 9-14 2 Very dark gray cl Gray clay Very slow Leached gray 
clay paleosol
192 Adair clay loam 9-14 2 Very dark gray cl Red and c, cl 
gray
Very slow Leached clay 
loam till
179 Gara loam 14-18 2 Very dark gray loam Yellowish- cl 
brown
Moderately slow Leached clay 
loam till
76 Ladoga silt loam 5-9 2 Very dark gray sil Yellowish- sicl to sic 
brown
Moderately slow Leached silty clay 
loam loess
*See chapter 5 for explanation of terms.
TABLE 21-C. Land use, fertility levels, and corn production potentials of major soils and phases in Shelby- 
Sharpsburg-Macksburgsoil association area*
Soil type
Number and name
Phase
Slope Erosion
Lime needs Average soil testa 
T/acre1 N P K
Maximum corn use 
with conservation 
practices3
Corn yield 
potential 
bu/acre
Land capability 
class and 
subclass
24 Shelby loam 9-14 2 2-4 L VL to L Lto M Seldom 60 III e
370 Sharpsburg silty clay loam 2-5 1 2-4 Lto M Lto M M to H Often 90 lie
370 Sharpsburg silty clay loam 5-9 2 2-4 L Lto M M to H Occasionally 85 III e
370 Sharpsburg silty clay loam 9-14 2 2-4 VL to L Lto M M to H Seldom 79 III e
368 Macksburg silty clay loam 1-3 0 2-4 Lto M LtoM M to H Often 95 1
366 Winterset silty clay loam 0-2 0 0-2 Lto M Lto M M Often 91 II w
69 Clearfield silty clay loam 5-9 1 0-2 Lto M L Lto M Occasionally 70 III w
222 Clarinda clay loam 5-9 1 0-4 Lto M L Lto M Occasionally 45 III w
222 Clarinda clay loam 9-14 2 0-4 V L to L V L to L Lto M Seldom 30 IV e
192 Adair clay loam 9-14 2 3-5 L VL to L Lto M Seldom 40 IV e
179 Gara loam 14-18 2 3-5 L V L to L Lto M Never _ V ie
76 Ladoga silt loam 5-9 2 3-5 L V L to L Lto M Occasionally 83 III e
*See chapter 5 for explanation of terms.
i  Estimated range for soils not limed in past 5 years. Lime needs indicated are near optimum rates recommended on ISU soil test reports. 
i  n?:lma ,  average so" test values based in part on summary of over 350,000 samples tested at the ISU Soil Testing Laboratory.
Often— 3 or more years out of 5; O c casio nally= l to 3 years out of 5; Seldom =  not more than 1 year in 6; N e ve r=  permanent vegetation 
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22. TAMA-MUSCATINE AND
The Tama-Muscatine soil association occurs in four 
separate areas in central and east central Iowa. The 
total área of the association is approximately 4,000 
square miles or 7 percent of the state. The Downs soil 
association area occurs most extensively in Winneshiek 
and Clayton counties in northeast Iowa, where it occupies 
about 450 square miles. However, Downs and related 
soils are extensive in the prairie-forest borders of the 
Tama-Muscatine association.
The Tama-Muscatine association consists of a loess- 
covered glacial till plain. The topography and loess 
thickness vary in different parts of the Tama-Muscatine 
soil association area.
In northern Marshall and Tama counties and in 
Benton, Grundy, Hardin and Franklin counties the 
topography is generally nearly level to gently sloping. 
The loess is predominantly 5 to 10 feet thick.
In Johnson, Cedar, Scott, Muscatine and Louisa 
counties the topography consists of broad, nearly level 
divides separated by shallow, narrow valleys. In general, 
the loess is quite thick (about 200 inches).
In Jasper, Poweshiek, southern Marshall and south­
western Tama counties, the topography consists of 
rounded, gently sloping divides, moderate to strongly 
sloping side slopes and narrow valleys. In this part of 
the Tama-Muscatine area, the loess is about 200 to 300 
inches thick on the upland divides and is less thick 
on the side slopes. Till-derived soils such as Shelby 
and Adair (discussed in chapter 6) are found on the 
lower side slopes.
The topography of the Downs soil association in 
northeast Iowa is generally gently to moderately sloping. 
The geologic history o f this area is similar to that of 
the Fayette-Dubuque-Stonyland association described in 
chapter 12. The loess is generally over 100 inches thick 
and overlies limestone bedrock.
The native vegetation of the soils of the Tam a- 
Muscatine soil association area was primarily prairie. 
The Downs and related soils formed under mixed forest- 
prairie vegetation.
Characteristics of the major soils of these associations 
are given in fig. 31 and tables 22-A, 22-B and 22-C.
Tama are well-drained soils which developed from 
moderately thick loess primarily under prairie vegetation. 
They occur on nearly level to gently sloping convex 
ridges and gently to moderately sloping side slopes. 
Slopes of 2 to 5 percent are most extensive but may 
range from 1 to 20 percent. The surface layer is a very 
dark brown silty clay loam, 9 to 16 inches thick unless 
eroded. The moderately permeable subsoil is a dark 
brown silty clay loam, and the substratum is leached 
silt loam loess.
Muscatine soils are somewhat poorly drained and 
occur on nearly level slopes of 1 to 3 percent. Muscatine 
soils developed from moderately thick to thick loess 
under the influence o f prairie vegetation. They have 
black silty clay loam surface layers 15 to 20 inches
thii-Tr, moderately permeable gray and brown silty clay 
loam  subsoils, and leached silt loam  loess substrata.
Garwin are poorly drained soils of minor extent 
which occur at the heads o f upland drains and on some 
of the broad upland divides on slopes of 0 to 2 percent. 
They, too, are loess-derived, prairie-influenced soils. 
They have black silty clay loam surface layers, 15 to 
20 inches thick, and moderately permeable dark gray 
to olive gray silty clay loam subsoils and a silt loam 
substratum. Tile drainage is needed on Garwin soils.
Downs soils are the prairie-forest equivalents of the 
Tama soils. Downs soils have a thin, very dark gray 
silt loam surface layer, a grayish-brown silt loam sub­
surface layer, a yellowish-brown silty clay loam mod­
erately permeable subsoil and a leached silt loam sub­
stratum.
Atterberry and Walford soils are the prairie-forest 
equivalents of Muscatine and Garwin soils respectively. 
They are minor in extent. The nearly level Atterberry 
soils have a thin, very dark gray silt loam surface
TABLE 22-A. General information about major soil types in Tama-Muscatine soil association area*
Soil Type
Number and name_____
120 Tama silty clay loam
119 Muscatine silty clay loam 
118 Garwin silty clay loam
162 Downs silt loam 
291 Atterberry silt loam 
160 Walford silt loam
163 Fayette silt loam 
395 Kenyon loam
24 Shelby clay loam 
192 Adair clay loam 
Other soils:
Bremer, Colo, Judson, Lawson
Plant-available 
Natural water-holding
Slope percent Land „Parent Original Erosionhazard
internal
drainage
capacity 
to 5 feetTypical Range position material vegetation
2-5 1-20 Upland ridges Loess Prairie Slight to Good High
and side slopes severe
High1-3 0-4 Upland ridges Loess Prairie Slight Somewhat poor
0-2 0-4 Upland draw- Loess Prairie None Poor High
heads and flats
High2-5 2-25 Upland ridges Loess Prairie, Slight to Good
and side slopes forest severe
High1-3 0-5 Upland ridges Loess Prairie, Slight to Somewhat poorforest none
0-2 0-3 Upland flats Loess Prairie, None Poor High
and depressions forest
High2-5 1-30 Upland ridges Loess Forest Slight to Good
and side slopes severe
High2-5 1-15 Upland ridges Loam till Prairie Moderate to Moderately
and side slopes severe good
High14-25 5-30 Upland side 
slopes
Clay loam till Prairie Moderate to 
severe
Good to mod­
erately good
9-14 5-20 Upland side Reddish pale- Prairie Severe Somewhat poor High
slopes osol, till
, Kennebec Alluvial and colluvial See tables 23A, 23B, 23C.
Sand and sandy loam materials______ See tables 23A, 23B, 23C.
*See chapter 5 for explanation of terms.
layer, a grayish-brown subsurface layer, a brown and 
gray silty clay loam  subsoil and a leached silt loam  
loess substratum. Walford soils are prairie-forest Piano- 
sols which occur on flat to depressional areas within 
larger areas o f Tama, Downs and related soils.
Shelby and Adair soils occur on moderately sloping 
to steep topography where Kansan glacial till is exposed. 
These soils are described in chapter 6.
Dinsdale and Kenyon  soils are associated with Tama 
soils in areas where the loess is absent or thin over 
Iowan glacial till. These soils are described in chapters 
11 and 14.
Hagener and Dickinson soils developed from wind- 
deposited sandy materials on the eastern and southern 
sides of streams in some places. They are described 
in chapter 23.
A number of other soils can be found in narrow 
drainageways, on terraces and on bottomlands. In­
cluded are Bremer, Colo, Judson, Lawson and Kennebec, 
described in chapter 23.
The Tama-Muscatine soil association has a high 
percentage of soils such as Tama and IVIuscatine which 
occur on nearly level to gently sloping topography in 
fairly large uniform areas. These characteristics plus 
favorable physical and chemical properties and favor­
able climatic conditions give the Tama-Muscatine area 
a high productive capacity. Intensive row cropping is 
feasible in many parts of the area. Much of the corn 
produced in the area is fed to livestock.
On the moderately sloping soils, terracing and con­
touring are essential for adequate soil erosion control. 
Tile drainage is needed on the flatter areas. M any of 
the soils are medium in acidity and require periodic 
applications of limestone. Supplemental nitrogen, phos­
phorus and potassium are needed for high yields.
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TABLE 22-B. Profile characteristics of major soil types and phases in Tama-Muscatine soil association area*
Soil type Phase Surface soil Subsoil
Number and name Slope Erosion Color Texture Color Texture Permeability Substratum
120 Tama silty clay loam 2-5 1 Very dark 
brown
siel Dark brown si cl Moderate Leached silt 
loam loess
120 Tama silty clay loam 5-9 2 Very dark 
grayish-brown
siel Dark brown sicl Moderate Leached silt 
loam loess
120 Tama silty clay loam 9-14 2 Very dark 
grayish-brown
siel Dark brown sicl Moderate Leached silt 
loam loess
119 Muscatine silty clay 
loam
1-3 0 Black siel Gray and 
brown
sicl Moderate Leached silt 
loam loess
118 Garwin silty clay 
loam
0-2 0 Black siel Dark gray to 
olive gray
sicl Moderate Silt loam loess
162 Downs silt loam 2-5 1 Very dark 
gray
sil Yellowish-
brown
sicl Moderate Leached silt 
loam loess
162 Downs silt loam 5-9 2 Very dark 
grayish-brown
sil Yellowish-
brown
sicl Moderate Leached silt 
loam loess
162 Downs silt loam 9-14 2 Very dark 
grayish-brown
sil Yellowish-
brown
sicl Moderate Leached silt 
loam loess
291 Atterberry silt loam 1-3 0 Very dark 
gray
sil Brown and 
gray
sicl Moderate Leached silt 
loam loess
160 Walford silt loam 0-2 0 Very dark 
gray
sil Gray silty
clay
Moderately slow 
to slow
Leached silt 
loam loess
163 Fayette silt loam 9-14 2 Dark grayish- 
brown
sil Yellowish-
brown
sicl Moderate Leached silt 
loam loess
377 Dinsdale silty clay 
loam
5-9 2 Very dark 
brown
siel Dark brown sicl and 
loam
Moderate to 
moderately slow
Partly leached 
loam till
395 Kenyon loam 9-14 2 Very dark 
grayish-brown
loam Brown and 
faint gray
clay loam Moderate to 
moderately slow
Calcareous loam 
till
24 Shelby loam 9-14 2 Very dark 
gray
l,cl Yellowish-
brown
clay loam Moderately slow Calcareous clay 
loam till
192 Adair clay loam 9-14 2 Very dark 
gray
cl Red and 
gray
c, cl Very slow Leached clay 
loam till
*See chapter 5 for explanation of terms.
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Fig. 31. Relationship of slope, vegetation and parent material to soils of the Tam a-M  uscatine soil association area.
FAYETTE DOWNS TAMA MUSCATINE GARWIN
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fama-Muscatine^oil association a re a s '1 a"d C°m Pr°dUCti°n potentials ° ' maior soil a"d ¡"
Soil type
Number and name
Phase
Slope
_____ Lime needs
Erosion T/acre1
Average soil test2 
~N P
Maximum corn use 
with conservation
Corn yield 
potential
Land capability 
class and
103 lama silty clay loam 2-5 1
120 Tama silty clay loam 5-9 2
120 Tama silty clay loam 9-14 2
119 Muscatine silty clay loam 1-3 0
118 Garwin silty clay loam 0-2 0
162 Downs silt loam 2-5 1
162 Downs silt loam 5.9 2
162 Downs silt loam 9.14 2
291 Atterberry silt loam 1-3 0
160 Walford silt loam 0-2 0
163 Fayette silt loam 9.14 2
377 Dinsdale silty clay loam 5-9 2
395 Kenyon loam 9.14 2
24 Shelby loam 9.14 2
192 Adair clay loam 9.14 2
2-4
2-4
2-4
2-4
0-2
2-4
2-4
2- 4
3- 5 
2-4 
2-4
2- 4
3- 5
2- 4
3- 5
L to M 
L
V L to L
LtoM
LtoM
L
V L to L
VL
L
L
V L to L  
Lto  M 
LtoM 
L
V L to L
Lto  M 
Lto M  
Lto M  
Lto M  
LtoM 
LtoM 
LtoM 
Lto  M 
LtoM 
V L to L  
L
VL to L 
V L to L  
V L to L
M
M
M
M
M
LtoM
LtoM
LtoM
LtoM
L
L
LtoM
L
LtoM
Often
Occasionally
Seldom
Often
Often
Often
Occasionally
Occasionally
Often
Often
Occasionally
Occasionally
Seldom
Seldom
V L to L  Lto M
98
93
85
102
97 
96 
91 
82
98 
90 
80 
87 
74 
60
II e
III e 
III e
II w 
lie
III e 
llle
I
II w 
l l l e  
l l le 
l l le 
l l le
1 See chapter 5 for explanation of terms. — —  — _ _ _ _ _ -----------------------
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forest derived Bertrand, Jackson and Curran soils occur 
mostly in eastern Iowa. They have thin, dark surface 
layers. The prairie-derived Wiota, Neven and Bremer 
sods are most common in southwestern Iowa but are 
also found in eastern Iowa.
These soils usually have a higher degree of profile 
development and less serious wetness hazards than soils 
of the floodplains. They are well suited for intensive row 
crop production.
Soils of the Footslopes and Alluvial Fans
Local alluvial materials or colluvium collect in foot- 
slopes and alluvial fans mostly on slopes of 1 to 5 
percent. These materials are commonly medium textured 
(loam  and silt loam ). The soils formed from these 
matenais have thick dark surfaces except Chaseburg, 
which has a dark grayish-brown surface. Gravity soils 
are somewhat poorly to poorly drained; Ely soils are 
somewhat poorly drained; and Olmitz, Terriland Judson 
soils are well drained. Surface deposition from above 
seepiness and channel cutting frequently limit the pro­
ductivity of these soils. In addition, their occurrence in 
small irregular areas often limits their suitability for 
cropping.
23. MISCELLANEOUS SOILS OF IOWA
A number o f miscellaneous soils occur in many of 
the major soil associations of Iowa. These include soils 
ot the floodplains and stream terraces, soils of the 
footslopes and alluvial fans, soils of the outwash terraces 
soils developed from sand or sandy loam materials,’ 
soils of the uplands developed from bedrock materials, 
soils developed from organic materials. The character­
istics o f these soils are given in tables 23-A, 23-B and 
23-C. They are often the dominant soils of a field on 
some farms and are important to crop needs and pro­
ductivity. Their occurrence in a specific soil association 
area is usually indicated in the discussion o f that par­
ticular area.
Soils of the Floodplains and Stream Terraces
Alluvial materials deposited on floodplains during 
flood periods provided parent materials for these soils. 
Some show the influence o f prairie or forest vegetation 
and others are o f such recent deposition that vegetation 
effects are not evident.
Soils o f the floodplains frequently suffer from seasonal 
wetness because of flooding and poor internal drainage
characteristics. However, stream channel deepening and 
straightening, road ditches and roadbed constructior 
have modified the flooding pattern and hazards of many 
streams. Because of this, each area will vary in its need 
or protection from overflow and wetness hazards The 
more poorly drained soils of the bottomland areas have 
ormed in the slack-water" areas, midway between the 
° § X n^r c,hannel and valley slopes. Slow permeability 
of Ihe Wabash soils limits the effectiveness o f tile systems. 
Colo soils are moderately permeable and can be im­
proved by tile drainage. Z ook  soils are intermediate in 
permeability between Wabash and Colo soils. Huntsville 
Lawson and Kennebec soils are found on "natural 
levees near the main channels and at the base of 
upland slopes. These soils are well to somewhat poorly 
drained and have moderately permeable subsoils or 
substrata. Nodaway soils are from recently deposited 
sediments. 5* ,
Soils o f the stream terraces or second-bottom lands 
are normally not subject to flooding. They were formed 
from silty alluvial sediments which are often underlain 
below 4 feet by stratified silty and loamy materials The
Soils of the Outwash Terraces
Glacial outwash and alluvium provided parent ma­
terials for soils on nearly level outwash areas and 
terraces, particularly in those areas of Iowa covered by 
one or more substages of the Wisconsin glaciation. 
Characteristically, these sediments consist o f 2 to 3 feet 
of loamy materials over sand and gravel. Marshan, 
Kato  and Waukegan are examples of soils developed 
under the influence of prairie vegetation. They are ex­
tensive in some parts o f northern Iowa.
Marshan soils are dark colored and poorly drained
iile drainage is frequently needed.
_ Kato  are dark colored, imperfectly drained soils. 
They are often slightly wet in the spring but slightly 
drouthy in midsummer and in dry seasons
Waukegan are dark colored, well-drained soils. Two 
phases are commonly mapped indicating the depth to 
graveh The productivity of Waukegan soils is limited 
Dy the depth to sand or gravel, particularly in the 
moderately deep phase.
In some areas of eastern and northeastern Iowa, 
the forest-derived Bixby  and Camden soils occur. Bixby 
loam has a sand or gravel substratum at 2 to 3 feet. 
Camden silt loam has a sand or gravel substratum at 
3 to 4 feet.
S o i l s  D e v e lo p e d  F ro m  S a n d  o r  S a n d y  Lo am  M a te r ia ls
Ankeny, Dickinson, Farrar and Lamont soils are 
mainly o f sandy loam texture. They are dark colored 
except the Lamont. Hagener, Buckner, Lakeville and 
Chelsea soils are mainly of loamy sand and sand 
textures. They are dark colored except Chelsea.
These soils occur on a wide range of slopes. They 
are generally low in fertility, have low water-holding 
capacity and are subject to erosion by wind, water 
or both.
Upland Soils Developed From Bedrock Materials
These soils are shallow to limestone, shale or sand­
stone bedrock materials. They are on moderately sloping 
to steep upland side slopes and high structural benches
in several soil associations. The Runnels, Gosport, Bauer 
and Schapville soils are shallow to shale bedrock. Boone 
is shallow to sandstone and Sogn is shallow to limestone 
bedrock. Runnels and Bauer soils have dark surface 
soils, and Gosport, Bauer and Schapville soils have 
light colored surfaces. Sogn soils vary in color o f sur­
face but are often moderately dark.
Soils formed from bedrock materials are infertile. 
Boone and Sogn soils are very drouthy. If the surface 
is barren or vegetation is sparse, runoff water will 
erode these sloping soils.
Soils Developed From Organic Materials
These organic soils are dominantly mucky peat and 
muck, but some peat soils occur. The organic soils are
most common in northern Iowa, where they occupy 
remmants of old shallow lakes, ponds and swamps. In 
some places, they are in upland drainageways.
Thickness of organic material varies, and so several 
depth phases are recognized. All of these soils have 
black spongy surfaces and gray loamy or silty sub­
strata at 1 to more than 4 feet.
These soils are very wet and need supplemental 
drainage. They are also very low in available phos­
phorus and potassium. Crops grown in these soils 
often are late maturing.
TABLE23-A. General information about Miscellaneous soil types and phases*
Soil type
Number and name
Slope percent Land
position
Parent Original
vegetation
Erosion
Natural
internal
Plant-available
water-holding
capacity
Typical Range material hazard drainage to 5 feet
136 Ankeny sandy loam 2-5 0-9 Foot slopes Sandy
colluvium
Prairie Slight,
wind
Somewhat
excessive
Low
185 Bauer silt loam 14-18 5-40 Upland Shale Prairie Severe Good Low
193 Bertrand silt loam 2-5 0-9 Terrace Alluvium Forest Slight Good to mod­
erately good
High
265 Bixby loam 2-5 0-9 Terrace Glacial outwash Forest Slight Good Medium
210 Boone sandy loam 20-30 9-40 Upland Sandstone Prairie Severe Good Low
43 Bremer silty clay loam 0-2 0-2 Low terraces Alluvium Prairie None Poor High
159 Buckner loamy sand 2-5 0-9 Terrace Sandy
alluvium
Prairie Severe,
wind
Excessive Low
—  Camden loam 2-5 0-9 Terrace Glacial outwash Forest Slight Good Medium to 
high
105 Chariton silt loam 0-2 0-2 Terrace Alluvium Prairie None Poor High
129 Chaseburg silt loam 2-5 0-5 Foot slopes Colluvium Forest Slight Good to mod­
erately good
High
63 Chelsea loamy fine sand 5-9 5-30 Uplands, and 
terraces
Eolian sand Forest Moderate,
wind
Excessive Very low
587 Chequest silty clay loam 0-2 0-2 Bottomland Alluvium Forest None Poor High
133 Colo silty clay loam 0-2 0-2 Bottomland Alluvium Prairie None Poor High
51 Coppock silt loam 0-2 0-5 Bottomlands and 
foot slopes
Alluvium Prairie, forest Slight Somewhat poor 
to poor
High
246 Curran silt loam 0-2 0-2 Terrace Alluvium Forest None Somewhat poor High
175 Dickinson sandy loam 2-5 0-20 Uplands and 
terraces
Eolian sand 
or sandy 
glacial drift
Prairie Slight,
wind
Somewhat
excessive
Low
428 Ely silty clay loam 2-5 0-9 Foot slopes and 
alluvial fans
Colluvium Prairie Slight Somewhat poor High
253 Farrar fine sandy loam 5-9 2-15 Upland Eolian sand over 
glacial till
Prairie Moderate,
wind
Somewhat
excessive
Low
See chapter 5 for explanation of terms. 71
TABLE 23-A (continued)
Soil type
Number and name
Slope percent 
Typical Range
Land
position
313 Gosport silt loam 20-30 9-40 Upland
103 Gravity silty clay loam 2-5 0-5 Foot slopes
41 Hagener loamy fine sand 2-5 0-20 Uplands and 
terraces
98 Huntsville silt loam 0-2 0-2 Bottomland
219 Jackson silt loam 2-5 0-9 Terrace
8 Judson silty clay loam 2-5 0-9 Foot slopes and 
alluvial fans
225 Kato loam, moderately 1-3 0-5 Terrace
deep over sand and gravel
226 Kato loam, deep over 1-3 0-5 Terrace
sand and gravel
212 Kennebec silt loam 0-2 0-2 Bottomland
73 Lakeville sandy loam 5-9 2-40 Uplands and 
Outwash areas
110 Lamont fine sandy loam 5-9 2-30 Uplands and 
terraces
484 Lawson silt loam 0-2 0-2 Bottomland
151 Marshan silty clay loam, 0-2 0-5 Terrace
moderately deep over 
sand and gravel
152 Marshan silty clay loam, 0-2 0-5 Terrace
deep over sand and 
gravel
221 Muck, moderately shallow 0-2 0-5 Upland
depressions
321 Mucky peat, deep 0-2 0-5 Upland
depressions
88 Nevin silty clay loam 0-2 0-5 Terrace
220 Nodaway silt loam 0-2 0-2 Bottomland
273 Olmitz loam 2-5 0-9 Foot slopes and 
alluvial fans
86 Runnells 9-14 5-40 Upland
148 Schapville silt loam 2-5 2-14 Upland
412 Sogn loam 14-18 4-40 Upland
485 Spillville loam 0-2 0-5 Upland draws and 
bottomlands
27 Terrill loam 2-5 0-9 Foot slopes and 
alluvial fans
Parent NaturalOriginal Erosion internalmaterial vegetation hazard
Shale Forest Severe Good
Colluvium Prairie Slight Somewhat poor
to poor
Eolian sand Prairie Slight, Excessive
wind
Alluvium Prairie, forest None ► Good
Alluvium Forest Slight Moderately
good
Colluvium Prairie Slight Good to mod-
Glacial
erately good
Prairie Slight Somewhat pooroutwash
Glacial Prairie Slight Somewhat pooroutwash
Alluvium Prairie None Moderately good to
somewhat poor
Sandy or Prairie Moderate, Excessivegravelly 
glacial till
wind
Eolian sand Forest Moderate, Somewhatand silt wind excessive
Alluvium Prairie None Somewhat poor
Glacial Prairie None Pooroutwash
Glacial Prairie None Poor
outwash
Organic matter Swamp grasses None Very poor
and sedges
Organic matter Swamp grasses None Very poor
and sedges
Alluvium Prairie None Somewhat poor
Alluvium Forest None Moderately good
Colluvium Prairie Slight Good to mod-
Loess over
erately good
Prairie, forest Severe Good
shale
15-20" loess 
over neutral 
to calcareous
Prairie Moderate Moderately good 
to good
shale
Loamy material Prairie Severe Goodover limestone
Alluvium Prairie None Moderately good to
Colluvium
somewhat poor
Prairie Slight Good
Plant-available
water-holding
capacity
Medium
High
Very low
High
High
High
Medium
High-medium
High
Very low
Low
High
Medium
High-medium
High
High
High
High
High
Medium
Low-medium
Very low
High
High
* See chapter 5 for explanation of terms.
T A B L E  2 3 -A  (continued)
Soil type
Number and name
Slope percent 
Typical Range
Land
position
Parent
material
Original
vegetation
Erosion
hazard
Natural
internal
drainage
Plant-available 
water-holding 
capacity 
to 5 feet
96 Turlin loam 0-2 0-5 Upland draws and 
bottomlands
Alluvium Prairie None Somewhat poor High
172 Wabash silty clay 0-1 0-1 Bottomland Slack water 
alluvium, high 
in clay
Prairie None Poor to 
very poor
High
177 Waukegan loam,
moderately deep over 
sand and gravel
2-5 0-9 Terrace Glacial
outwash
Prairie Slight Good Medium
178 Waukegan loam, deep 
over sand and gravel
2-5 0-9 Terrace Glacial
outwash
Prairie Slight Good High-medium
7 Wiota silt loam 2-5 0-5 Terrace Alluvium Prairie Slight Good High
54 Zook silty clay loam 0-1 0-1 Bottomland Alluvium Prairie None Poor to High
very poor
TABLE 23-B. Profile characteristics of Miscellaneous soil types and phases*
Soil type Phase Surface soil Subsoil
Number and name Slope Erosion Color Texture Color Texture Permeability Substratum
136 Ankeny sandy loam 2-5 1 Very dark 
brown
si Dark brown si Rapid Sandy loam to 
sand
185 Bauer silt loam 9-14 2 Very dark 
brown
sil Brown sic Very slow Shale
193 Bertrand silt loam 2-5 1 Dark gray sil Yellowish- sicl Moderate Silt loam alluvium
265 Bixbyloam 2-5 1 Dark gray loam Yellowish-
brown
1 to cl Moderate Sand and gravel at 
24 to 36 inches
210 Boone sandy loam 20-30 2 Very dark gray­
ish-brown
si Brown si Rapid 15-30 inches to 
sandstone
43 Bremer silty clay loam 0-2 0 Black sicl Very dark 
gray
sic to sicl Moderately
slow
Silty clay loam 
alluvium
159 Buckner loamy sand 2-5 1 Dark grayish- 
brown
Is Dark brown 
to brown
Is Very rapid Loose coarse sand
—  Camden loam 2-5 1 Dark gray loam Yellowish-brown
sicl Moderate Sand and gravel at 
36 to 48 inches
105 Chariton silt loam 0-2 0 Very dark gray sil Dark gray sic Slow to very slow
Silty clay alluvium
129 Chaseburg silt loam 2-5 1 Dark grayish- 
brown
sil Brown and 
yellowish- 
brown
sil Moderate Moderately perme­
able silt loam 
colluvium
63 Chelsea loamy fine sand 5-9 2 Grayish-brown loamy fine 
sand
Yellowish-
brown
loamy fine 
sand
Very rapid Fine sand
587 Chequest silty clay loam 0-2 0 Very dark gray sicl Dark gray sic to sicl Moderatelyslow
Silty clay loam 
alluvium
133 Colo silty clay loam 0-2 0 Black sicl Very dark gray
sicl Moderate to 
moderately 
slow
Silty clay loam 
alluvium
* See chapter 5 for explanation of terms. 73
T A B L E  2 3 -B  (continued)
Soil type Phase Surface soil Subsoil
Number and name Slope Erosion Color Texture Color Texture Permeability Substratum
51 Coppock silt loam 0-2 1 Very dark gray sil Very dark sicl Moderate Sandy clay loam
gray alluvium
246 Curran silt loam 2-5 1 Dark gray sil Gray sicl to sic Slow Silt loam and silty
175 Dickinson fine sandy 
loam
2-5
clay loam 
alluvium
1 Very dark 
brown
fine sandy 
loam
Dark brown fine sandy 
loam
Rapid to very 
*  rapid
Loamy sand
428 Ely silty clay loam 2-5 1 Very dark 
brown
sicl Gray and 
brown
sicl Moderate Silt loam to silty 
clay loam
5-9
colluvium
253 Farrar fine sandy loam 2 Very dark fine sandy Dark brown fine sandy Moderate to Calcareous loambrown loam loam to 
loam
rapid till
313 Gosport silt loam 20-30 2 Dark gray sil Yellowish- sic Very slow Shale
brown
103 Gravity silty clay loam 2-5 1 Black sicl Dark gray sicl Moderately Gritty silty clay
2-5
slow loam colluvium
41 Hagener loamy fine sand 1 Very dark loamy fine Yellowish- loamy fine Very rapid Fine sandbrown sand brown sand
98 Huntsville silt loam 0-2 0 Very dark 
brown
sil Dark brown sil Moderate Silt loam alluvium
219 Jackson silt loam 2-5 1 Dark gray sil Gray and sicl Moderate Silt loam alluvium
brown
8 Judson silty clay loam 2-5 1 Very dark 
brown
sicl Dark brown sicl Moderate Silt loam to silty 
clay loam
colluvium
225 Kato loam, moderately 1-3 1 Black loam Gray and loam Moderate to Sand/gravel atdeep brown rapid 24-36 inches
226 Kato loam, deep 1-3 1 Black loam Gray and loam Moderate Sand/gravel at
brown 36-48 inches
212 Kennebec silt loam 0-2 0 Black sil Black to very sil Moderate Silt loam alluvium
dark gray
73 Lakeville sandy loam 5-9 2 Dark brown si Brown si Rapid Calcareous sand
and gravel
110 Lamont fine sandy loam 5-9 2 Dark grayish fine sandy Yellowish- fine sandy Rapid Loamy sandbrown loam brown loam
484 Lawson silt loam 0-2 0 Black sil Gray and sil Moderate Silt loam alluvium
brown
151 Marshan silty clay loam, 
moderately deep
0-2 0 Black sicl Dark gray cl to 1 Moderate to 
rapid
Sand/gravel at 
24-36 inches
152 Marshan silty clay 
loam, deep
0-2 0 Black sicl Dark gray cl to 1 Moderate Sand/gravel at 
36-48 inches
221 Muck, moderately 
shallow
0-2 0 Black muck - - Silty clay loam to 
loam at 20-40
inches
321 Mucky peat, deep 0-2 0 Black to very 
dark brown
peat - - Silty clay loam at 
40-60 inches
88 Nevin silty clay loam 0-2 0 Black sicl Gray and sicl Moderate to Silty clay loam
brown moderately
■____________ j_________________________________________ . ________|________ _____________ _________  slow
* See chapter 5 for explanation of terms.
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T A B L E  2 3 -B  (continued)
Soil type Phase_____
ber and name Slope Erosion
220 Nodaway silt loam 0-2 0
273 Olmitz loam 2-5 1
86 Runnells silt loam 9-14 2
148 Schapville silt loam 2-5 1
412 Sogn loam 14-18 2
485 Spillville loam 0-2 0
27 Terril loam 2-5 1
96 Turlin loam 0-2 0
172 Wabash silty clay 0-1 0
177 Waukegan loam, 2-5 1
moderately deep
178 Waukegan loam, 2-5 1
deep
7 Wiota silt loam 2-5 1
54 Zook silty clay loam 0-1 0
Surface soil ___________________ Sut)S011_________________ _____
CM ?---------------- Texture________________ Color_____________ Texture______________ Permeability______________ Substratum
Dark grayish sil
brown
Very dark loam Yellowish-
brown brown
Very dark gray sil Yellowish-
brown
Black to very sil Yellowish-
dark gray brown
Very dark gray loam
Black loam Black to very 
dark gray
Very dark loam Yellowish-
brown brown
Black loam Gray and 
brown
Black sic Dark gray
Very dark loam Dark brown
brown
Very dark loam Dark brown
brown
Black sil Brown and 
gray
Black sicl Black to 
dark gray
No B horizon able stratified 
silt
1 to cl Moderate Loam to clay loam 
colluvium
sicl Moderately Shale at 18-36
slow inches
sic Very slow Neutral to calcare­ous shale at 
15-20 inches
No B horizon
at 0-10 inches
loam Moderate Loam alluvium
loam Moderate Loam colluvium
loam Moderate Loam alluvium
sic Very slow Silty clay alluvium
loam Moderate to Sand/gravel at
rapid 24-36 inches
loam Moderate Sand/gravel at 
36-48 inches
sicl Moderate to 
moderately 
slow
Silty clay loam
sic to sicl Slow to very 
slow
Silty clay alluvium
TABLE 23-C. Land use, fertility levels, and corn production potentials of Miscellaneous soil types and phases.
--------------------------------- * ‘ " Maximum corn use
Soil type Phase
Slope Erosion
Lime needs 
T/acre1
136 Ankeny sandy loam 2-5 1 2-4
185 Bauer silt loam 9-14 2 3-5
193 Bertrand silt loam 2-5 1 2-4
265 Bixbyloam 2-5 1 3-5
210 Boone sandy loam 20-30 2 2-4
43 Bremer silty clay loam 0-2 0 0-2
159 Buckner loamy sand 2-5 1 2-4
—  Camden loam 2-5 1 3-5
105 Chariton silt loam 0-2 0 3-5
129 Chaseburg silt loam 2-5 1 0-2
63 Chelsea loamy fine sand 5-9 2 2-4
587 Chequest silty clay loam 0-2 0 3-5
Average soil test2______________ _ with conservation
N P K practices3
L L Lto  M Occasionally
VL VL VL Never
L L L Often
VL to L V L to L L Often
VL VL VL Never
L M to H M to H Often
VL VL VL Seldom
L V L to L V L to L Often
L M to H H Often
L M to H Lto  M Often
V L to L Lto  M V L to L Seldom
L L M Often
Corn yield 
potential 
bu/acre4
50-75
90
75
80-95
40
80
60
88
30
75
nd capability 
class and 
subclass
V ie  
lie  
lie  
VII s
II w 
IV s 
lie
III w 
lie
IV s 
II w
T A B L E  2 3 -C  (continued)
Soil type Average soil test2 Maximum corn use Corn yield Land capabilityrnase Lime needs with conservation potential
bu/acre4
class and 
subclassNumber and name Slope Erosion T/acre1 N P K practices3
133 Colo silty clay loam 0-2 0 0-2 Lto M M to H M toH Often 75-90 II w
51 Coppock silt loam 2-5 1 3-5 L V L to L L Often 80 II w
246 Curran silt loam 0-2 0 0-2 L Lto M V L to L Often 80 II w
175 Dickinson fine sandy 
loam
2-5 1 2-4 L L t o M M Occasionally 45-65 Il ls
428 Ely silty clay loam 2-5 1 2-4 L t o M L Mt o H Often 90-100 lie
253 Farrar fine sandy loam 5-9 2 0-2 L L t o M L t o M Occasionally 50-65 Il ls
313 Gosport silt loam 20-30 2 4-6 VL VL VL Never __ VII e
103 Gravity silty clay loam 2-5 1 2-4 L L L t o M Often 75 lie
41 Hagener loamy fine sand 2-5 1 2-4 VL to L V L t o L V L t o L Seldom 40-60 Il l s
198 Huntsville silt loam 0-2 0 0-2 L t o M Mt o H L t o M Often 90-100
219 Jackson silt loam 2-5 1 2-4 L L L Often 85 lie
8 Judson silty clay loam 2-5 1 2-4 L t o M L Mt o H Often 85-100 lie
225 Kato loam, moderately 1-3 1 2-4 VL to L L t o M V L t o L Often 60-85 II sdeep
226 Kato loam, deep 1-3 1 2-4 L t o M L t o M L t o M Often 70-90 1
212 Kennebec silt loam 0-2 0 0-2 V L t o L Mt o H Mt o H Often 85-100 1
73 Lakeville sandy loam 5-9 2 0-2 V L t o L L t o M L t o M Seldom 32 I l ls
110 Lamont fine sandy loam 5-9 2 2-4 V L t o L L t o M V L t o L Seldom 45 Il ls
484 Lawson silt loam 0-2 0 0-2 Lto  M Mt o H L t o M Often 85-100 II w
151 Marshan silty clay loam, 0-2 0 0-2 L V L t o L V L t o L Often 60-85 II wmoderately deep
152 Marshan silty clay loam, 
deep
221 Muck, moderately shallow
0-2 0 0-2 L t o M V L t o L L t o M Often 70-90 II w
0-2 0 0 H L VL Often 65 III w
321 Mucky peat, deep 0-2 0 0 H L VL Often 60 III w
88 Nevin silty clay loam 0-2 0 2-4 L Mt o H L t o M Often 88-98 1
220 Nodaway silt loam 0-2 0 0-2 L Mt o H L t o M Often 80-100 1
273 Olmitz loam 2-5 1 2-4 L L L t o M Often 90 lie
86 Runnells silt loam 9-14 2 3-5 VL VL VL Seldom 50 . IV e
148 Schapville silt loam 2-5 1 0 L VL VL Never _ lie
412 Sogn 14-18 2 0 L V L t o L VL toL Seldom _ V i l e
485 Spillville loam 0-2 0 0-2 L t o M Mt o H Mt o H Often 100 1
27 Terril loam 2-5 1 0-2 L M L t o M Often 75-95 lie
96 Turlin loam 0-2 0 0-2 L t o M L t o M Mt o H Often 100 1
172 Wabash silty clay 0-2 0 2-4 L t o M Mt o H Mt o H Often 55 III w
177 Waukegan loam, moderately 2-5 1 2-4 VL to L V L t o L V L t o L Often 50-80 II s
deep
178 Waukegan loam, deep 2-5 1 2-4 L V L t o L L t o M Often 65-90 lie
7 Wiota silt loam 2-5 1 2-4 L M L t o M Often 88-98 II e
54 Zook silty clay loam 0-2 0 0-2 L V L t o L L t o M Often 70 II w
* See chapter 5 for explanation of terms.
1 Estimated range for soils not limed in past 5 years. Lime needs indicated are near optimum rates recommended on ISU soil test reports.
2 Estimated average soil test values based in part on summary of over 350,000 samples tested at ISU Soil Testing Laboratory.
3 O ften = 3  or more years out of 5; O ccasionally=l to 3 years out of 5; Seldom =not more than 1 year in 6; Never=perm anent vegetation.
4 Ranges in yields are given, for soils that occur in several soil associations. If the soil occurs in the Galva-Primghar-Sac, Luton-Onawa-Salix, Marshall, Monona-lda-Hamburg, or Moody soil association, the lower yield is an estimate 
of the corn yield potential. If the soil occurs in any of the other soil associations, the higher yield is an estimate of the corn yield potential.
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P A R T IA L  LIST O F  I O W A  S O IL  S E R IE S S O IL S ER IES
A N D  7H £! R PR IN C IP AL AREA O F  O CCUR RENCE N o . N a m e
103 G ra v i ty
SOIL SERIES Discussed
3 6 4  
41
G ru n d y
N o. N am e Soil Association A reas in Chapters
H a g e n e r
362 H a ig
192 A d a ir A G H , ASE, G H , M , M IH , O M T, SSM, 6 2 H a m b u rg
TM 95 H a rp s te r
156 A 1 b a to n LOS 16 168 H a y d e n
167 A m e s C N W 10 38 H a y n ie
136 A n k e n y C N W 23 37 3 * H o p p e r
291 A t te rb e r r y D , TM 22 9 8 H u n ts v ille
171 B assett C L C ,K F C 14 1 Ida
185 * B a u e r CKL, LKW 23 2 1 9 Jackson
2 6 0 B eckw ith LKW 15 8 Judson
130 B e lin d a LKW 15 2 2 5 K a to , m o d .
193 Be r tra n d F, D 23 d e e p
2 6 5 * B ixby CLC, DT, KFC 23 2 2 6 K a to , d e e p
4 4 B le n c o e LOS 16 2 1 2 K e n n e b e c
21 0 * B o one CKL, FDS 23 3 9 5 K e n y o n
4 3 B re m e r M , O M T, SSM, TM 23 180 K e o m a h
159 B uckne r M is s is s ip p i B o tto m la n d s 23 4 2 5 ‘ K esw ick
- * C a m d e n CLC, C N W , DT 23 184 ‘ K lin g e r
3 C a sta  na M IH 23 2 6 8 * Knox
105 C h a r ito n A G H , ASE, G H , LKW , O M T , SSM 23 76 L a d oga
129 C h a s e b u rg F, FDS 23 73 L a k e v ille
6 3 C h e ls e a F, FDS 12 110 L a m o n t
5 8 7 C h e q u e s ! ASE, LKW 23 4 8 4 Law son
22 2 C la r in d a A G H , ASE, G H , SSM 6 2 3 6 Leste r
138 C la r io n C N W 10 6 5 L in d le y
69 C le a r f ie ld SSM 21 781 ‘ L o u rd e s
80 C lin to n CKL 8 66 Luton
8 4 C ly d e C L C ,K F C 14 3 6 8 M a c k s b u rg
30 2 ‘ C o g g o n C L C ,K F C 14 2 8 0 M a h a s k a
133 C o lo A G H , ASE, C N W , D , DT, G H , G PS, 16, 23 6 0 ‘ M a lv e rn
LKW , LO S, M , M IH , O M T, SSM, TM 92 ‘ M a rc u s
51 C o p p o ck A G H , ASE, G H , LKW 23 9 M a rs h a ll
2 3 3 C o r le y M , M IH 17 151 M a rs h a n ,
78 3 ‘ C re sco CLC 9 m o d . deep
2 4 6 C u rra n F, D 23 152 M a rs h a n ,
175 D ick in so n CLC, C N W , KFC, TM 23 d e e p
3 7 7 * D in s d a le DT, TM 11 3 82 ‘ M a x fie ld
158 D o rc h e s te r F, FDS 12 70 M cP a u l
22 D o w M IH 18 29 9 M in d e n
162 D o w ns D, F, FDS, TM 22 149 M o d a le
183 D u b u q u e F, FDS 12 10 M o n o n a
211 E d ina A G H , ASE, G H 7 4 1 0 M o o d y
4 2 8 *  E ly DT, O M T, SSM 23 221 M uck, m o d .
2 5 3 F a r ra r C N W 23 s h a llo w
163 F a y e tte D, F, FDS, TM 12 321 M u cky  p e a t,
198 F lo y d KFC 14 d e e p
761 * F ra n k lin DT 11 119 M u s c a tin e
3 1 0 * G a lv a GPS 13 68 N a p a
179 G a ra A G H , ASE, CKL, G H , LKW , SSM 21 12 N a p ie r
118 G a rw in TM 22 88 N e v in
75 G iv in CKL, O M T, SSM 20 55 N ic o lle t
6 G le n c o e C N W 10 2 2 0 N o d a w a y
3 1 3 G o s p o r t CKL, LKW 15, 23
D is c u ss e d S O IL  S E R IE S D is c u ss ed
S o i! A s s o c ia tio n  A r e a s in  C h a p te rs N o .  N a m e S o il A s s o c ia tio n  A re a s in  C h a p te rs
A G H , ASE, G H , LKW, SSM, CKL 23
A G H , G H 6 2 7 3  O lm itz A G H , ASE, CKL, G H , SSM 23
CLC, C N W , F, FDS, KFC, M , O M T, 23 146 O n a w a LOS 16
TM, SSM 471 ‘ O ra n KFC 14
A G H , G H 6 3 9 4  * O s tra n d e r KFC 14
M IH 18 281 O t le y O M T 2 0
C N W 10 183 P a ls g ro v e F, FDS 12
C N W 10 131 P e rs h in g A G H , ASE, G H , LKW 15
LOS 16 91 ‘ P r im g h a r GPS 13
DT 11 7 9 8  ‘ P ro to v in CLC 9
CLC, D , F, KFC, TM 23 2 4 7  Q u a n d a h l F, FDS 12
M IH 18 4 8 2  ‘ R acine KFC 14
F, D 23 3 9 9  * R e a d ly n KFC 14
M ,S S M , TM 23 491 ‘ R e n o va KFC 14
CLC, C N W , DT, KFC 23 7 8 4  ‘ R ic e v il le CLC
9
2 1 3  Rockton F, FDS 12
CLC, C N W , DT, KFD 23 7 4  R u b io CKL, O M T 2 0
D , G PS, LO S, M , M IH , TM 23 8 6  R u n n e lls CKL, F
23
CLC, DT, KFC, TM 14 5 7  R u s h v il le CKL
8
CKL 7 7 7  ‘ Sac G PS
13
CKL, LKW 15 3 6  S a lix LOS
16
DT 11 2 3 7  S a rp y LOS
16
M IH 17 148 S c h a p v il le F, FDS
23
CKL, M , O M T , SSM 2 0 3 1 2  S e y m o u r ASE
7
C N W 10 3 7 0  S h a rp s b u rg SSM
21
CLC, F, FDS, KFC 23 2 4  S h e lb y A G H , ASE, G H , M , M IH , O M T, SSM, TM  6
C N W , DT, TM 23 4 1 2  Sogn CKL, F, FDS, LKW 23
C N W 10 122 S p e rry O M T, SSM  \ 2 0
CKL, LKW 15 4 8 5  ‘  S p il jv il le CLC , DT, KFC 23
CLC 9 3 3  S te in a u e r M , M IH 17
LOS 16 3 7 8  S to n y la n d F, FDS 12
SSM 21 6 2  S to rd e n C N W 10
O M T 20 165 S tro n g h u rs t F, FDS 12
M , M IH 17 2 7 9  T a in to r O M T 2 0
G PS 13 120 Tam a D, DT, F, FDS, TM 2 2
M 17 2 7  T e r r il C N W 23
CLC, C N W , DT, KFC 23 164 T ra e r F, FDS 12
3 9 8  ‘ T r ip o li KFC 14
CLC, C N W , DT, KFC 23 9 6  ‘ T u r lin DT 23
172 W a b a s h A G H , G H , LKW , SSM 23
DT 11 160 W a lfo rd D, TM 2 2
LOS, M IH 16, 18 771 ‘ W a u b e e k DT 11
M 17 177 W a u k e g a n , CLC, C N W , DT, G PS, KFC 23
LOS 16 m o d . d e e p
M IH 18 178 W a u k e g a n , CLC, C N W , DT, G PS, KFC 23
M o 19 d e e p
C N W , KFC 23 132 W e lle r LKW 15
107 W e b s te r C N W 10
C N W , KFC 23 3 6 9  W in te rs e t SSM 21
7 W io ta M , O M T , SSM 23
TM 22 5 4  Z o o k C N W , G PS, LOS, M , M IH , O M T 16, 23
LOS 16
M IH , LOS 18
M , O M T, SSM 23
C N W 10
A G H , ASE, D , CKL, G P S , LKW, M , 23 ‘ These soils had not appeared in county soil survey reports in Iowa p rio r to
O M T, SSM, TM January 1965.
C o o p e r a t iv e  E x te n sio n  S e rv ic e  in A g r ic u lt u r e  a n d  H o m e  Eco n o m ie s. Io w a  S tate  U n iv e r s it y  o f S cie n ce  a n d  T e c h n o lo g y  a n d  
the U n ite d  States D e p a rtm e n t  o f A g r ic u ltu re  c o o p e ra tin g . F lo y d  A n d r e ,  d ire c to r, A m e s , Io w a . D is trib u te d  in fu rth e ra n c e  o f 
the A cts of C o n g re s s  of M a y  8 a n d  J u n e  30, 1914.
